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Dedication
This poem is an acknowledgment and dedication to the mgmgry of all 9{gan donor_s, to

those families who have lost a loved one, and to all those dedicated health and medical
professionals involved in the processes that surround organ donation. It may also express
that more personal element that is not in this thesis.

Is it time?

They say she's dying
Would I? Could I?

Is she mine?
She lies there quietly

sweet and gentle,
skin so fine,

breathing softly
as if she's sleeping,

Is it time?
Heart so tender,

remember?
Dressed for dancing,

memory mine
of little feet

keeping time.
My heart is breaking,

my tears are real.
She's soft and warm.

Is it time?
Can you help me

ease her pain?
Please wake her gently

one more time.
Say I love her,

I need to tell her.
It is time?

Help me, help me
to say goodbye.
It can't be time,
who is with her?

V/ho will care she once was mine.
@ Gay Greenwood 1997
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Abstract

This study is a Foucaudian analysis of the public discourses that have surrounded organ
donation between the years 1995 -1998, with the exception of those discourse before or after these
dates that arc either historically significant or are relevant to developing science in this field of

the discourses of science, medicine, nursing, religion, politics, the media
n. The aim of the study was to examine and reveal the discourses that
and on nursing, and how these discourse can affect practices and beliefs.

The study has revealed that the colonised use of religious philosophy has ratified the altruistic
notion of donating organs allowing for the procurement of organs within 1n a999pt9d social
morality creating f'samaritan' principle of giving within the population. The bio-political process,
thoughjhas created a contractual ar s notion which then makes it an ambiguous
tyranny as a process of achieving '- It aiso uricovers the concern have about death and dying; about the
interruption to death as it was previously known; at brain-death, which translates for them into
how tó die a technical death, ãnd the powerlessness the self or relatives feel they have in this
process; about how knowledge of death and dying is now-based o1 the truth predicate of science
iather than the previously accepted philosophy that stemmed from religion.

There is also revealed the practices and mechanisms of managing the health of populations and
the development of the medicò-political discourse that not only considers the suruival of humanity,
but becomes intermingled within institutional practices and the health governmentality of
populations. This ratified discourse becomes the truth
moral and social right. By this process, via the economic
politics er-related with the economi
þoütica s further driven by who will subjugate the self to achieve
health, The risk taking agenda is then perpetuated through
marketing strategies. World health economies focused on organ donation as a
technological growth orientated business.

Nurseõ, as ã constant factor in the technological care of the patient, have become obligated and
duty bound by the knowledge of medico-science in the organ donation r9gim9: Their practices have
a continuous umbilical attachment to medicine as well as the moral, social and hegemonic culture in
which these practices occur. This technical positioning places nurses in a situation whereby they_

assist in a prôcess of transmogrifying dying into a technical problem. Death becomes a process of
advanced scientific directives rather than the deeply human experience of caring and constructing a
good death for a patient and their family. In nursing this has separated the care of the patient as
¿person' to the care of the patient as 'body', and created an ambiguous
bètween the scientific practice and a caring practice this has now resulte
only a duality of discourse, but a continuously subjugating form of
ethics of practice.

The stùdy recommends that a qualitative stud ¡ be commenced into the development of nursing
ethics investigating the notion of lelational healing as recognised ethics in nursing, within the
process of advanced technological directives. It is further suggested that an associated quantitative
study address the identification and the application process of such ethics, thereby developing and
supporting their recognition in the technological setting.
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Chapter 1

1. Aim of the studY

The aim of this study is to: examine the public discourse on organ donation, as

reflected in the professional literature, popular media and the views of leaders in

the field and by this means identify and critique the central elements of these

discourses on organ donation.

1.1 Objectives of this studY

This study has four major objectives to:

map the historically significant sequence of events in organ donation

that have impacted on nursing knowledge and practice:

identify the relationship of other discourses, both dominant and

subjugated, which influence or limit what nurses may say about organ

donation:

identify the mechanisms of power that control and function in organ

donation discourse and:

to consider the impact of organ donation discourse on the future of

nursing ethics and philosophy

a

a

a

a

a
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1.2 Situating the studY

Because this is a discursive study and not empirical in nature the written format

has been structured to identify data through a specific process of deconstruction.

It is through this postmodernist approach to theory that it has been possible to

deconstruct the discourses in organ donation and uncover the essential themes

and ideologies as they became apparent. This allowed for the development, within

each chapter, of a theoretical position, which in turn was placed within a

framework of Foucauldian theory. This dismantling of the metaphysical

formulations of history, society and the subject in organ donation, and then the

rethinking of the scientific, social, religious and political issues within this form of

postmodern logic of 'difference' (Best & Kellner I99l: 256-257), helped to

clarify the multiplicity of current 'subject' positions that began to appear. It is

this difference, or postmodern insight, that has then been reconstructed to make

clear the critical social theory and radical politics that has developed in organ

donation discourses.

For this reason each chapter has literature cited within the body of the text

relevant to the application of that particular theoretical position rather than using

the traditional review of literature in an earlier chapter. The resulting theoretical

analysis in each chapter is then, to a certain extent self contained though still

integrally related to the remainder of the study. This, in turn, provides not only a

conceptual knowledge of specific constellations of phenomena and images, in a

specific historocity and form, but also constitutes an overview of the inner history

of organ donation.
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Chapter 2: Discovering Foucault

Introduction

Michel Foucault - (1926-1984)

Hubert Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow (1933) beìieve the whole of Foucault's

work is part of his historico-philosophical search for a new method of analysis.

They believe it goes beyond structuralism and hetmeneutics and becomes a 'new

method' that is both philosophically and historically different, and which they

term, "interpretive analytics". They use this terminology to suggest that:

"...analytic follows and develops a line that begins with Kant's transcendental

analytics and is rethought in the existential analytic of Being and Time."

(Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983:122-123)

Gary Gutting (1994), on the other hand, is uneasy with this more general

interpretation of Foucault's work, saying it denies the most valuable aspects of

his voice: "its specificity and its marginality." He believes Foucault's work

becomes "muffled and distorted" if there is an insistence on trying to seek a

harmony between the distinct analytical concept and progression of thought in

each of his books. He believes his analyses: "are effective precisely because they

are specific to the particular temain of the discipline he is challenging, not

determined by some general theory or methodology." (Gutting 1994:3)

Maybe they are both right. Maybe also, as Rorty says (1986: 48), we should

justbe grateful to Foucault for reaching and challenging us with the "speculative

possibilities" that sometimes exceed our present grasp, "but may nevertheless be

ouf future."
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Regardless of whether people believe his work is generalised or specific, as

Hacking (1986) suggests, Fottcault's "... histories matter because they ale part of

political statements. They are also what I call philosophy: a way of analysing and

coming to understand the conditions of possibility for ideas - not only ideas of

disease or insanity or imprisonment but also the traditional concept of

epistemology, namely knowledge, and of ethics, namely powef." (Hacking 1986:

30)

Finding our way

The first phase

The first main attempt Foucault made to captufe a 'method' was in The

Archaeology of Knowledge. (Gutting 1994) This was an explanation of his aims

and methods, often convoluted with terminology he designed himself but rarely

explained and which he named an 'archaeology' to emphasise the idea of

uncovering layers of civilisations. Gutting believed that when he originally wrote

this he tryas, in fact, tempted by the hope of becoming the founder of a new

discipline of analytical thought. (Gutting 1994: 1) At this point Foucault

considered it possible that the rarefaction and regulation of scientific, or serious

discourse, which was governed by changing systems within a formation of rules

was an appropriate level of analysis at that time.

As the archaeologist 'looking from outside', he rejected the appeal to meaning.

The discursive practices themselves, viewed with "extet'nal neutrality" can

provide "a meaningless space" of rule governed transformations in which to

develop statements, subjects, objects, concepts and the like. These are then taken

by those who are involved "to be meaningful". (in Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983:

7e)
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He was not interested in the empirical succession of events, nor the

transcendental historical rules which would state the possible conditions of all

change. His interest was in the possibility of how a succession of statements

might occur, (Foucault 1972:167) rather than the hetmeneutic process of tracing

succession to its source.

As Dreyfus and Rabinow suggest, through the use of his archaeological

method; "Foucault would clearly like to analyse long-term trends without

recourse to humanistic teleology or structuralist meta-rules, and account for

discontinuities as more than random changes ..." (Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983:

75) He was aware even then of the problems this method posed, but preferred to

elucidate these rather than consider the possibility of a different approach' It must

be noted hoyever, that he was at this time theorising on discourse exclusively.

Foucault in his later books also criticises this earlier perspective as ignoring the

"... crucial importance of social practices." (Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983: 123)

Within the next phase of his work he gradually developed a series of

complementaly historical methods, or archaeological (type) discourse analytics,

but he continued to question even these methods of analysis. He eventr"rally

characterised his own work (in previous books The History of Madness,and The

Order of Things) as being "... a very imperfect sketch." (Foucault 1914 14-15)

of the archaeological method for analysing discursive formations within historical

knowledges.

Within a structuralist orientation, he based his observations on the eighteenth-

century processes of training and regulation of human bodies at that time. These

particular analyses were therefore primarily concerned with disciplinary

knowledges and how these functioned within the historical and philosophical

bodies of ideas. The mechanisms themselves, originally mechanisms to control

and section deviance from 'normal' behaviour, wele, within this process, initially

isolated and specific to institutions (such as prisons, hospitals, army camps,
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schools and factories) but, as observed by Foucault, they were gradually adapted

into techniques that broadened their scope. "While on the one hand, the

disciplinary establishments increase, their mechanisms have a ceftain tendency to

become ('de-institutionalised'), to emerge from the closed fortresses in which

they once functioned and to circulate in a 'free' state; the massive, compact

disciplines were broken down into flexible methods of control, which could then

be transferred and adapted."(Foucault 797'7a:211) He termed these processes

"swarming mechanisms" (Foucault l97la:211) and saw them as disseminating

processes, that integrated social practices and occurred throughout society in the

Western world. The discipline and management of the population took place

through the ordinary corridors, religious, charity groups, and nominated social

and state bodies. The population then became a useful 'body' for the good of the

'all'. The implementation of these rules and regulations then became divided

within the 'body' of the population. Ultimately, this produced new practices,

which in turn produced new, related knowledges; both "scientific" and

"narrative" knowledges. (Sarup 1993: 135).

This was followed by a cell-like separation and divisioning (of bodies). It

'trained' the "... moving, confused, useless multitudes of bodies and forces into

a multiplicity of individual elements - small, separate cells, organic autonomies,

genetic identities and continuities, combinatory segments." (Foucault 1977a:I7O)

These invoked the humble modalities, the minor procedures that were eventually

to pervade the major forms; altering the mechanisms and imposing their

procedures. Foucault went on to suggest that; "Discipline 'makes' individuals; it

is the specific technique of a power that regards individuals both as objects and as

instruments of its exercise." (Foucault 19'77a:170) The ultimate outcome of these

disciplinary practices was bodies who were useful and docile, productive and

subjected.
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Foucault then began to focus on practices, both discursive and nondiscut'sive,

with a central topic of powef and knowledge. Traditionally, po\ /er is thought of in

negative terms and considered essentially as a judicial mechanism. The use of

such power is often thought of as something that "limits, obstructs, refuses,

prohibits and censors. It may even presuppose a sovereign whose role is to

forbid; to have power is to say no. And the challenging of power thus conceived,

can appear only as transgression." (Sarup 1993:73)

The second phase

By lgTl4Foucault had begun to lean towards post-structuralism and this can be

seen in his reformulated appraisal of the question of power. He "shifted from

linguistic determination to the view that individuals are constituted by power

relations, power being the ultimate principle of social reality." (Sarup 1993:13)

He now suggested "the new mechanism of power possessed of highly specific

procedural techniques, completely novel instruments, quìte different apparatuses,

and which is also, I believe, absolutely incompatible with the relations of

sovereignty" (Foucault 1980: 140) In fact, he replaced the negative concept of

power with what was Suggested to be " ... a technical and strategic one." (Sarup

1993:73)

It now became inadequate to conceive of power as repression, or as constraint

or prohibition. V/ithin this concept, Foucault argued that power is not owned or

possessed, it is not subordinate to or in the service of the economy; and it cannot

be acquired or seized. Rather, it must be "analysed aS something which

circulates", that it is "employed and exercised through a netlike organisation."

(Foucault 1980: 98)

Foucault acknowledged that to reach this concept he went through a process of

theoretical shifts and found that, "in order to analyse what is often described as

the manifestation of 'power'..." he had to also examine "... rather, the manifold
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relations, [my emphasis] the open strategies, and the rational techniques that

articulate the exercise of powers." (Foucault 1985: 6)

It was this ability to theoretically shift and build on his original mechanism of

analysis, within a given categofy, that prompted Gutting (1994:3) to note that this

was probably why Foucault rarely cited himself. In fact in The Use of Pleasure

and The Care of the Self, the second and third volumes of his history on

sexuality, Foucault acknowledges the first volume, only to note the divergence

from his later writing. He suggests, though, that his previous work was the

essential element that gave him the tools he needed to analyse discursive practices

in a different way. This then made it possible for him to "trace the formation of

disciplines (savoirs) while escaping the dilemma of science vefsus ideology."

(Foucault 1985:4)

One of Foucault's objections to the concept of ideology was that all discourses

are merely perspectives. It is suggested by Sarup (1993:77) that this stems from

Foucault's anti-humanist perspective, as the humanist notion of ideology place

the source of ideas ln subjects. Foucault though, does not study Man btÍ the

mechanism of the human sciences. He believed it may be shown how the

mechanisms of the human sciences come to dominate the 'subject' by taking a

point of view other than that of the subject. This split between the subject and the

object is the process he believed would enable the 'objective' description of

things and which "produces domains of objects" fand shows] "rituals of truth".

(Sarup 1993:74)

Foucault's central theme throughout is a critical, historical analysis of the

modes of constitution of the'subject', and how in our culture, human beings are

'made' into subjects. (Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983: 208-226) Within the first

phase of his work, this was critiqued as the 'knowing subject'. From this

perspective, he considered the role that the subject plays, in both his books Z/z¿

Archaeology of Knowledge andThe Order of Things.
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In the second phase of his work (Madness and Civilization, Birth of the Clinic,

up to Discipline and Punish ) he considers it from the perspective of the

constitution of the 'subject'-the dividing practices. It was in this second phase

of Foucault's form of analysis in his work, considered his 'critical' phase, that he

"began to mesh with social and political problems and questions outside the

rather confined space of academic specialism." (McHoul & Grace 1993: 15)

The third phase

In his third phase, (The History of Sexuality) Foucault concentrates more on how

the human being turns himself or herself into a 'subject' by intemal modes of

submission and domination

This argument is further investigated and extended in The Use of Pleasure

(Foucault 1985) where he re-organised his whole study so he could investigate

and isolate some elements "around the slow formation, in antiquity, of a

hermeneutics of the self." (Foucault 1985: 6) This he believed would be useful in

considering "a history of truth." He did not suggest that this was a history

concerned with what was true in the fields of learning, but rather an analysis of

the "games of truth" those truth and errors through which "being is historically

constituted as experience: that is, as something that can and must be thought."

(Foucault 1985: 6-7).

With the advent of this work, he makes his third shift, "... in order to analyse

what is termed "the subject". (Foucault 1985: 6) This was a shift in subject

analysis from the first phase as it includes the forms and modalities "of the

relqtion to self" [my emphasis] by which an individual recognises himself/trerself

"qua subject.". Regarding this he states "What are the games of truth by which

man proposes to think his own nature when he perceives himself to be mad; when

he considers himself to be ill; when he conceives of himself as a living, speaking,

labouring being ..." (Foucault 1985: 6-7)
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Foucault also focussed throughout his work on the central mechanism in

society that categorises people into normal and abnormal. He found that when

documents were reviewed over time, they showed that society, by carefully and

continuously defining and redefining what was nolmal or abnormal, used these

definitions to regulate behaviour and, because of this, behaviour became culturally

constructed. He studied how everyday practices enabled people to define their'

identities and systemise knowledges, and how these knowledges then defined

their cultures; culminating in a bio-power that was defined (by them) and limited

(by their) culture and (by their) society.

It became a matter of analysing "not behaviours or ideas, nor societies and

their "ideologies," but the problematizations through which being offers itself to

be, necessarily, thought-and the practices on the basis of which these

problematizations are formed." (Foucault 1985: 11)

While Foucault accepted Kant and Heidegger's belief in the importance of

studying human beings, he rejected, as an analytical concept, their project to

establish that this could be grounded in a 'universal theory' in either thought ot'

being. (Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983: 122) And, whereas Neitszche often.appeared

to ground morality and social institutions in the tactics of individual actors,

Foucault saw all psychological motivation as not the source but as the result of

strategies without the strategist. (Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983: 109). He argued,

"the archaeological dimension of the analysis made it possible to examine the

forms [rny emphasis] themselves; its genealogical dimension enabled me to

analyse their formation out of the practices lmy emphasisl and the modifications

undergone by the latter." (Foucault 1985: I ll-ll2)
For all that, Foucault states (in Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983: 209) very clearly

that it is not 'power' but the subject which is the general theme of his research.

He further states that his objective "has also been to create a history of different

modes [my emphasis] by which, in our culture, human beings are made
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subjects." (in Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983: 208) and that we need to know the

historical conditions of our conceptualisation of the object in question: "We need

an historical awareness of our present circumstances." (in Dreyfus & Rabinow

1983:209)

If we extrapolate the example he uses in relation to this (where he suggests that

to understand what society means by sanity perhaps we should be investigating

what society understands by insanity), and apply this to organ donation, what

might then we be investigating?

Perhaps, by considering the folms of resistance that a population uses within

an ensuing power relation in an organ donation culture, we may come a little

closer to a starting point; that which lies behind, and tries to disassociate these

relations.

My methodology will not necessarily explain the historicity of all these shifts,

or the specificity with which Foucault approached each of his works, but, by

melding Foucault's analytical models of both the archaeology, genealogy and the

subjection of the self, I hope to be able to situate the analysis of this thesis within

a methodology that may represent and historically structure the subject within the

modes of practices and subjection of the current organ donation discourse culture

and society.

I will also consider the problematisation of the 'body' arising out of the social

and medical practices associated with organ donation and transplantation; the

defining of patterns of 'normalisation'; the 'epistemic' rules that problematise

the language and practices within organ donation discourse itself.

Foucault and discourse

It is important at this point to elucidate and define what Foucault actually meant

by discourse.
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Discourse is a central term in Foucault's writing and means anything that is

written or said or communicated using signs. He also has a specific meaning for

his discourse interpretation, considering this to be writings in the area of technical

knowledge, where there are technical specialists, specialised technical knowledge

and a specialised technical vocabulary.

He suggests that each era would define its own discourse, and that the technical

fields of discourse shaped the society of that time. He also believed that scientific

discourses are one of the major ways in which Western society produces specific

cultural 'truths' about itself.

He termed 'prescriptive texts' as those whose main objective, whatever their

form (speech dialogue, treatise, collection of precepts etc) is to suggest rules of

conduct.

'Practical texts' he considered were the 'objects' of a practice, as they were

designed to be read, learned, reflected on, and tested, and were intended to

constitute the eventual framework of everyday conduct. They were the functional

devices whereby individuals could question their own conduct "... to watch over

and give shape to it, and to shape themselves as ethical subjects; in short, their fthe

texts] function was'etho-poetic'..." .(Foucault 1985: I2-I3)

The 'theoretical texts' he refers to are those that clarify a doctrine within a

practice or a discipline.
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Chapter 3: MethodologY

Study design

I felt it was appropriate to situate the methodology of this thesis within the

thr-ee phases of Foucault's analytic development and adapt it as a quasi analytic

paradigm in its own right. So I have designed the study, chapter by chapter, to

move through a historical journey of the past in the present Whatever is written

is already past, but this in no way diminishes the story as it unfolds about the

practice of knowledges, and the struggle of scientific supremacy, with all its

associated obligations and contradictions'

This work is an investigation of the development of the human body per se, its

life and death and the living-death that has resuled from a new epoch of scientific

and medical knowledge. This is considered through the discourses of key players,

where I examine the way in which various cultural and historical developments

and interpretations have become manifest and understood in their ensuing

practices.

This is followed by an analysis of the practices themselves and the co-

extensiveness and interconnectiveness of power as it is related to 'the body': the

individual, professional health bodies, and society as a whole. This includes an

investigation into how the power of knowledge through technology can re-design

and alter beliefs, cultures and practices and the way in which this impacts on the

development of new rules and practices in science, and its alliance and allegiance

with a 'caring' benevolent society.

An insight is then given into the ambiguities and paradoxes in the processes

and practices, that allow for 'spaces' to emerge which in turn develop into
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resistances, adaptations and a multiform production of power relations that

'serve' the overall strategies for the common good.

Finally, the ordering of science as a strategic function in the production and

management of populations. I consider how the subjugation of disqualified

knowledges produces its own form of power; a power of the population and the

individual in both the process of life and death. Where power formulates to allow

the 'self' to effect the ultimate trade-off for the infinite goal, the risky path to

longevity and new life through death. But the self must subjugate the ethical self

to attain that goal.

These social spaces revolve around themselves and are the visible and invisible

bodies in society. Themes appear, disappear and reappear, aS continuous and

circular as the ripples in a pond; silent until the surfaces are disturbed again by

the stones of scientific knowledge.

Though the various themes of the archaeology, genealogy and the self have

been extensively used, I have tried to meld them into an unobtrusive theoretical

conceptualisation in each chapter, visible only by referencing as necessafy.

Hopefully, this will make it easier to read.

Wy use Foucøult?

Tracing the threads of discourse in organ donation has required a broad rather

than a prescriptive search. There is no single person or profession who is not in

some way involved either formally or informally in the netJike profusion of

engagenxenf that surrounds organ donation. I use the noun ongagement in the

sense that it is described in Roget's Thesaurus (Lloyd 1984: 917; 4lI) "duty,

the right thing, the decent t[hing]., one's duty, bounden d[uty]., obligation, onus,

responsibility".

Our present culture, with our regulative and welfare-oriented understanding of

reality, and the importance we place on individual health, public health, and the
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opportunity of longevity offered through advances in technology, is no longer

questionable. It is the engagement of all in this plocess of new and highly

controversial systems of thought (practices) that begs the consideration of what

sort of resistance would require us to repudiate many of these practices that have

evolved, and which practices are central to our Christianised self-understanding of

the body, its life and its death? What is it that marginalises and trivialises 'the

body' within these systems of our own making, but nonetheless is shaping a new

understanding of the body?

It is useful to consider the revived culture of the self within a subjugating

notion, and that within organ donation culture, the self is being established in

'new' reciprocal and beneficent relationships, and as such is more than just a little

wlnerable. Our Christian history has made us into easy targets for practices of

purification and repentance, including the practices of therapeutic and medical

normalisation.

Any such culture can be appropriated by expertise, the very same expertise that

is continuously used to make the individual and the community, healthy, notmal,

and productive. (Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983: 257) Dreyfus & Rabinow further

suggests that Foucault has already been able to show the need to use reason to

discover the deep truth about ourselves and our culture. This is that it is historical

constructior¡ which hides its history in order to function as a goal (for us).

(Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983: 260) This in turn formulates our reason and beliefs

(as a culture) per se, which in turn becomes regulative with a greater and greater

demand for systemisation.

By combining genealogical methodology with the archaeological construction

of systems I attempt to establish how the formulation of the norms in society

(regarding organ donation) have become connected with a regulative health

rationality. Through this form of interpretation as Dreyfus & Raninow suggest

(1983: 259),I will consider in organ donation "... the moment in history when
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human reality in its three dimensions (truth, power, and ethics) was first

restructured in a way that set up a space in which the kind of rationality that could

lead to our current norTns could work itself out."

Archaeological methodology also reconstructs the systems of practices within

which, using an internal system of intelligibility, the regulative rationality of new

norms is systemised.

In arguing that in using an adapted form of the rnodels of both the genealogical

and the archaeological form of analysis formulated by Foucault, I hope to

formulate a method that allows me to sort through what is a complex labyrinth of

organ donation discourse data and formulate the pragmatics of a historical

background and system analysis.

In turn, this allows me to examine and map the types of discursive practices

that are being articulated in not only the current and past inter-related human

sciences, but also in the continuously advancing medical, religious, technological

and ethical discourses that surround organ donation and impact on the rules

within the systems.

An interesting aspect of Foucault's work is that he is often able to effectively

deconstruct from within. He does not reject the concept of power but the abuse of

power. He does not reject the sciences but he clid their ideological pretensions.

His work is continuously aligned to discover the 'little voices', the suppressed,

the different, the politically oppressed and that which is not spoken. It is these

very gaps, silences and ambiguities in the discourse of organ donation that are

often overlooked but are essential to discover the possibility for resistance, change

and adaptations.

He saw no escape from the endless forms of power plays that structure and

restructure societies but his approach to this subject of power was not so much

"the actor who produces but the one who is produced by the network of relations

of power." (Stiver 1996: 185) The modes of subjugation of the self are also
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intertwined and ultimately intelconnected with these networks of relations and the

melding of Foucault's analytics offers the opportunity to conceptualise organ

donation historically 'from the inside out'.

The analysis in this work does not intend to offer a positive program or a

concept of change but to underscore the fini¡"rde and limitations of all of ov

knowledge about organ donation and associated knowledges that are involved as

an integral part of such a regime. This lack of a constructive altemative may be

seen by some as a weakness of the analytical concept of the thesis but I believe it

is in line with the overall concept of a historical present. History does not offer

answers. On the other hand, it may be seen by others as a strength, as it is a

statement of the truth about things (in organ donation). It leaves room, then, for

the concept that Foucault suggests was an essential element of the self, as a part

of the historical and ideological construct of knowledge, which then circulates

once again to becomes a part of the construct of the self, in this case in (organ

donation) culture.

Despite the implication this may give that we are all just enmeshed in a system

of texts that constructs our present, it may also offer us a somewhat chastened,

perspectival approach to a yet undiscovered truth (of the self) regarding organ

donation through this approach; that of our own survival; and our vested interest

in longevity.

In some respects, Foucault was also a master at uncovering vested interests and

perhaps the greatest value of using this particular form of analysis in this instance

lies in its use as a framework for "ideology-critique". (Stiver 1996; 186)

Isolating these ideological elements in a framework of the present, and

considering the impact these ideologies have on populations, is perhaps the limit

that must be imposed on this studyr and will therefore be its main thrust and

capacity. It would also be remiss and naive of me to contemplate major shifts in a
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methodology that is already a complex model when used in this form of

methodological analysis.

By generating knowledge (regarding organ donation) in this manner, perhaps

at a particular point on our reflection we may glean some indication of our future

through a more positive vein'

F oucault - a critical P ersP ectív e

Hoy (1986: 2) suggests that the task of offering a critical assessment of

Foucault is particularly difficult in that Foucault's career as an author covered an

astonishing range of topics. As he moved from topic to topic so his method and

purpose appeared to change. There is no single Foucault!

In considering a criticism of one aspect of his thought, it is possible to find it

obviated by other aspects. To criticise, one must first interpret.

Gutting suggests that interpretation distorts, because Foucault's work "is at

root adhoc, fragmentary, and incomplete." (Gutting 1994: 2) He goes on to

suggest that each of his books do not deploy one method or theory and therefore

cannot be seen as general instruments of intellectual progress. But then, was that

what Foucault intended?

It is pertinent to elucidate at this point that Foucault's changing methods

appear to be somewhat reflected and related to his own personal development, and

accompanied his own ever-changing concerns. The three distinct phases were

developed as a process of personal growth and were not intended, to be used as

an epistemological methodological whole.

As his own most severe critic, Foucault is often ambivalent about his own

works. His remarks in a discussion in the conclusion of The Archaeology of

Knowledge, regarding an imaginary critic of his work, are enlightening:
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yet another of those discourses that would like to be taken as a discipline still in its

early stages, no doubt; which gives their authors the double advantage of not having

to establish their explicit, tigorous scientificity, and of opening up for it a future

generality that frees from the hazards of its birth; yet another of those projects that

justify themselves on the basis of what they ate not, always leaving their essential

task, the moment of their verification, and the definitive establishment of their

coherence until later'; yet another of those foundations, so many of which have been

announced since the nineteenth century: for we know very well that, in the modem

theoretical field, what one is pleased to invent are not demonstrable systems, but

disciplines fol which one opens up possibilities, outlines a program, and leaves its

future development to others. But no sooner have they been outlined, than they

disappear together with their authors. And the field they werc supposed to tend

remains sterile forever' (Foucault 1972:206)

These self-criticisms, though, are not always compatible. In the early 1960s he

describes his project in Madness and Civilisation as an analysis of experience

where; "'We must try to return, in history, to that zero point in the course of

madness at which madness is an undifferentiated experience, a not yet divided

experienceof division itself." (Foucault 1967: preface; xi) Yetby the end of the

60s he was refuting any attompt to find the "zero point" of human experience he

had previously believed so essential to capture. (Foucault 1974:332)

Dreyfus & Rabinow point out (1983: 261-262) that, "To see the intrinsic

limitations of Foucault's method we must distinguish three different but

interrelated realities: the understanding of what counts as real in the everyday

practices, linguistic and otherwise; the understanding of what counts as physical

reality according to natural science; and the understanding of what counts as

social reality in the disciplines which claim lcnowledge in this area[authors

emphasisl. Foucault is very clear that it is only this third type of reality in which

he is interested."
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The very nature of social reality through Foucault's method of analysis limits,

in itself, the ability to look at concepts outside this domain' In so doing it is

acknowledged that, when analysis is undertaken within these perimeters, the

everyday practice reality and the physical reality then appear less significant in the

overall scheme of things. V/hat becomes of the practice and physical reality in

r.elation to the site where discourse emefges and develops reality?

It is, therefore, acknowledged that while every effort has been made to offer an

authentic interpretation of organ donation discourse; a rcvelation of relations,

alliance, knowledges, and power and practices within populations, it should be

understood that it will in no way be a complete or comprehensive

conceptualisation of all aspects of its reality. This, though, is the aberation of any

singularly focussed methodology.

Methodology Interþreted

Gutting suggests (1994: 6) that the terms "archaeology" and "genealogy"

are primarily retrospective descriptions of Foucault's complex efforts to come to

terms with his historical material. This is a realistic interpretation when we

consider that his "discourse on method", The Archaeology of Knowledge, may

also be seen as a reconstruction of what went on in the three histories that

preceded it (The History of Madness, The Birth of the Clfuic and The Order of

Things ).

His methodological axis of interpretation, which sees Foucault moving from

archaeology through genealogy to ethics of the self, is a useful means of

appreciating his contribution to a historical method. By viewing him in this

mannel one can determine his beginnings with the 'study of knowledge', the

connection of knowledge to power, and finally "subordinating both to a primary

concern with the self." (Gutting 1994: 6)
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I will now describe the archaeological methodology used in this thesis; within

specific perimeters; and a specific context.

The archaeology and the discourse of organ donation

The archaeology of discourse, as proposed by Foucault (1912), seeks to show

'how'and'what' rather than'why'. How is it possible for this, rather than that?

What are the rules that permit the emergence of certain 'knowledges' and

'practices', and not others? What are the conditions within which they exist?

Foucault suggests:

Instead of considedng that discourse is made up of a series of homogeneous events

(individual formulations), alchaeology distinguishes several possible levels of

events within the vely density of discourse: the level of the statements themselves

in their unique emergence; the level of the appearance of objects, types of

enunciation, concepts, strategic choices (or transformations that affect those that

already exist); the level of the derivation of new tules of formation on the basis of

rules that are already in operation-but always in the element of single positivity;

lastly, a fourth level, at which the substitution of one discursive formation for

another takes place (or the mere appearance and disappearance of a positivity). These

events, which are by far the most rare, are, for archaeology, the most important:

only archaeology, in any case, can reveal them' (Foucault 1972: lll);

When considering the discourses within organ donation through the concept of

an archaeology it may be seen that all knowledges have a comprehensive formal

structure, which guides practices within disciplines, and even the

incomprehensible and apparently disordered is not without its own systematic

order. (Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983: 13)

All statements are unified into rule-governed systems and are composed of

elements to which these rules relate, and the regularity of these statements is

defined by the discursive formation itself. Foucault(1972:116) goes further by
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suggesting that, the fact of, (the statement), belonging to a discursive formation,

and the laws that govern it, are one and the same thing.

These are not rules 'subjects' follow, or in the minds of those whose behaviour

is described, they are "fules that simply serve to systemise the phenomena; that

statements can be given cohefence according to them." (Dreyfus & Rabinow

1983: 81) From within this concept, therc then appears an emefgence of

dispersions and gaps, appearances and disappearances. Across and around this

phenomena are the authorities of delimitation. This is the body of authority that

'limits' of 'allows' what is articulated (within organ donation and

transplantation) discourse. Again, these 'bodies of authority' are govemed by the

rules within that system of discursive practice.

This archaeology of the present does not necessarily appear as a continuous

law of development, not in the traditional sense, as a history of ideas. Discourse

may be snatched from this law of development causing discontinuity to occur:

archaeology in this sense;

... takes as its model neither a purely logical scherna of simultaneities; nor a linear

succession of events; but it tries to show the intersection between necessarily

successive relations and others that are not so. (Foucault 1972:168)

These changes may occur through major epistemological (scientific) or

sociological movements (such as social revolution), that alter the articulation

within the discourses surrounding a particular 'object'. It may then follow that a

discourse that was believed and articulated is now no longer discussed or

legitimised and a new form of discourse takes its place. A previous knowledge

may be seen as no longer scientifically valid, or another may seem, through this

process of differentiation, as invalid and disqualified and therefore becomes

subjugated, or deemed to be illegitimate (Smart 1992:61) and so is not written or

spoken of.
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These knowledges, rules, ruptufes, practices and changes occur and are

articulated within a complex 'grid' of networks, micro-regulations and

bureaucratic structures that are readily accepted as legitimate and normative at the

everyday (public) level. The sociology of normative coercive practices is

dispersed through the accepted and moral everyday authorities, within the

institutions of law, religion, politics, medicine and ethics and are the principal

context for governmentality that links (the public body) to social regulation.

(Turner 1992: xv)

Through these processes the nexus of knowledgeþower and practice becomes

effective. There is also the pressure of populations on systems of government,

and the need for a regulation of those populations, be it associated with disease,

wellness, wars or famine. The (individual) body and/or the (public) body then

becomes the fabric of that specific social product, and becomes 're-inscribed'

with new meanings, even understanding itself differently, through the knowledges

and articulations that now surround it. As a disciplined and regulated body, it

becomes instrumental and essential in the practices and rules applied within that

specific population or culture at that time.

Both archaeological analysis and genealogy are differentiated from, yet

simultaneously related to, the domain of science. Within archaeology the method,

level and domain of analysis may be different, but the object of address will be

specific issues within a particular scientific field. In contrast, genealogical

research stands in opposition to features of the present and "seeks to provide a

voice to histories which have been submerged, concealed, and silenced by global

theorising and systematising modes of thought and analysis fwithin science]."

(Smart 1992:60)

Genealogy is further explained within this context when it is considered that

knowledges are ranked by the order of their scientificity. Disqualification and

subjugation will occur through the process of differentiation within which a
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particular criteria for scientificity is employed within a given scientific discourse.

In this process, genealogy would be considered as a non-scientific knowledge and

so is a subjugated knowledge.

Genealogy and the discourse of organ donation

To appropriately situate this analysis on organ donation, it is important to stress

that to use the archaeology of discourse alone, which considers the casual power

of rule-governed discursive practices, does not take into account the influence that

Foucault attributed to the effect of social institutions on individuals and societies

in his later works such as Discipline and Punish and The History of Sexuality I

and 2. He was not only concemed with mapping a history of the present, but also

with looking at the 'social effect' of everyday practices, and for this reason his

concept of a genealogy that considers these 'effects of practice' is therefore

considered as an essential element in the analysis.

Foucault's work up to (and including) the Archaeology of Knowledge had a

primary concern with discourse but in his subsequent studies he introduced the

concept of power and knowledge relations that addressed the relations between

discursive formations and non-discursive formations ( social relationships, forms

of production and political institutions). (Smart 1992: 42) This was interpreted as

a shift in the thematic analysis of Foucault's work and Smaft goes on to suggest

that although Foucault started to consider what he termed the 'will to knowledge'

in subsequent works he maintained an element of continuity regarding the way

discursive practices were transformed. (Smart 1992:43)

The emergence of these new concepts was given the term genealogy and dealt

with what Foucault considered as:
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...local,discontinuous,disqualified,illegitimateknowledgesagainsttheclaimsofa

unitary body of theoly which would filter, hierarchise and order them in the name of

some true knowledge and some arbittary idea of what constitutes a science and its

objects. (Foucault 1980: 83)

He also believed that these discourses were concerned with the:

... insurrection of knowledges that æe opposed primarily not to the contents [my

emphasis) of a science, but to the effects [my emphasis] of the centralising powers

which are linked to the institution and functioning of an organised scientific

discourse within a society such as ours' (Foucault 1980: 84)

He goes on to further suggest within this concept that fragmsnts of genealogies

may no soonef be:

... brought to light, accredited and put into circulation, than they run the risk of

recodification, recolonisation. In fact, those unitary discourses, which first

disquatified them when they lnade their appea|ance' ate it seems, quite ready to

annex them, to take them back within the fold of their own discourse and to invest

them with evelything this implies in tetms of their effects of knowledge and power'

(Foucault 1980: 86)

Genealogy continued-Foucault and the Ethícs of the Self

An extension of genealogical analytics and the third shift that Foucault took was

to analyse what he termed "the subject" and was introduced in his two-volume

analysis of sexuality in The History of Sexuality and The Use of Pleasure. This

was a new vantage point for him as he began to analyse the encounter with what

he termed the "aesthetics of existence". (Foucault 1985: 6). He described the

process of situating the 'self' within an "archaeology of problematizations and a

genealogy of practices" and sesing where the two of these intersected.

What were the practices (in organ donation) that allowed individuals to focus

their attention on themselves to decipher, recognise and acknowledge
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themselves as subjects ... bringing into play between themselves and themselves a

ceftain relationship that allows them to discover ... the truth of their being ..."

(Foucault 1985: 5).

More importantly, it also became a plocess by which "the individual

constitutes and recognlses fmy emphasis] himself in these pfocesses. He also

termed this "the games of truth in the relationship to the selfl'. (Foucault 1985:

6)

He considered that it was a matter of isolating elements:

... that might be useful fot a history of truth. Not a history that would be concemed

with what might be true in the frelds of learning, but analysis of the "games of

truth", the games of truth ancl errol through which being is historically constituted

as experience; that is, as sonrcthing that can cntd must be thougltt. [my emphasis]

(Foucault 1985: 6)

He believed that to achieve this it became a matter of looking down on oneself

and by:

... means of different or successive fragments ... analysing, not behaviours or ideas,

nor societies and their "ideologies", but the problentatizarlons thlough which being

offels itself to be, necessarily thought ... (Foucault 1985: I 1-13)

For example, what are the games of truth by which a person perceives himself

or herself and his or her own nature when offering to be an ofgan donor; when

she or he conceives of giving life to another through donation; when humankind

judge others who do not? The disturbance of the individual relationship with the

self and the self's integrity as an ethical subject in the making, is what he believed

caused (self) anxiety and threatened the individual's relationship with the self.

(Foucault 1985: 136) What in fact are the forms and modalities by which an

individual recognises the self (in organ donation culture)? What are the

problematizations of the body, to the individual, in organ donation practices?
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Within these concepts, in his last works, on the history of sexuality' he probed

a new axis of intellectual responsibility. As an addition to the domains of power-

knowledge relations, Foucault excavated this relationship to oneself and the ways

in which we have come to fashion our own subjectivity. (Mahon 1994:143)

Method

Over a thousand texts were reviewed for analysis and covered scholarly

publications, including medical, nursing, law, ethical and religious texts' Further

sources of text were also collected from electronic and written media, political

texts, literature, foundations, groups and the Internet.

The vast number of texts, including visuals (film) and illustrations (including

caftoons) available on the subject oforgan donation, transplantation and its related

issues, precluded the use of every item on the subject being cited. The complexity

of analysis required to include visual accompaniment to text has also excluded its

inclusion from this study.

Literature relevant to organ donation and related topics is cited throughout the

study as part of the analysis of the discourses and as mentioned when situating

the study other literature is incorporated within the text as an essential

accompaniment to specific analytical concepts'

Each section of the study is placed within a conceptual framework that relates

to the essence of the writings of Foucault. This, though, does not preclude the

inclusion of those philosophies, as appropriate, that were the stem of such

writings, and are believed to have influenced the integrity of emerging contextual

patterns within Foucaudian analysis.

The beginning of each chapter introduces the reader to the concept to be

discussed, supply contextual background, and set the stage. This is followed by

analysis of the texts related to this field through both the adapted concepts of

archaeological and a genealogical forms.
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Each text is analysed for discourse identification, speaker identification and

place of articulation, and the relations between the discursive statements.

Within this context there is a dispersion of the practical texts, the prescriptive

texts and the theoretical texts. If valid to the analysis, these formations are

identified.

The intent of the analysis is to reveal within discursive practices a conceptual

field that could appear at the same level as another; identify the sets of concepts

that have developed, and thereby facilitate the analysis of a domain of statements

and their relationships. By defining both the mode of occurrence and its

enunciability it has been possible to identify both the formation of statements

and/or the transformation/s that have occurred.

It is also intended that this process identifies non-discursive relations and

practices, for example; to and across institutions, and social and economic

processes. Incorporated into all these discursivities are woven the concept of the

'ethics of the self'.

Data Colløtion-Method

The identification of such a large amount of data required a method of

collection that would place the discourse from the various voices into a system

where they would be easy to identify and find. This required studying each article

to discern who the writer was, undeL which category it came, and find the year of

publication or presentation, and the discourse category.

As stated before, videos, films, cartoons and other fiction were considered, but

have now been excluded on the basis that they are predominantly a social

discourse that requires a more complex methodology more suited to a different

domain of interpretation and analysis than that being used. Text from the Internet

has also been excluded, apart from acknowledging its use as a site for the

distribution and promulgation of information, by whom and for what use.
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The following is the system used to identify each paper, journal, book, or letter
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Organisation bY categorY

Discourses were sorted and analysed using the following schema:

Each article was given a particular number for a general category, this was written

in the top left hand corner of the article. For example: L.1 = medical / doctor: 1'1'

96 = medical / doctor / article published 1996:1.1,96.L = medical / doctor I atticle

published 1996 larticle 1 in the system order. (see below, left column)

In the right hand corner of the article the 'voice' was identified, along with its

place of origin (where it was spoken from)' This might appear as: (person) nurse

/ (place of work) intensive care. (see below, right column)

1. placed in left hand corner of an article: 2. Placed in right hand corner of an a

ull
* Number and general category

* In Year of order

* Discourse category

u u

e.g. 1.1 (1996). 1.(first article)

1.1 (1996). 2.(second article)

lt

(4, B, etc-see 2.5.7.3 Discourses) dis

in that section)

General categor¡es defined

A process to assist in clearly delineating the enuciative function, to analyse what

was being said by whomandwhere was adapted. This assisted me in relating the

enuciative function to afield of objects; and:

instead of providing them with a subject, it opens up for them a number of possible

subjective positions; instead of fixing them with limits, it places them in a domain

ofcoordination and coexistence; instead ofdetermining their identity, it places them

in a space in which they are used and repeated. (Foucault 1972: 106)
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In numerical order the domains isolated ate:

1.. MEDICAL

1.1 Doctors

1.2 Seminars

1.3 General Practice

1.4 Specialist

1.5 Research

2. NURSING

2.1 About nurses

2.2 Own stories

2.3 Research

2.4 Specialist

2.5Interviews

3. RELIGION

3.l Catholic

3.2 Protestant

3.3 Lutheran

3.4 Seventh DaY Adventist

3.5 Buddhist

3.6 Anglican

3.7 Jewish

3.8 Greek Orthodox

3.9 Uniting

3.10 Muslim

4. POLITICAL

4.1 Speeches

4.2 Docum entsl H ans ard etc

4.3 Letters
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5. BIOETIIICS

5.l Committees

5.2 Conferences

6. DONORS

6.l Donor

6.2 FamilY

6.2.l Interviews

6.3 GrouPs

6.4Living donors

6.5 Heart-beating donors

6.6 Non-heart-beating donors

7. RECIPIENTS

7.1 Patient

7.2FamilY

8. MBDIA

Newspaper/magazines

(Australian by state, national and intemational articles)

8.1 NSW

8.2 Queensland

8.3 Victorian

8.4 South Australian

8.5 Tasmania

8.6 V/est Australian

8.7 Northern Territory

8.8 National

9. ITEALTH DEPARTMENTS

9.1 State

9.2 Commonwealth
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10. LAW

10.1 General

11. FOUNDATIONS

1 1.1 Red Cross

11.2 KidneY Foundation

11.3 Other

12. Australian coordinating committee on organ Registries and

Donation (ACCORD) and related bodies

12.1 Specific

12.2 Non-sPecific

13. HOSPITALS and institutions

13.1 Donor coordination units

13.2 Policies of.

Discourse Categorisation and Organisation

When seeking a particular type of discourse in an articulation, paper, book or

journal it was important that this process be approached with some realistic and

explainable rationalisation as to the method of choice and use within the thesis.

Foucault suggests that a statement is;
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Neither hidden, nor visible, the enunciative level is at the limit of the language

(langage): it is not, in itself, a group of characteristics that are presented, even in an

unsystematic way, to immediate experience; but neither is it the enigmatic, silent

remainder that it does not translate. It defines the modality of its appearance: its

periphery rather than its internal organization, its surface lather than its content. But

the fact that one can describe this enunciative surface proves that the 'given', the

datum, of language is not the mere rending of a fundamental silence; that the words,

sentences, meanings, affirmations, series of plopositions do not back directly on to

a primeval night of silence; but that the sudden appeatance of a sentence' the flash

of meaning, the brusque gesture of the index finger of designation, always emerge

in the operational domain of an enunciative function; that between language as one

reads and hears it, and also as one speaks it, and the absence of any formulation,

there is not a profusion of things half said, sentences left unfinished, thought half

expressed, an endless monologue of which only a few fragments emerge; but, before

all-or in any case before it (depends on them)-the conditions according to whìch

the enunciative function operates (Foucault 1972: ll2)'

Language, is therefore consistent in its appearance and mode of being, as the

statement. The statement then fits into a discursive formation. This is then set

within a "body of anonymous, historical rules, always determined in the time and

space that have defined a given period, and for a given social, economic,

geographical or linguistic area, the conditions of operation of the enunciative

function." (Foucault 1972: II7)

Based on this premise, the categories accorded to statements were compiled

from within discursive formations. The subject matter of the discourse was thon

thoroughly researched and investigated. This process,was a two-part exercise that

required an early but equally thorough review of the data, before a more extensive

and systematic review followed by analysis of the data. The titles given to each
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category were based on the content of statements and following investigation of

the content within the discourses that began to emerge itt and across categories.

Each discourse was given an alphabetical letter. Under each letter a further

number was given if it was subsidiary in the same subject'

When continuously reviewing discourses in a particular field or across fields,

this process made the task of identifying dominant discourse within given fields

and domains, or recognising some that appeared infrequently ol not at all, more

simple.

The names given to types of statements offers an insight into dominant themes.

The various discourses within the data were catalogued as:

A. = Good Samaritan-the onus to help ( religious connotation)

beneficence-justified as it is seen to have gone on in the past. (Muffay

1987; Jonsen 1990)

B. = Gift giver-the onus to give-if one person has 'gifted' it is expected of

others. "significant gifts are commonly given in response to the needs of

individuals and societies." This is seen as a measure of a community.

"Gifts, especially gifts to assuage needs, and most especially gifts of the

body, are one of the most significant means we have to affirm that

solidarity ... Gifts of the body, ministering to the need of health, arc in a

sense affirmations of interdependence". (Murray 1987)

8.1 = onus on donor/individual

8.2 = onus on family

8.3 = onus on population/society

C. = Gift Receiver-the language of obligation. (the three obligations)

(Mauss 1969)

Cl. = Grateful ys¿-"fl1s moral language of "stewardship" often applies to

the use of gifts e.g. what the donor would have expected them to do.

(Mauss 1969; Camenisch 1981)
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C.2 = Gratefut conduct-Grateful conduct at a minimum includes acceptance of

the gift as well as some expression of gratitude. (Mauss 1969)

C.3 = Reciprocsfiln-"s¡1e among a number of 'Principal Components'

universally present in all moral codes" (Goulder 1960; Mauss 1969)

D. = The Educator-"education that encout'ages social altruism ... to

increase forms of 'consent'; these are frequently argued on the basis of

the social value of the 'gift exchange' dynamic." (Lysaught 1993)

E. = The Donor Facilitator-given the 'responsibility' to facilitate

("responsibili4r occurs aS the object of 'take': a transitive verb, and a verb

signifying a physical process . . .. It is an abstract word, and one which

signifies not a single entity, but a relation between at least two palticipants:

'someone is responsible for someone else' ".(Fowler, Kress et al. I979)

El. = donor responsibility

82. = health worker responsibility

E3. = family responsibility

F.4. -'public' resPonsibilitY

85. = epidemiological facilitator

E6. = burden or moral obligation to facilitate

87. = reluctantfacilitator

F. = Economic Rationalism-for financial benefit/cost containment. "the

most commonly heard ethical justification for limiting medical care

appeals to the principle of providing the greatest good for the greatest

number. According to this view, money saved in denying patients very

expensive medical care could be used to provide less expensive care to a

larger number of patients'" (Angell 1987)

G. = Victim-the violated trust

G1. = the bereaved
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H. = Emotivis t -"... emotivists .. . tend to assimilate irnputations of

obligation to expressions of feelings and attitudes. ..'expressing a certain

attitude or feeling and evoking that attitude or feeling in the hearer' We

can distinguish between 'emotive' meaning and 'cognitive' meaning of a

sentence , . .. between those that have to do with the feelings and attitudes

of the speaker and those that have to do with other things'" (Alston 1946)

I. = Naturalisf -"... natulalists in ethics, hold that telling someone that he

,ought' to do something, one is making a special kind of statement; one

version is that such statements say something about the consequences of

theactioninquestionforhumanwelfare''(Alston|946)

J. = Meta-ethical-"the aspect of ethics which strives to define in a

meaningful and acceptable way those most important and central concepts

such as 'good', 'justice',

'right' ". (Lovat and Mitchell 1991)

J1. = within medicine

J2. = within nursing

J3. = within religion

K. = Reconstruction-the body 'perspective' is feconstructed' (my category

interPretation)

L. = De-construction-the body 'de-consttttcted' ready for giving'' (my

category interPretation)

M. = The protector-the legal protection by law of those involved in the

process of organ donation and transplantation' (my category

interPretation)

M1. = of medical practitioners

l|{2. = of the patient

M3. = of the donor families
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N. = The Gatekeepe¡-"... charged with directing the patient through a health

care System in a cost effective lnanner ..." ( ot'iginally the role of the

physician). (Jonsen 1990)

Analysis-an approâch to identifying discourse through methodological

application

Obviously the above process assisted in ordering the data in a systematic process

for identification. The data was then reviewed through the Foucaudian

methodological axiom appropriate to the analytics of such information in order to

further analyse the theoretical and practical contexts.

There was then the necessary process of establishing the connection with other

phenomena; the development of the diverse but associated fields of knowledge'

This was followed by a further incorporation into the analysis of how these

'experiences' (regarding organ donation) and 'ethics of the self' came to be

constituted in the'Western world.

Archaeology

The choice of information obviated in this study needs to be clear and transparent

if the integrity of the data presented is to achieve validity. .

The statements chosen from the data for use within the study were examples of

those that best exemplified and described a majority. A Foucaudian perspective

based on his archaeological premise was achieved by considering:

Rules of formation

a, The rules of formation were: the regularity of appearance of the statements

used most often; those which formed the object. For example, where these

statements first emerged (Foucault 1972) and what the object of the

statement was, which may not have appeared the same over time and;
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b. that these statements were obeying the major rules, the 'tules of formation'

(Foucault 1972) of a particular discursive practice, then;

c. investigating within that formation the body of authority that would 'limit' or

,allow' what was articulated; the 'authorities of delimitation' (Foucault

l9l2:41);or which controls and impacts on organ donation. Looking

within these 'bodies of authority' (for example, in organ donation,

Science, medicine, government, religion) for their system of discursive

practice which in turn was govern edby their rules wilhin that practice;

d. considering the discourses within the schema of articulation; where they were

within the complex 'grid' of networks; these 'grids of specification'

(Foucault 1972: 42) that divided, grouped, contrasted, classified and

regrouped them and when this occurred.

Forming enunciative modalities

This takes into account the question of:

a. 'who' is speaking; who is accorded the right to speak this language and

derives prestige from it, and is believed as a speaker of 'truth'? (Foucault

1972:50)

b. 'what' are the institutional sites where the speaker enunciates this discourse

and which by doing so legitimatises the source of its application?

(Foucault 1972:51)

c. 'what' position and place of authority does this person occupy?

Formation of concepts

a. The forms of 'succession'. This would consider the ordering of a series of

enunciative discourse and the dependence one would have with the other.

(Foucault l9l2) In other words, one discourse depended for its existence

on another.
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b. 'coexistence';for example statements forrnulated elsewhere and 'taken up'

that have become included in a discourse, that may be discussed, criticised

or excluded (Foucault 1972:57) such as the 'care of donor family'

discourse that was not in the initial formulation of organ donor discourse.

c. ,concomitance'; discourse concerning different objects but which impact on

the (organ donation) discourse. (Foucault 1972)

d. 'field of memory'; discourse no longer discussed or accepted as valid but

having a valid relevance in the discourse of (organ donation) (Foucault

1912: 58) for example, the 'cost of health cafe', an economic discourse'

This may also occur through epistemological (scientific) or sociological

epochs that affected the past or current validity of statements (for example,

the introduction ofbrain death as a form of new death) and the effect of

this on scientific discourse, and;

e. the 'procedures of intervention' that have legitimate application to

statements. (Foucault 1972:58) This may be accomplished in a number

of ways, from methods of transcribing, techniques of re-writing and the

way in which one transfers a type of statement from one field to another.

Strategies-themes and theories

a. These may be statements that live side by side in the discourse but may not

enter it with the character of 'points of equivale¡ss'-¡þe either/ or

statement. (Foucault 1912: 65-66)

b. the non-realisation of possible alternatives. In other words, there may have

been alternatives that simply never emerged, given the architecture of the

discourse and the discourse category. (Foucault 1972:66)

Rules of transformation

a. This refers to the ability of the discourse to modify itself-the threshold at

which it may bring new rules into play.
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This was considered bY looking at:

o how the elements of the system were transformed (what systems

impacted on it)

o how relations of a system were transformed (what allowed a certain

discourse to occur in the first place)

o and how inter-discursive relationships happened, the broad

transformations that occuned between two or more discourses'

Foucault looked for the discontinuities in discourse and suggested this

could occur not only between discourses but also within discourses' For

this reason, it is often observed that transformation filay occur when it is

in transition from one historical area to another. (Foucault 1912) There

may also be significant continuities as well, even though new rules may

have been applied. (Foucault 1974)

Genealogy

As discussed previously, the genealogical method of analysis is the method used

to indicate the importance of social practices within discourses and therefore it

was imperative to look at the impact of historical and political roles on organ

donation discourse and hence society.

The genealogical analytical method investigates power and effect by

considering:

1. the effect that social institutions have on individuals and societies through

discourse, for example the church, the hospital system and so on.

2. the 'social effect' of everyday practices and the way these transform

everyday discursive Practices.

3. how illegitimate l<nowledges functionwlthin and against the claims of a

unitary body of theory which in turn filters, hierarchises and orders them

in the name of a 'true' knowledge
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5.

6.

4. how by the insurrection of these knowledges (that are opposed

primarily not to the contents of a science, but to the effects of the

centralising powers linked to the institution) they may disorganise and

reorganise aspects of scientific discourse

and at what stage their recodification, recolonisation and subjection occuf

(Foucault 1977a)

and how discipline is effected as a social control. (Foucault 1911a)

Ethics of the self

Foucault regarded of ethics as that component of morality that concerns the self's

relationship to itself (Foucault 1985). Davidson (1994: 118) suggests that

Foucault also argues that our histories of morality should not be exclusively

focused on the history of codes of moral behaviour, and that we must also pay

close attention to the history of the forms of moral subjectivication, to how we

constitute ourselves as moral subjects. He interpreted it as a part of the history of

subjectivity and the history of governmentality (of the self) (Davidson 1994:

119). This then equates to a technology of the self that relates not only to the

subjectivity of the self and how this is experienced and constituted but also to the

way in which we govern our thought and our conduct'

More specifically Foucault argued that in antiquity the practices of the self

were characterised by the general principle of conversion to self (Foucault 1986:

64). This type of conversion to self, though, requires that one change one's

activities and shift one's attention so as to constantly take care of oneself'

The care of the self has a very long history and has occured in many different

forms but Foucault suggested that it is essential to understand not only the ways

in which the self has become an object of concern but the way in which it goes

beyond itself, relating itself to something grander than itself: the spiritual exercise
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of ancient philosophy , the askesi.ç that was so central to Foucault's last works.

(Foucault 1985: 30)

Foucault's conceptualisation of ethics as the self's relationship to the self

offered an alternative analytical perspective within this thesis and has had a subtle

persuasion in the latter chapters. Within this framework I consider the ethical

substance of the self in relation to organ donation within a more specific

framework of the:

1. ethical substance

2. mode of subjection

3. self forming activities

4. and telos (Greek;telos: purpose).

These four concepts of Foucault (1985: 26-28) allow for the examination of

the connections, the kinds of dependence, independence and inter-dependence

among these four aspects of ethics, showing the ways in which continuities,

modifications and ruptures have occurred in one or more of the four dimensions

of our relation to ourselves (within organ donation discourse). (Davidson 1994:

122)

The adaptation of this framework focuses on a method that considers the ways

in which

the self and the prospect of the ethics of the self and its subjection occur

through the "archaeology of problematizations and a genealogy of

practices of the self ';

and the seeing where the two of these intersect.;

It is also the analysis of the practices and paradoxes (in organ donation)

by which individuals are led to focus their attention on themselves' and

recognise and acknowledge themselves as subiects through, "practice of

the self'. (Foucault 1985: 13)

1

2.

3
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Chapter 4: lntroduction to the Study

Since the 1960s, medical progfess in transplantation and organ donation has

taken a quantum leap into the social, moral and empirical understanding of the

body.

The achievements in modern medicine, in particular those in immunology and

surgical technology, have made possible the therapeutic use of organ and tissue

transplants. It is not, though, without its ethical and moral dilemmas and there is

still much to be learned through research and clinical practice.

The human body cannot be treated sirnply as a biological entity, ot' its organs

or tissues as bi-products. Such a reductive materialistic conception would lead to

merely the instrumental use of the body, and therefore the person' certainly,

within religious texts, this concept, the integrity of the body and the person, has

played a major role in not only the religious ethical debate but the rules that have

then been developed to protect belief in human integlity'

In a society that has become excessively utilitarian, the concept of gifting the

body as an act of love from one human to another has struggled within the body

politic and the economic dynamic that has developed' The body, when viewed

through these cultural and socially dichotomous configurations, becomes

dispossessed: an object, that is, a disposable market commodity like any other

piece of property.

Challenges to traditional ideas about life, the person and the right to an

individual life or death, and the use of the body, are the ethical frontiers all health

professionals working in this field must consider. Change is continuous in the

development of science as a matter of survival, and if the philosophy and ethics

within specific disciplines and populations becomes limited (to local knowledges)
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within the boundaries and rules of organ donation discourse, it is inevitable that

subjugation of these knowledges will occur.

The process of change has also eroded medical and nursing boundaries; an

equivocal blurring that foreshadows an end to old professional and personal

identities as the move is made forward in our contemporary society'

Why Now?

The rapid pace achieved by technology in health care has incrcased the ambiguity

surrounding one of the major concerns of human existence-the transition from

life to death. With the innovative development of resuscitative techniques,

pharmacological and mechanical support of various life processes, confirming

death has become a protracted event. (Bisnaire, Burden et al. 1988; Sass 1992;

Singer 1994)

Internationally, there is considerable debate among health professionals

regarding the exact determination of confirming death and the appropriate criteria

for determining when death has occumed. (Youngner, Allen et al. 1985; Singer

t9e4)

Interventions to maintain organs for transplantation have also become highly

sophisticated in the brain-dead organ donor. (Peele 1989; Snyder 1989) The

deceased (brain dead) body maintains an appearance significantly different to a

person who dies unconnected to artificial mechanical life-support systems' This

paradox of a breathing, still-warm body gives rise to personal and moral conflict

not only for the family of the brain-dead patient but also for the health workers

involved with their care. (Lamb 1985; Murphy 1986; Bisnaire, Burden et al 1988;

Youngner, Allen et al 1985)

This experience of families of organ donors and those health professionals

involved is situated within the wider societal discourse on organ donation. Public

policy, such as the governance of the transplant program and the registration of
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consent to donate through the drivers' licensing system, is derived from and

concurrently drives public discussion in this area. A review of the various public

discourses on organ donation (Pearson, Hickson et al. 1992) has now suggested

there is a much wider divergence of views and discourses regarding the

acceptability of organ donation in its present form than might be suggested by the

dominant public discourses.

This divergence of views, and the set of relations that cunently surround the

use of the body in organ donation, complicates and fuels a convoluted site aheady

in passive conflict, emerging as what Foucault might suggest as the 'problem of

thebody'. (Foucault 1980: 57)

'When we consider the myriad of issues and complexities, mechanisms and

ambiguities affecting the body, it leads us to consider how the body becomes

explicated in a medicalised society. What may cause one interpretation of the

body, and death, and not another?

Interpretation of the bodY

Chapter Four considers how discourses and the understandings of the body are

interpreted, and the impact of this interpretation when viewed through the various

professions as mediums of public discourse. The complexity of this process is an

aspect of organ donation that has still not been fully investigated. Further, the

culturc of transplantation discourse becomes more complicated at this juncture

because the practice of organ transplantation and donation also relies on certain

cultural understandings of body suffering and of death.

Only a subtle line divides the 'nearly-deceased' from the 'freshly deceased'

and organ transplantation traverses this line and becomes 'real' in the bodies of

both the deceased and the suffering ill. This groundedness in the body is a

perspective not often considered in arguments for transplantation that appeal to

social benefit, advocating education that encourages social altruism, a variety of
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forms of consent and the social value of the 'gift exchange' dynamic' (Lysaught

1993;MurraY 1987)

There is also a disjunction between this discourse on organ transplantation and

its realiry.

The sociology of the body articulates the dynamics by which social orders

inscribe, via practices and discourses, and thereby produce and reproduce a social

order. It is suggested that organ transplantation is: "one Such practice whereby

contemporary 'Western social orders seek to strengthen their hegemony by

reproducing particular understandings of body, self, death and suffering."

(Lysaught 1993:76)

The construction of boundaries

It is possible that the surfaces/boundaries of the human body are continuously

reconstructed by the dichotomies structuring the boundaries of the

transplantation/donation culture, making cultural meanings 'objective' or 'taken

for granted'. Chapter Five considers the 'cultures' in organ donation which are

constantly in the pfocess of monitoring, preserving, maintaining, in their specific

jargon, their own boundaries. Through the practices that monitor these

boundaries, these cultures 'inscribe' their understanding onto bodies.

This can take place in a number of fields such as institutions or social

structures which have the ability and social sanction to control bodies, and,

invested with social power, and as agents of social power, have the ability to

challenge the social order of 'ambiguous' bodies.

In medicine there is a charge to oversee and ordel the 'ambiguous' bodies of

the sick, where new meanings are given to'sick bodies', further reinforcing the

dissolution of culturally normative inscriptions. (Lysaught 1993: 77 -19)
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Marginalising bodies

Illness also increasingly femoves people from the center of social structures, for

example, work, personal relationships, shopping and travel, and this disintegration

of the normal social being increasingly marginalises their cultural and social

spheres, making them more susceptible to the pfessure of systems they cannot

control.

Chapter Six discusses this marginalisation and blurring of body boundaries

that further impact on societal and body cultural understandings, not only for

those closely related to the issue of organ donation, such as donors and donor

families, but also for the health professionals working within this highly technical

and specifically controlled working environment.

The direct implication of this cultulal restructttdng and body marginalisation is

ultimately the re-development of new and different body boundaries. The link

between this new individual body and the population becomes manifested in the

form of a bio-power, that regulatory body that controls and manages the body of

the population (for their better health and welfare) through political and legislative

interventions. (Gastaldo I99l: 114-116) This form of bio-power now defines the

reality as well as producing it. (Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983: 203) The individual

and public interests now become articulated with each other and it is this

articulation that constitutes them. (Dyrberg 1997 : 206-2O7 )

The threads of cultural change become woven into the construction of specific

health and economic policy within institutions and health care settings; 
^

precursor to the ongoing development of health care within public policy.

Ambiguity and the body of technology

It is also essential to consider the rapid progress of technology, in this and related

fields. This is discussed in Chapter Seven where the ambiguous spaces become
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wider, not only for the medical, but the for social matrix of concepts and

articulations that revolve in a constellatìon around bodies, both 'alive' and 'dead''

The concept of 'brain death' as a process of this technology articulates death

to give life, The walm 'living' body becomes the 'living dead' and the

technologies themselves sustain life but ultimately determine death'

These are complexities and ambiguities, for all concemed, whether attending to

the care of these.bodies of technology', or, as a relative, attempting to grieve for

the loss of someone who is loved. They are further exacet'bated by the obligations

and expectations that articulate and enable the ethic of good health for all as an

obligation and duty to the common good'

Within the practice and discipline of this heterogeneous duty to others, there is

the belief that progress, when it occurs, will move toward greater knowledge and

better health care, while at the same time it will be generated and protected by the

application of reason and sound moral and ethical judgments'

within the field of nursing, the dramatic developments in technology in organ

donation and transplantation, the new definition of death, and dying through

technology, and the meaning of caring for life and death within those boundaries'

have transgressed, re-articulated and made ambiguous, not only the understanding

of nursing knowledges and ethics of care, but the practices, rules and discourses

that surround and encapsulate them'

Disciplined by the discourse of science, the developments of technology, and

the obligation to care, the obedient bodies of medicine, nursing and society

advance to the sound of a distant drum that appears to beat a continuous rhythm

of obedience, duty and of caring for others; in death and in health' There is a

searching for truth among the now blurred professional boundaries of

knowledge; and, a duality within the discourses that shows nursing is torn

between the science of nursing practice and the ethics and obligation of caring.
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The ordering of science as truth.

The impulsion that has guided the practices within the medical ethic, may appear,

as suggested in the theory by Neitzsche (in Morris 1991: 69) to create "a

manifestation of the impulse to impose form and sttuctttre on an essentially

chaotic reality" (in organ donation).

In Chapter Èigttt I consider the perception by science of the need for life to be

ordered and maintained (in medicine and nursing) within a set of empirical

knowledges. This becomes, essentially, a process of facilitating life, or, the 'will to

live' explicated from Darwin's naturalist theory of survival. This is essentially the

most basic requirement of all living organisms, that process of creating,

maintaining, or prolonging life.

This theory of natural history cannot be disassociated from that of language or

discourse that articulates the maintenance of life. It therefore becomes

fundamental in the arïangement of ongoing scientific knowledge. This in turn

orders the knowledge of people, further fuelling the production of (medical)

knowledge, making it possible to then represent people in a system of (scientific)

,names' (Foucault 1914: I51). These names in turn then serue the technological

function of not only the ordering of people, but the ongoing development and

maintenance of the empirical scientific truth.

"'Truth' is centred on the form of scientific discourse and the insti¡rtions

which produce it; it is subject to constant economic and political incitement."

(Foucault 1980: 131) The specificity of medicine has linked it to (scientific)

'truth' through the general functioning of the apparatus of truth and "is

produced and transmitted under the control, dominant if not exclusive, of a few

great political and economic apparatuses (university, army, writing, media ).

(Foucault 1980: 13 I-132)
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When there is acceptance of scientific knowledge as üuth, there occurs a

further alteration in the processes and discourses that surround the 'will to live'"

What occurs is not only an essential metaphysical function that looks at the need

to maintain life, but a changed dimension of ethical capabilities within institutions

that instigate the ethical and moral change within public policy' (Morris 1991:

69-1r)

Moral positivism and the ethical dilemma-overcoming death

The ethical dilemmas that arise reflect the breaking of traditional boundaries; a

blurring between the living and the dead. With the redefinition of 'brain death'

there has been a paradoxical shift in the 'rnind/bocly' relationship' (Lysaught

1993: 80)

This shift has allowed the body, categorised in (un)natural terms, to become an

object for human intervention, ownership, manipulation and transformation; a

legitimate object of scientific knowledge, ownetship and control.

There is also the suggestion that all too often the resolution of the ethical

questions that surround organ donation merely exist in the abstract (Mathieu

1993: 100) and that there are still basic and legitimate concerns and questions

,about the incredible lengths to which we will go to avoid death and attempt to

prolong life. In Chapter Nine I consider the risk that new technology and

developmental science imposes on health professionals and the public.

Public policy and social justice become catapulted into a reactive system; driven

by the aggressive pursuit for medical knowledge that maintains and increases life

at any cost.

Individuals in society leave it to the public authority to determine what actions

should occur or be forbidden regarding their individual lives. In a form of public

contract, that can also be referred to as a form of positivism, people "obey orders

in exchange for peace, order and security." (Varga 1980: 5)
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Within this type of moral positivism there is a general acceptance of the power

of the state to enforce the laws (regarding organ donation and their body) which

in turn becomes not only the basis, but the origin of public morality regarding it'

This trust in the ethics of the public authority epitomises the circular social action

inherent in power when applied to the 'common good'. Within this common

good is also the discontinuous, rambling, global system where there is little

continuity or detail in ethics. Where might, in fact, becomes right.

The public, experiencing that their individual health need is greater than the

individual power to meet that need, acknowledges the moral necessity of social

cooperation, and, therefore the need for a legitimate civil authority to older the

rules of the organ donation process. These rules regarding their death, through

technology, are what establish the ethical polemic.

Technology has become an added problem in this ethical controversy, as has

the ambiguity of death surrounding organ donation and transplantation.'With new

monitoring machinery, surgical interventions and other technology associated

withintensive-care units, the hospital has become the place to die buthve, where

doctors and nurses preempt and assume control over the rituals of death. (Porter

1991:692)

The ministration to a peaceful death is intercepted by the promise to overcome

death.

Institutional death is often viewed by the medical profession as a case of

failure, and further shifts the institutional culture so that "the modern hospital

became dedicated to saving lives, not managing death." (Porter 1997: 699) Porter

went on to suggest that medicine continues to strive toward the development of

high-technology machinery to overcome death and, by developing protocols to

accompany it, it has one aim, that of prolonging life at all costs.

The acceptance of this phenomenon of beating death at any cost, and the

acceptance ofthe protocols andprocesses that surround it, though, cannot occur if
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people do not believe that it is a desirable and beneficial process for the cofilmon

good; or the self.

This external relationship between medicine and the public body appears to

make the assumption that this relationship has already been identified prior to

entering into that social contract (to prolong life), and, once this contract has been

established "the telationship has, paradoxically, always been 'there' awaiting

recognition." (Dyrberg 1997: 100) The autonomous but obedient subject (the

public body) exchanges its power for protection. (Foucault 1980: 88-108)

Risk and Benefit

This 'social contract' per se, has developed an uncomfortable alliance between the

public and organised medicine, following the development of technology that

prolongs life when death has occurred. You may die but also live. You may live if

someone else dies.

Chapter 11 considers how destabilisation of traditional boundaries of the ethics

of the self, the paradoxes between the lay and professional competences in a

developing age of democracy and health consumerism, and the evolution of the

'problem of the body' in organ donation, have further exacerbated that alliance,

and how this is reflected in the conflicts that now surround 'the body' regarding

risk and benefit to it.

Such alliances in organ donation, with the push for followers and for

acceptance, have increasingly advocated the moral obligation to the subjection of

the (ethical) self (to organ donation). This concept has also evolved as a central

feature in the medicalisation of the body; a potent motivator in the urge to

accelerate the use of new medical knowledge. This then becomes a tempting lure

for the average human person to achieve longevity in the process of the care of the

self, which then becomes a process of complicated politics of modern medicine

regarding the controversial aspect of ownership of the body. Within all these
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notions, the 'risk-taking' health consumerist body must take some responsibility

for the risky business in which it becomes involved'

This study investigates these relationships through analysis of the discoulses

surrounding organ donation and, in so doing, its relationship to the practice of

nursing.
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Chapter 5: The BodY in Question

The body is the inscribed surface of events-ttaced by language and dissolved by

ideas. .. (Foucault 1977b) P:148

Interpreting the bodY

Introduction

When we consider any interpretation of the body we must certainly acknowledge

that history affects bodies, and that the intetface between bodies and all

knowledges will ultimately, in turn, 'form' bodies:

The body is the inscribed surlace of events (h-aced by language and dissolved by

ideas), the locus of a dissociated Self (adopting the illusion of a substantial unity)'

and a volume of perpetual disintegration. Genealogy, as an analysis of descent, is

thus situated within the articulation of the body and history. Its task is to expose a

body totally imprinted by histoly and the processes of history's destruction of the

body (Foucault 1977b: 148)

Through the eyes of each knowledge will come the shape and form that will

limit and allow, not only the destruction of the body, but its re-construction'

It is not the intention in this chapter to chronicle the history of the body in an

anthropological sense, or to be the protagonist for the data included, but rather to

be a backdrop that places organ donation and transplantation discourse in the

setting of a history of the present.

Porter (1997: 5) aptly suggests that "When the body becomes a clue to

meaning, popular ideas of health and sickness, life and death must be of central

historical importance."
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The complexity that surrounds the understanding of the body, the comrnon

ground historically shared by both religion and medicine, lead us now to consider

the present history of that relationship as it impacts on organ donation and

transplantation.

The theological body

The body has been a somatophobic dichotomy in both history and philosophy

through the ages, dating as far back as Plato. Even then, the belief that reason

should rule over the body or the irrational functions of the soul made it possible

to harmonise this concept within a state or a family, as well as with the individual.

This form of thought was possibly one of the earliest forms of the body politic.

(Grosz 1994:5)

Within the Christian tradition, the separation of mind and body was correlated

with the difference between what was mortal and what was immoftal. While the

body was alive, this formed an indisputable unity, and therefore mutilation (of the

body), was considered an intrusion to the physical (living) integrity of that body,

which was considered sacrosanct.

Many religious codes forbid self-mutilation (the Principle of Totality) with the

reasoning that it is wrong to damage what belongs to God, and therefore the

integrity of the body.

The advent of transplantation and organ donation (considered an advance for

the welfare of humanity and therefore contributing to the glory of God

(Cunningham 1944)), now raised the question in the minds of moral theologians

regarding the interpretation of the law of God and the directives regarding

mutilation of the body.

The first shift or change in the interpretation of the Principle of Totality

appeared in a dissertation submitted to the Faculty of Sacred Theology of the

Catholic University of America in 1944. (Cunningham 1944)
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It was argued that the principles of moral theology regarding organ donation

and transplantation now, "were contradictory to the very principles to which they

asserted and were inconsonant to other accepted teachings in theology intimately

related to the problem." (Cunningham 1944: xi)

The argument for this new interpretation was based on unity in nature, and

"the consequent order of men to one another"(Cunningham 1944: 87), and it

considered the principles of obligation and charity.

The validity used to asseft the liciety of minor mutilations (such as skin grafts)

was then used as the justifying principle for greater mutilation, which was an

expression of mutual love of one's neighbour.

Cunningham concludes bY saYing:

... that direct mutilation of self for the good of the neighbour is likewise per se

licit and commendable. Direct mutilation is licit fol one's own good; it lnust

therefore be licit for the welfare of the neighbour as well. (Cunningham 1944:99)

This important work by Cunningham was paving the way at that time for the

changing theoretical perspective in moral theology, but was to all intents and

purposes, just that, a theoretical perspective. It was not until the 1950s that the

possibility of donating from one living person to another was realised.

Far more difficulties arose, however, with organ transplants between living

persons, and it was clear that this had now become a reality. Ethicists and

moralists had to give the problem closer scrutiny.

In 1956 Gerald Kelly, a leader in the development of this form of thought,

wrote:
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It may come as a surprise to physicians that theologians should have any difficulty

about mutilation and other procedures which are performed with the consent of the

subject but which have as theit purpose the helping of others. By a sort of

instinctive judgement we consider that the giving of a part of one's body to help a

sick man is not only rnorally justifiabte, but, in some instances, actually heroic' (

in, Ashley & O'Rourke 1989: 305-306)

In developing a more liberal rationale, he suggested that it was clear from papal

teaching that the Principle of Totality could not be used to justify the donating of

apaft of one's body to another person. Further, it was considered that man was

only the administrator over his life and bodily members and functions and

therefore his power to dispose of these things was limited. (Ashley & o'Rourke:

306)

Thus he asked if there was any other way this worthwhile and seemingly

christian action (of donating organs to give life) could be well justified. He

suggested the principle of fraternal love, or charity, to justify the transplant,

provided that there was only limited harm to the donor. (Ashley & O'Rourke:

306) Although not unanimously accepted some theologians agreed with this

concept, and began to develop it further and in more detail'

The clergy then distinguished between anatomical integrity and functional

integrity stating that the latter not the former was necessary to ensure human or

bodily integrity. (anatomical integrity refers to the material or physical integrity

of the human body, whilefunctional integrùy refers to the systematic efficiency of

the human body.) The key factor that now addressed the morality of

transplantation was the functional integrity of the body. It was acknowledged that

risk would be involved in both the surgical procedure and serious illness, but it

was deemed justified "... by the fact that donors share in the common good of the

community to which they contribute by helping one another, that is, by love"'

(Ramsey 1970:111-185)
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The majority of theological theory so far described has come from moral

theory within Catholicism and it is important to emphasise at this point, that from

a standpoint of Christian ethics, that other viewpoints, such as those within the

tradition of Reformation (Protestant), the view of charity may be differently

categorised âs, "... charity (agape) is afree act of grace-first in God's gift of

himself in love to man, and then in man's gift of himself in love to his neighbour

... Gifts are not rights to be claimed or duties to be imposed ...". (Ramsey 1970:

1 85- 1 86)

It is also necessary to approach the concept of Jewish ethics, which throughout

expresses the concern for man's embodied existence and affirms the integrity of

the flesh-including powerful respect for the body after death. For all the

important difference in detail, traditional Jewish medical ethics and traditional

medical Catholic ethics have manifested a common concern - for the integrity of

man's bodily life. (Levi 1986: 19;Ramsay 1970: 188)

There was a sense in the community at this time that organ donation was a

good thing, as long as there was no risk to the donor. It epitomised a particular

aspect of human solidarity, love and caring (Lrvi 1986: 19; Manning 19;86: 497),

and was an act of giving that was free and without coercive pressure (Pollnitz

1993: 18), and life was saved. (Khan 1986: 180)

From the Bible c¿rme reassurance which was variously interpreted within each

religious doctrine of the Christian ethos, and examples were given in application

such as these quoted by Pollnitz (1993:6) when the question of the resurrection

of the body as a whole body was considered:

in 1st Corinthians chapter 15:

This is how it will be when the dead are raised to lit'e. When the body is buried, it

is mortal; when raised, it will be immortal. When buried it is ugly and weak; when

raised it will be beautiful and sttong.

and, Philippians, chapter 3
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But our citizenship is in heaven. And we eagerly await a Saviour from there, the

Lord Jesus Christ, who by the power that enables him to bring everything under his

control, will transform our lowly bodies so that they will be like his glorious body'

The 'obligation to care' for another validated intrusion to the physical integrity

of the body.

This shift moved from the prfuciple of the body to the principle of charity.

Once 'the principle' became accepted, it was the degree of safety involved

regarding human life that became important, and that of transplanting organs from

one living donor to another.

The economics of health care further complicated the situation, and the

allocation of limited health care resources was also impacting on the arguments

within the church for organ donation. The economic cost of transplantation was

considered by the church to require a greater effort of love of one person for

another, as the solution to the shortage of organs that was occurring. This was

epitomised in an address on April 30, 1990 by Pope John Paul II (1990: 336)

when he addressed nephrologists from several European countries, and in paft,

regarding the shortage of organs, where he stated: "No solution will be

forthcoming without a renewed sense of human solidarity born of love (my

emphasis) which following the example of Christ, can inspire men and women to

make great sacrifices in the service of others."

Such philanthropic doctrines within religion may even be considered as the

'medicalisation' of religious knowledge and viewed as part of the broader

development of (religious) social administration and control within the

community.

I suspect that Foucault would emphasise and caution at this point that no

power/knowledge is entirely dominant or ascendant over other discursive fields,

but influence will occur in circulatory ways, and the potential is always there to do

so. The rules that govern and subjugate bodies, both that of the individual and as a
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population, work at "the level of those continuous and uninterrupted processes

which subject our bodies, govern our gestures, dictate our behaviours etc."

(Foucault 1980: 97)

V/hat rules of right have been established by the relation of medicine to

religion? And what power over the body have these relations produced in the

religious discourses of truth? "...that in a society such as ours are endowed with

such potent effects?" (Foucault 1980: 93)

The philosophical and religious roots and traditions within texts regarding

organ donation remain caught between the practicality of caring for the mortal

human body and the religious 'truth' that will care for its irnmortal or heavenly

soul. The belief that reason should rule over the body or the inational functions

of the soul, that began with Plato, now also reflects the economic materialism of a

Western society intimately connected to the development of medicine, to feed its

ongoing preoccupation with its self and health.

It is of more than just historical interest to note the development of moral

theological teaching over the past 40 years. Firstly, it shows us the evolving

theological opinion regarding transplantation and organ donation. Sècond, it

shows us that there is a process of refining the accepted principles, and that, by

not denying them (as a 'new' principle), a way can be found to prove a new

position.

Thirdly, it demonstrates "that many ethical problems are solved by starting

with intuitive judgements, and then examining the principles in light of the

solution proposed in the intuitive judgement." (Ashley & O'Rourke: 307)

The question to ask here is, would religious doctrine have changed to such an

extent had medical knowledge and technology not juxtaposed the 'problem of the

body' vs. 'the problem of the soul', in both death and life?

For medicine, though, religion was to impact on the 'problem of the body'.
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The medicalbodY

the limits of knowledge provide a positive foundation fbr the possibility of knowing

(Foucault 1974:317)

This possibility of knowing, as scientific knowledge, or the 'will to know' that

has historically transpired in medicine, perhaps offers some initial insight into the

momentous occuffences within that field and specifically within the knowledge

and practices regarding organ donation and transplantation. Gaps have occul'red

for the emergence of new discourses and, from these, the present understanding

that medicine has of the bodY.

To place the 'medical body' within the organ donation culture we must also

consider it in the broader context of the public domain. Here we find there is

further explanation for the changes that have occurred, and continue to occur, and

arc to be foùnd in the philosophical and religious traditions that medicine has

grown out of.

Here too are the economic and environmental influences intimately connected

with the ongoing development of medicine, its knowledges and its technological

emergence.

So how and when did this alteration of body status begin to appear so overtly

in the public domain? What was the impetus in medical knowledge that

accelerated the bodily dilemma?

The emerging bodY

In the following section I pursue the path where medical and scientific knowledge

became practice and possibility became real.

In December,7967, it was reported in the media that the first heart transplant

occumed from a beating-heat1, brain-dead organ donor in Cape Town, South

Africa (1968).
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At the time, this provoked a great deal of anxiety about medicine, doctors and

death.

The anxiety about when death actually occurred had also been of concern for

some time, and was related to previous technological advances as well as social'

professional and ethical factors' The dilemma of being wrongly declared dead' as

well as being wrongly declared alive, fuelled the debate regarding brain death and

the need for criteria that werc clear to both the public and the health professions

as to what death was, and when it did actually occur'

In 1968, the Havard criteria was established, based on the criteria of the whole

brain (from Falell and Levin 1993: 1956) This caused the discourses

surrounding the medical criteria for brain death to become intrinsically matrixed

with the sociological, religious, cultural, legal and ethical discourses, as it was too

complex a matter to define in objective and simple technical terms. It was also the

first step in the intenelationships between fields of discourse on this subject.

It must also be kept in mind that this was a critetia for all death, and the brain-

death legislation which occurred in America in 1981, and was enacted through the

Untþrm Determination of Death Act, did not necessarily assist in the acQuisition

of organs for transplant. In fact there was no specific definition of death for organ

ffansplant donors. (Farrell and Levin 1993: 1963) It was the earlier development

and legislation of the 1968 Untþrm Anatomical Gift Act that alleviated what was

becoming a supply-and-demand situation regarding the supply of organs needed

for transplantation. This Act also recognised the legal status of donor cards, living

wills, and the authority of the next of kin to make a donation on behalf of a loved

one.

As events and relationships developed, so too began to emerge the changing

status of the (medicat) body. It was re-inscribed, transformed and appropriated as

not only a scientific 'object' of knowledge, but a highly sought after,
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economically valuable object; a supplier of parts essential to the continuance of

medical knowledge.

It was this series of events that diverged to open a space of dispersiorz for what

might be described as an epistemel for a field of new relationships within

scientific discourses, within institutions, across other fields of discourses, and

within a variety of bodies of other knowledge

It became what Foucault might have described as "... a complex relationship

of successive displacements." (Foucault 1991: 55)

The need to use and build on this knowledge became elementary in what was to

follow.

Toward the discourse of replacement

The above events were followed by a plethora of academic discourses

predominantly moving toward forging a pathway for the new technologies

occuning within medicine at that time'

Transplant activity was now seen as being constrained by a lack of organs and

this was developing into a major problem. Researchers from a variety of

disciplines ( medicine/health, law, and social sciences) researched ways to acquire

and improve the supply of organs that were now needed to maintain life and

health. (Thompson, Hibberd et al. 1995; Chapman, Hibberd et al. 1995; Pearson

& Zurynski 1995)

The discourse surrounding transplantation had reached a new possibility, as it

matrixed with the development of the medical technology and the social and

ethical dilemmas that began to arise. Transplantation and organ donation

discourses were developing through a series of relationships that no longer had

the same content when the body was discussed, the same internal organisation, ths

same place in medicine, nor the same traditional methods of practice as before.
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But it was, nevertheless, a scientific discourse with organ donation as the

object.

The concept of organ donation also began to appear as a discursive practice

within other fields and could therefore be classified in what Foucault would term

a new discipline. (Foucault 1972: I79)'

The discursive formation that had originally erupted in medicine now

surrounded this new cliscipline in a much broadel constellation. It had become by

no means exclusive to rnedicine but it went well beyond those boundaries. It

could be found intrinsically woven into the discourses of law, politics and ethics

and even extended into the literary, media and philosophy texts.

Within these extending boundaries there developed the prototype for new

discourse formations, as part of a new set of knowledges within each field. A

,knowledge' is that of whichone carx speak in a discursive practice: it is also the

field of coordination and subordination of statements; lastly, knowledge is

defined by the possibilities of its use (who may speak it), (Foucault l9l2: I82-

1 83)

The knowledges and discourses in each field (of dispersion) developed in

different ways and were assimilated and produced as a knowledge from within

each field. They were, though, still part of a dispelsion of statements that

promulgated the continuing need for the rcplacement of body parts' This

replacement process was now an integral component of the medical struggle to

maintain health and extend life expectancy through the new knowledge that

required the replacement of body parts, rather than the healing of them.

This concept of 'replacement' in medicine is not new (it dates back to France

in 1869 when skin tissue was autotransplanted (Porter 1991:618),but it was now

accepted on an international basis and epitomised the 'new' scientific status of

the human body, both dead and alive, within the organ donation culture
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In turn this was a precursor for the growing world population of replacement

recipients, which in turn increased the need for donors. This instigated the

economic management and health legulation of donors, incorporating the broader

population within the boundaries of the new discipline' Theory began to meet

with practice.

From the age of surgical incision to deal with tumours and injuries or illness,

there was the period of restoration through pharmacology to repair impaired

function. Now was occurring the medical age of replacement by biological or

artificial organs and tissue; the body as a supply-and-demand commodity in the

advancement of knowledge.

"The medical body is a passive body; any active capacities it may display arc

regarded as internal to its physiology, and these can be revealed to external

observers as objective knowledge." (Lyon 1994:52)

The above statement perhaps epitomises the path being constructed fol bodies

to become not only the objects of science but also the objects of legal and

technical intervention that would assist in the practice of body-parts replacement.

The Ambiguous Body-death by technology

The dead body also became re-inscribed through the process of a mechanical

death, causing ambiguities in the practices that surrounded it.

As the technical means of maintaining existence became more highly valued, it

became apparent that establishing rules regarding these procedures was necessary

"at a time when doubts about validity of clinical confirmation were being

expressed." (Pearson 1995: 104)

It was also apparent that if the processes of successful transplantation were to

be maintained, and the number of organs increased, organs for use had to be kept

in peak condition, and as suggested in an editorial in the Age newspaper, it was a
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time when "the transition to beating heart donation seemed appropriate."

(Editorial 1995: 12)

There was, though, some confusion regarding brain death and as early as 1989

Younger (Youngnet, Landefeld et al. 1989) published a survey regarding the

knowledge of medical practitioners and nurses involved in the procurement of

organs for transplantation. They found a serious lack of understanding regarding

brain death. The difference between brain stem death and the whole-brain

definition was not well understood.

Australian State laws now define brain death "as irreversible cessation of all

function of the brain of the person, but do not dictate methods of confirmation."

(Pearson 1993: 1) These 'methods of confilmation' had been subject to

considerabledebateandin 1993 The Australian and New Tnaland Intensive Care

Society put out a statement and guidelines on 'Brain Death and Model Policy on

Organ Donation' to update rules for standards of practice for the confinnation of

the diagnosis of brain death. (Pearson 1995)

They also stated at that time that they believed the role to be played by the

intensive care specialist was "crucial in maintaining organ donation as a function

of the doctor-patient relationship where ethical and moral fmy emphasis] values

rather than legal or administrative instructions dictate our behaviour." (Pearson

1995: 105)

One of the most serious ethical concerns about live-olgan donation related to

the possibility of improper pressure to donate, and medicine wanted to ensure

opportunities for increased donation were not jeopardised by unethical practice,

(New 1994:68)

The limits on who could decide what was or was not ethical and moral within

organ donation, and regarding death, were clearly being limited to boundaries

within the field of medicine. Ethicists from other fields might participate in the

moral and ethical consultation process, but it was believed that this was the
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legitimate role of medicine; it would ultimately be achieved through the process of

medical ethics and standards. In this context, medical ethics was to provide a

framework for thinking and it was believed that "a clear understanding of the

values at stake can only serve to improve the decision making." (New 1994: 61)

The field of medical practice (and discourse) had "expanded beyond its old

boundaries assuming the province of others, Such as ftiends rclatives and

religious practitioners." (White 1995:25) The development of new sciences and

technologies and the dissolution and transformation of previous boundaries,

discourses and practices had paved the way for the technical solution.

Maintaining suitable donors following the diagnosis of brain death w¿ìs

perceived as an essential element in the practices that werc developing, and gave

rise to further dilemmas regarding ventilation support. It was considered that

"ventilation and other support would be considered in the best interest of the

patient, and not purely for the purpose of organ retrieval." (Pearson 1993: 1) It

was acknowledged, though, that with the shortage of organs becoming more acute

that: "there was increasing interest in the provision of ventilator support, where

the support will not be primarily for the patient's benefit, to ensure a potential

source of organs." (Pearson 1993: 1) Pearson went on to say that he believed

"the ethics of support solely to rctrieve organs is questionable" (Pearson 1993:

1)

There is general agreement within the medical profession that, "safe and

effective organ replacement is a desirable medical goal ..." (Youngner and

Arnold 1993:2771)

This goal has though, itself become a rule with practices in medicine, and

developed accordingly. This bload rule became a substrata of medico/ethical rules

that reflected moral conduct and ethical practice. Two of these rules have

governed the procurement of organs. One is:
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"the dead donor rule-ie vital organs may only be taken from dead patients

and living patients must not be killed by organ retrieval."

Within this rule, the advent of brain-death criteria allowed for organ

procurement, while maintaining the dead donor rule.

The second rule of organ procurement is:

"that the care of the living patient must not be compromised in favour of

waiting recipients." (Youngner and Alnold 1993:2111)

In these circumstances the principle primum non nocere, first do no harm,

could be said to guide practice. However with live donation there is a shift in the

moral context ,"actual harm, in the form of a surgical incision and expantation is

done to one individual to benefit another." ( New 1994:66)

Not only was brain-death criteria pragmatically motivating the moral rules and

practices in organ donation, it was also reinscribing the practices that surrounded

the body and redefining the biological entity of the body as it was previously

known.

The mechanical ventilation of the body had interrupted the death of the body

and the person, as previously inscribed.

The practices that now surrounded this body inscripted, transformed and

articulated the dead body as a useful, but ambiguous body; a body that became

the utility of technology that prescribed technical death, while maintaining

technical life, to provide organs for the needs of others.

The nursing Body

Nursing knowledge

It can be argued that nursing is a practice discipline as well as a service

profession, and the clinical practitioners who offer everyday care in intensive care

settings develop and evaluate new theory regarding nursing care within that

practice setting.
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Nursing, as Foucault has suggested in regard to subjugated or regional

knowledges, has large "blocks of historical knowledge" that "the order imposed

by fuctionalist or systemising thought is designed to mask." (Foucault 1980: 82)

The unitary body of theory that filters, hierarchises and orders information in the

name of true organ donation knowledge has subjugated the caring genealogical

discourse of nursing precisely because it is an anti-science discourse. Torn

between the scientific discourse of medicine and the practice setting in which they

work, nurses only pursue the genealogical discourse of caring in a fragmented

and filtered dialogue; a discontinuous dialogue.

Research regarding organ donation technology and knowledge has

predominantly evolved from the hegemonic cultures of medico-scientific

disciplines. The introduction of new knowledge into medicine also required that

nursing re-align its practices within the practice setting, to accommodate this new

knowledge. This created a rcactive process; a subordination of the nursing

population (and nursing knowledge) to participate in cultural constructions and

practices from outside the nursing culture that contributed to their continuing

obedience within their practice of discourse.

The disjuncture between medical knowledge and nursing knowledge regarding

the process of care required presented its own dilemma. The medical-

administrative agendas not only defined the structural elements and organisational

culture of organ donation, but the ideological components as well. (Mulhall 1996:

970) This culture then informed both medical and nursing practitioners how to

view this new discipline (of organ donation) and how to act within it.

Practical experience of certain activities like caring for a brain dead personl is

both integral to the mastery of the nursing practice, and the deeper understanding

and significance of that situation. Initially there was little or no guide for nurses

from within their own profession. The nursing paradigm was thus led by the
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medico-scientific paradigm in the workplace which was followed by an associated

change in practice and culture of nursing care.

The recording and recoding of information about the patient was also indicative

of the role nurses were expected to play. This process of recording on patients'

records by nurses reduced the patient body to body parts within a scientific

dialogue. "Of atl the nursing observations and actions, only J'ragtnents lmy

emphasis] are documented. The fragments as body parts and functions are the

body systems of science." (Heartfield 1995: 100)

As the patient body (as parts) became fragmented in scientific discourse, it then

followed that nursing care, as an integral part of the scientific practice (and

discourse) within organ donation, would lose the integration of practice and

caring within the practice setting.

In a study by Heathfield, where documentation in the practice setting was

considered, it was revealed that in fact nurses write about observations in a passive

form which leaves the record devoid of their meaning and as nothing more than a

record of information that assists other health cate providers. "There is no

apparent knowledge base that underpins what nurses are doing that differentiates

them from assisting the doctor!" (Heartfield 1995: 102) The record is devoid of

the nurse-patient relationship; that unwritten intimacy; their caring role in the

nursing culture. It becomes the subjugated discourse.

Nursing practitioners are wary of their own nursing research but are

themselves reticent to write of their practical experiences. Certainly in regard to

organ donation the medical paradigm is the most common focus with empirical

data and theory limiting what may be said, and by whom. The following selected

discourses typifies the particular genealogy of the subjugated knowledge of

nursing knowledge discourse within organ donation discourse. It highlights the

hidden nursing knowledge, the popular known nursing knowledge, that, as also
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suggested by Benner & Tanner, has become limited and hidden within the

scientific discourse of rationality. (Benner & Tanner 1987)

A duality of discourse

In an article in the Nursing Times (Finlay l99l 47) titled "Preparing for

Goodbye" the following illustrates the complex paradoxes in the nursing role in

the organ donation process, regarding the body. Because of the changed nature of

dying and death, the nurse must, and is expected to, extend the nature of care from

the patient to the grieving of the relatives while continuously acknowledging the

discourses of science and practice within organ donation;

"Tests for brain-stem death were perfotmed. There was no gag reflex or deep

pain, and no respiratory effort was observed. John fulfilled the criteria for brain-

stem death. [scientific discourse] ... The focus of nursing care switched lmy

emphasisl to support for his family, as opposed to curative care lmy emphasisl

for John." (caring discourse) (Finlay I99l: 47)

Then there was a further extract to illustrate the ambiguity of death and the

acknowledgment within practice to accommodate others regarding this:

"It is accepted that patients who are brain-dead are incapable of thought,

feelings or emotions, [scientific discourse] but lmy emphasislwe still talked to

John and encouraged his relatives to do the same,..." (caring discourse).

(Finlay 1991:48)

A duality appears in the discourse with consideration of the needs of relatives

to go through the process of dying and saying goodbye, as the dying process was

previously experienced, together now with the genealogical discourse of caring

making the scientific definition of brain death ambiguous.

Nursing staff consider that the medical staff meet the family's "cognitive

needs" (providing information concerning diagnosis, treatment, and brain-stem

death tests, whereas they see their own role as meeting the patient and family's
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"emotional and personal" needs. (Finlay 1991: 48) The fact that it was stated

that "John died peacefully" (Finlay 1991: 48) after mechanical ventilatory

support was removed, even though brain death was diagnosed some time prior to

this, may also indicate the confusion with which some nurses view the body in

life, death and dying in their own process of caring,

In another article it is suggested that the increased knowledge of nurses in the

intensive-care units has subjected the patient body to a (scientific) nursing 'gaze'

in an equivalent fashion to the medical 'gaze', and that the practice of 'recording'

information shapes the health care practice of nurses. But the paradox this

suggests is that: "This objective knowledge serves to reduce the power of the

nurse in relation to the traditional role of 'caring'." (Henderson 1994:938)

In fact nurses only consider this knowledge as being: "...only powerful in

promoting communication that the doctor [my emphasis] deems meaningful."

(Henderson 1994:938)

Interestingly the majority of writings in nursing regarding organ donation and

transplantation tend to align with views held in the 'scientific' community. Some

examples are in articles written by: (Smith, Brumm et al. 1991; Thomàs 1991;

Redfern 1996) to name a few.

The socially-relevant role of the nurse in patient care therefore becomes visibly

marginalised.

A further difficulty arises from the failure to question the particular dominance

of certain knowledge generation over other forms. It has been suggested that

nursing knowledge is in fact constructed to support rather than challenge existing

knowledge in this domain. (Mclntyre 1995:21)
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The disciplined body

Historically, the practice of nursing is intrinsically linked to medico-administrative

knowledge and political practice that has in turn developed our 'concerned

society'.

These medico-political programs then administratively order society (and

nursing) into a well disciplined body to meet the needs of a new scientific

discipline-such as the processes of organ donation.

The practices that surround the body then become the "meticulous rituals of

power" that have been localised by a "political technology of the body."

(Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983: 114) They become the normal everyday rituals in

places where, "Each individual has a place and each place has its individual."

(Foucault 1977a:143)

Not only the general population but 'nurses' are an integral and constant agent

to the medicalisation of the body; they are an essential linking factor to the

development of technology and the health of 'others'.

Through this medicalisation of individual and family bodies the nursing

'body', per se, is an enabling of the ethic of good health with rules and

obligations that emerge in the form of rituals of nursing practice. These in turn

become matrixed with the rituals of medicine and the law; the obligation of moral

codes and the laws of humanity.

Nursing energies are harnessed to production (of organ donation); to

providing a source for the well-being of the majority; which in organ donation,

becomes the ultimate obligation of the gift (of organs) and the aim of science.

The practices that discipline the social body discipline the nursing body and

have produced not only a 'docile'public body but a docile nursing body through

nursing discourse. The docile body also has to be a productive body, because,

without these disciplined bodies of orderly individuals, the machinery of
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production, which is related to the politico-economic venture, would collapse. The

disciplinary technologies though, are, not the cause for the rise in the economic

rationale related to organ donation, but are certainly preconditions for its success;

nursing now becomes an integral link in that economic success.

The docile body, be it public or nursing, then becomes essehtial to productive

practices,especially within the institutions of organ donation technology. People

such as nurses become an essential complementary cog in the wheel of medico-

administrative processes. Their practice discourse represents the 'chameleon'

discourse; the docile body within the health care process of organ donation.

Their caring role (and discourse) is extended to accommodate families involved

in the organ donation process, but the discourses and guidelines for practice, even

regarding this care, revolve around conditions and coordination of the

technologies of procurement and how best to ask the family for organs at a time

of grief. (Stoeckle 1993; Hospital (Alfred) 1994; Futterman 1995; Redfern 1996;

Gibson 1996)

Hickson and Holmes (199a) suggest that: "The good nurse, like the good

patient, is one who is obedient, unquestioning and pliable. Nursing books

hammered home what was evident in the bureaucratic regimes, namely that there

was no aspect of nurses' existence-physical or mental-which was not subject

to the panopticism of the administration." (Hickson & Holmes 1994: 4)

The caring role of nursing has become adapted and colonised to meet the need

of production. The nursing duality of discourse, of caring and competent practice

becomes juxtaposed between need and human values, and the scientific need of

competent practice (within the organ donation process). (Good 1993:91)

V/ithin these parameters the discourse of nursing subjugates itself within the

disciplinary apparatus of procurement. Controlled, productive, a useful body;

nurses and nursing become reinscribed to fit the grid space allocated to it them.
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The public body

Wooing the public

The public, too, has become a more docile body, even though public opinion and

attitudes regarding organ donation still play a crucial part in the procurement

process (Pearson, Bazeley et al. 1995: 92). Surveys show that, to be successful,

the whole system of procurement and distribution of organs must also inspire

public confidence. (New 1994:40).

Media reporting of 'urban folk myths' suggested there is still an element of

public disquiet (Kerr 1995), which has prompted consideration of a paradox in

the messages that the public rcceive; the more emphasis placed on the crisis of

supply the more plausible becomes the notion of underground trade (in body

parts). (New 1994: 39-41) This in turn fuels the 'myths'.

Parallel with this are also the stories of 'altruism' and 'gifts of life' that are

reported in the media, offering the public information about the positive, caring

and altruistic acts or life needs of 'others' (Hailstone 1994; Hailstone 1995; Hill

7995), as, as is reported by Larriera, it is believed "people are happy that it really

is voluntary, an altruistic gift." (Larriera 1994). But there is always the continuing

message that more organs are required. (1994; Patton 1994)

These discourses reported in the media were sourced to rnedicine and nursing,

and the 'sites' placed them in the institutions of the regulatory bodies for organ

donation and procurement.

Foucault suggests: "Discipline organises an analytical space. It will also be

divided into as many spaces as there are elements to be distributed." (Foucault

1977a: 143-146) The elements of discourse within each field became

interchangeable, as each was defined by the place it occupied as the part of a

whole. The discipline of organ donation distributed them and circulated them in a
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network of relations. The technology of disciplinary regulation of organ donation

continued to evolved, separate and regroup, in a multitude of combinations.

The discourse of the public, the mass population, is rarely heard. If it is, it is

through surveys (medical or malket) and the occasional 'Letters to the Editor' in

newspapers. These usually brief discourses occur when there is a belief that there

are practices, ethical standards or moral rights of the public that are being

breached. (Moffatt 1994; Willatts 1994; Ridsdill Smith 1995; Threlfall 1995) or

they are in response to media stories regarding organ donation' (Payze 1994;

Williams L994a;Williams 1 994b)

Whose body is it anywaY?

Public response to the practices that surround organ donation has centrcd on

ethical issues and the infringement of personal rights. Donor families believed

they were given incomplete information regarding organ donation, and that there

was little acknowledgment or respect for their grief and needs.

There was also concern that organ removal practices, through the coroner

proceiss following inopportune death, were inadequately explained at the time of

death. This confusion and lack of information regarding the coroner process

(NHMRC 1996: 16) and about the limits of organ removal, with particular regard

to the coroner's autopsy and rights of removal, became a further cause for donor

families to feel not only disregarded and ill-informed following donation but to

believe that a violation of trust was occurring. (Hutchinson 1994)

Through 'Letters to the Editor' the public displayed their concern regarding

the issue of coroner practices (1990 Anon.letter; Marsh 1994; Halliday 1994;

Hanna 1994) and there were cautions raised within religion regarding this

ambiguous 'ownership of thebody'. (Apple 1994)
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Ownership of the body following death, gave (through legislation enacted in

the Human Tissue Act of 1982) (Commonwealth records 1983), legal power to

the coroner to remove body parts for therapeutic, medical and scientific putposes.

The formation of a donor family support group to assist and support donor

families through and after the process of organ donation became, the liberated

fragments of a genealogy; subjected knowledge brought into play. This is not a

knowledge opposed to the content and methods of the science of organ donation,

but to the fficts of the centralising powers.

They lobbied governments, hospitals and Red Cross (Ragg 1994) and

struggled in a slow process to acquire recognition of their needs, and in so doing

entered into a subjugating relationship that became a process of recoding their

knowledges.

Status and rights

This continuous struggle by the donor family support group was a questioning of

the status and rights of the individual and their body within the organ donation

process.

It was also the opposition to the effects of power which was linked to the

privileges of scientific knowledge. It was also in opposition to the secrecy,

deformation, and the mystifying lepresentations that are imposed on people.

(Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983)

It became an 'immediate' struggle with those power technologies closest to

them, a resistance to the uncontrolled power over people's bodies; their health,

and their life and death.

Accommodation of this public need reinscribed the discourse of need, and

became absorbed into the medical discourse in the form of guidelines for "Care

of the Donor and Donor Family" (Pearson 1995: 108; NHMRC 1996: 9); the
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colonisation and absorption of donor family discourse became hierarchised and

ordered within the unitary body of organ donation knowledge.

There had developed for next of kin, as well as health professionals involved in

the care of the body, an indeterminate meaning of life and death; the beating heart

(donor) appeared warrn and alive while being dead.

The redefinition of death

The general population has also been confronted by the redefinition of death.

Even though the concept of brain death is still not paú of the ordinary notion of

death, it appears not to be questioned, as it has been made within the rules of

accepted medical standards. (Youngner and Arnold 1993:2112)

The new concept of death has further obscured the understanding of how death

occurs, even understanding what the dead body looks like after death. The lack of

comment on this subject in 'Letters to the Editor' one of the only places the

general population has been allocated as a space to speak, would indicate that this

aspect of death though (academically) acknowledged, is perhaps little understood,

until trauma and tragedy actually occurs within a family.

Following this, there was debate on death and dying, as it is believed, that as a

human being, two deaths could be experienced. The biological death, and that of

the person; the loss of personhood was described as significant as the biological

death (Farell and Levin 1993: 1951). Indeed in philosophy it has been argued

that, "in view of the considerable measure of integrated wholeness of the body

and of life in brain dead humans, and in considering the difficulty of determining

the mind incarnating tissue in the body, it can thus be argued that brain dead

persons are in fact alive." (Seifert 1993: 186)

The lack of or equivocal nature of information leaves the public body

disenfranchised; the body a scientific object of technical and medico-legal

interuention.
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The disquiet that emanated from the public was: "In fact, as things stand in

reality, these collected fragments of a genealogy remain as they have always been,

surrounded by a prudent silence." (Foucault 1980: 87)

... In conclusion

This chapter is an overview of the historical evolution of the (organ donating)

body. It shows the stages, and the progressive change in status of the body, as

appearing through a series of societal-cultural discourses, to emerge as a

disciplined body, a productive body and a docile body, in the name of the

common good.

Both the theological, medical and ethical development on the subject have

culminated in a major preoccupation with how to regulate these ambiguous

bodies, to monitor the interface between bodies and souls, and then to legislate on

the tensions which then generate and drive the new apparatus of organ donation.

Then there is the emergence of discourses relating to the 'reluctant' body (of

the public), and the processes that will pacify it, cajole it and encourage it (to

donate).

The population supports the efforts toward longevity, but, as Foucault

suggests:

... the population is the subject of needs, of aspirations, but it is also the object in

the hands of the government, of what it wants, but ignorant of what is being done

to it. (Foucault 1991: 100)

There is also the introduction of a form of 'pastoral power' over the body (of

the family) as changes occur in the principle of religious doctrine and can be

associated with the care of the soul. With this transformation in the principle of

Christian doctrine regarding the integrity of the body, aligned to the (health)

benefit of others, an amalgamation then occurs with medico/politico-science to

offer new life as 'a gift'. This transforms the process into a 'medico/politico-
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pastorate' which couples the soul and the body in the interest of science and

better govefnment;otherwise known as the'shepherd game'. (Gordon 1991: 8)

The nursing body pragmatically became aligned to the new medico-scientific

discourse to conform with the new 'discipline' of organ donation within the

wheels of medico-administrative processes. Nursing practice then progressed to a

disciplined and docile 'shepherd/ess' role in the 'shepherd game'. with the

caring discourse of nursing masked, subjugated and fragmented. The duality of

discourse in nursing is the genealogical discourse of care struggling to be heard

as part of the science of the practice. It is neither heard nor acknowledged.

Nursing discourse is trapped in the discourse of science; playing the game by the

rules that surround it.

Dyrberg puts it rather succinctly when he suggests:

The politics of aligning individual interests with the public intelest is a hegemonic

endeavour to dehne the formel in terms of the latter, thus closing the gap between

them by defining the rules of the game' (Dyrberg 1991:207)
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Chapter 6: Beloved Stranger

... the moment a theory moves into its proper domain, it begins to encounter

obstacles, walls, and blockages which require its relay by another type of

discourse-it is through this discourse that it eventually passes to another domain.

(Foucault 1977b:206)

The construction of boundaries

Introduction

A boundary has been duly described in the Thesaurus as: a limit As sub-

headings under 'limit' it is then divided again and categorised under restriction;

summit; base; completeness; extremity; end; edge and partition.

As a 'limit' then, are we describing the body as something that is limitable? I

suspect not. I would suggest that in organ donation discourses, the boundaries of

the body are the 'frontiers' of science and social culture that 'circumscribe' the

rules of practice.

This then becomes a process and discoulse that de-Iimits demarcates, stakes

out; marks out..

The surfaces/boundaries of the human body are then continuously

reconstructed by the dichotomies structuring the boundaries of the

transplantation/donation culture. This makes cultural meanings become

'objective' or 'taken for granted'.

These 'cultures' in organ donation are constantly in the process of monitoring,

preserving; maintaining, in specific jargon, their boundaries. Through ttre

practices that monitor these boundaries, these cultures 'inscribe' their

understanding onto bodies.
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This can take place in a number of fields such as institutions or social

structures, which have the ability and social sanction to control bodies, and,

invested with social power, and as agents of social powet, have the ability to

challenge the social order of 'ambiguous' bodies.

In medicine there is a charge to oversee and order the 'ambiguous' bodies of

the sick, where new meanings are given to 'sick bodies', further reinforcing the

dissolution of culturally normative inscriptions. (Lysaught 1993: 77 -79)

Organ donation and brain-death legislation have created a further complication

to the ordering of the body in medicine, extending the inscription to the living, the

dead, and the 'living-dead' body.

The powerful inter-relationship in organ donation culture between the social,

religious and medical (body) has evolved an ambiguous quasi religious/medical

body that binds the mind/body organ donation concept within a theological

boundary. As Nance and Davis suggest, even the religious and spiritual support

for individuals faced with the request for organ donation is "... usually offered in

the language of creation, redemption and reconciliation." [and] "... the notions of

gift." (Nance & Davis 1993: 138)

Through this concept donation is also then associated with the selfless act that

characterises the act of charity towards others; good over evil; hope over loss.

(Nance & Davis 1993: 138)

This move toward a 'samaritan' ethic, has become idealised and imposed

within the public domain of discourse on organ donation. It appears to then be

further compounded by the 'samaritan' principle (Jonsen 1990: 39), which

embraces the concept of obligation and responsibility for the 'needs of

strangers'. The root of this comes from the parable of the Good Samaritan in the

Gospel according to Luke (I0: 29-37), which was used in the first centuries of

the Christian era and the Middle Ages to exemplify the duties of the Christian
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physician, and which in particular reinforced the duty to care for the sick and

needy, even at a cost to oneself'

Though this was originally conceptualised and preached when monks and nuns

provided the majority of care for the sick, it has persisted, as a principle, in this

era, within medical (Jonsen 1990:39 ) as well as subjective nursing ethics'

This duty of care, as it has evolved in the discourses surrounding the donation

of organs, further inscribes the Samaritan ethic on the public body as a rule of

right behaviour (regarding organ donation), as a truth, and a contractual obligation

in the process of caring for the health of the population as a whole. The processes

that support the production of this truth then become an exercise of power within

the everyday Practices of life.

The boundaries of obligation and duty

Conversely, this power (boundary) cannot then be qxercised without (scientific)

truth. (Foucault 1980: 93) Power will also then become an inherent component in

the juridical rules and regulations that control our everyday practices'

... a parable, like a myth, stimulates our imagination to see in ancient words a

modern problem. (Jonsen 1990: 40)

By shifting through the stages of the theological argument, the notion of organ

donation as a Samaritan task may then offer the possibility of a new moral

principle;the acceptance of the 'modern problem' of donation within new moral

parameters.

A new boundarY begins to aPPear.

It is now essential within this concept to consider the effects of truth (in organ

donation) on these boundaries, the rules of power as they establish the regulations

of domination, and the power of these true discourses on not only the broader

population (Foucault 1980: 95) but within medicine and nursing, institutions that
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house the sick and dying, and the complex web of apparatuses and regulations

that are responsible for their application.

Obligation and responsibility

The parable of the 'Good Samaritan' leads us to consider the place of medicine

within religion, the ethic that joined the caring of the body with the caring of the

soul and the subtle movement of the boundaries of one to the other.

The historically shared, common ground between religion and medicine, as

Porter suggests, impart that: "Etymologically, the words 'holiness' and 'healing'

stem from the same root, conveying the idea of wholeness." (Porter 1997:84)

In early Christianity there were also clear demarcations or boundaries between

the body and the soul, which in turn implied the subordination of medicine to

religion, and of doctor to priest. One tended to the curing of the body while the

other tended to the curing of the soul. The blurring of the physic and the faith at

this stage though was generally complementary. (Porter 1997:84)

The Hebrews also developed teachings about the body and its wellbeing wherc

blood was viewed as "the vehicle of the soul ... but life lay in the breath."

(Porter t997: 85) Rules were formulated regarding physical and dietary

cleanliness, and these cleanliness rites in religion indirectly spurred the

development of public health. The obligation of caring was also being taught,

"and by AD 400 Jewish communities were instructed to possess a heale[."

(Porter 1997: 85)

Through what are known as the Dark Ages, medical manuscripts were

preserved and studied within the sanctuary of monastedes, abbeys and cathedral

schools. At that time, that was where the knowledge of medicine remained.
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The blurring of the physic and the faith

By the beginning of the sixteenth century, opening up bodies, dead human

cadavers and living animal ones, became the prescription for true medical

knowledge.

The human body became not only an object of medical knowledge, it now

became the boundary of medical truth. Dissection revealed anatomical structures

unknown to ancient authorities in healing. Bedside practice, though, changed little

and the therapeutics of medicine remained grounded in tradition'

In France at this time, the reforms revitalising Catholicism also reconstructed

charitable institutions. These 'hospitals' were originally aimed at containing

vagrants and beggars and were an inexpert social construction of their time to

contain or 'confine' unemployment in a "nascent industrialisation." (Foucault

1967:53-55)

This, though, in turn, constructed a nursing community. It constructed the

beginnings of a nursing knowledge.

Usually female, and drawn from the poorer sections of the society (in contrast

to the usual 'cloistered' nuns from the more well-to-do families, who were

content to administer spiritual healing within the confines of their convent), these

women combined both the spiritual and the practical, and ventured not only into

the charitable 'hospitals' of that time but out into the community.

As early as this, the elements of 'caring (the soul) and practice (the science)'

became an essential component of nursing care, though the discourse

surrounding it was limited.

The role nurses played at this time became an element of the new

'medicalisation' of care based on 'municipal' and 'philanthropic' initiatives,

which were viewed as the 'new' medicalisation, based on the development of

social administration and control. (Porter 1997:240)
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When we consider these processes from a Foucaudian perspective:

If we were to characterise it in two terms, then 'archaeology' would be the

appropriate methodology of this analysis of local discursivities, and 'genealogy'

would be the tactics whereby, on the basis of the descriptions of these

discursivities, the subjected knowledges which were thus released would be brought

into play. (Foucault 1980: 85)

The boundaries of the body and the soul, the physic and the faith, became

inetrievably bluned.

The death-bed

Religion, though, still retained its hold at the death bed. The art of dying ot 'ars

moriendi'taught believers how to die well. Dying was not regarded as an abrupt,

instantaneous, biological reversal; dying was a process. It progressed through a

series of stages that started at birth and was sequenced by appropriate behaviour

and religious reminders about preparedness.

There was an intricacy to the conventions of dying and mourning, that

emphasised the continuity of the past, the present and the future.

The seventeenth century brought with it a scientific revolution that began to

impact on traditional religious and social moral beliefs about the body. The new

scientific explanations regarding the functioning of the body imposed (medical)

prescriptions for the body and replaced the notion that a vengeful or loving God

alone ruled the physical body; there was now understood to be a mechanical

element to the living body that obeyed certain universal scientific laws.

Through this mechanistic disease explanation, a boundary was traversed and

there began a new era of philosophy about the mind/body/soul relationship.

(Porter 1997:242-243)

This was followed in the eighteenth century by the gradual encroachment by

doctors upon the boundaries that surrounded the rituals of death.
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This was heralded by the controvelsy between religious and secular

explanations for certain diseases versus the mechanistic/scientific explanation.

This development of a scientific knowledge, traditionally the preserve of

philosophers (Shapin 1994), especially in medicine, began to fashion the course

of medicine, and the moral and ethical principles, and the boundaries that were to

contain it.

Before the turn of the century, medicine, focussed within a 'comfortable' zone

of treating disease and relieving symptoms, the treatment of specific systems and

organs and the care of individual patients. (Lovat and Mitchell 1991: 13)

Early in the twentieth century a double-sided process began to emerge as the

development of the 'medical market' became an extension of personnel offering

qualified medical attention. This coincided with the growth of individual and

family demand for health care. (Foucault 1980: 166)

In turn, this fashioned the boundaries of moral and social discourse

surrounding the body and it became disciplined within the expectations of society

, who applauded the effort of medicine on behalf of the sick. Society and

medicine at this time had similar views on the role of medicine, and tire moral

ethic that had come to surround it.

The collection and use of human body tissues had become accepted from the

eighteenth century practice of dissection through to the twentieth century process

and practice of organ transplantation, but not without evoking a number of

concerns about the evolving use of the body as a useable product of science.

By the middle of the twentieth century, the extraordinary effort being made to

prolong health and life, the use of body parts without consent, the psycho-social

and religious impact of breaking down the integrity of the body and the fear of

exploitation of individuals who are the source of organs and tissues, began to

become an issue of conflict and growing concern.
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A sample of this growing concern was suggested in an edited extract in The

Weekend Australian (from an article that appeared in The Lancer) that there

y¿¿s-"¡þs growing divide between scientific and social views of the body in the

commercial context of the biotechnology age." (Nelken, 1998:26)

All these concerns impacted on the diversity of disputes over the use of body

tissue and the body, and appeared to be heralding the symptoms of a much more

complex problem.

Advancing science and the advent oftechnology now introduced the concept of

dying by technology. With the accession of brain-death criteria as a 'true'

scientific discourse, the prolonged medical process of dying now finally traversed

the theological boundaries and dicta that had hitherto morally and socially

encompassed the body at death.

The beloved stranger-and the plurality of discourse

The boundaries that divide the scientific and the religious/social culture in organ

donation discourse become continually obscured by the colonisation (or

adaptation) of religious discourse within the bioethical and medical/scientific

discourse.

Even now, organ donation is spoken of in traditionally religious terms as the

'miracle of transplantation' that gives the 'the gift of life'. (Lysaught 1993:82)

The media also perpetuate this terminology with articles that suggest, "Miracles

do happen" . (1994 Anon.)

In turn this has become reflected in public discourse as in this Letter to the

Editor: "Donor motto is 'do unto others"' (Scully 1995). This directly reflects

the Christian ethos of loving and caring for one's neighbour as for oneself. (The

Holy Bible: St Luke; 26-28:794)
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This autonomous cultural and religious coding in the discourse has made

possible these types of specific statements (parole) and therefore particular

practices within organ donation.

The 'configuration of the enunciative' field has established a form of

coexistence (of organ donation statements). It has adopted a discourse from the

fietd of concomitanc¿ which means that:

(this includes statenxents that concern quite di.fferent dontains of objects, and

belong to quite different types of discourse, but which are active arnong tlte

statements studied here, either because they serve as analogicctl confirmation, or

because tlæy serve as models that can be transferred to other contents, or

because they function as a higher authority tlmn that to which at Least certain

propositions are present and subjected) (Foucault 1972:58)

The transfer of these statements represents a loving and caring of the

community or of one individual for one another, and as shown in, 'Gift of life'

(1994 Anon.), 'Miracles do happen' (1994 Anon.), 'A gift of love' (1995

Editorial), 'The miracles of little Tim', (1995 Anon) it may then be ttansferred to

the discourse of organ donation, where it will become ordered by the 'relation of

dependence'. This may be achieved through the'statements concept'in the

discourse that validal¿s a discourse. An example of this is the organ donor

becoming'the Good Samaritan' providing 'aid and healing' to the traveller (the

receiver).

Death and health not only revolve around each other, but the (good) Samaritan

community. It has made knowledge about organ donation possible in a particular

way.

As Foucault might suggest regarding the 'archaeology' of this structuring of

knowledge:
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I am not concemed therefore, to describe the progress of knowledge towards and

objectivity in which today's science can be finally recognised; what I am attempting

to bring to light is the epistemotogical field, [my emphasis] the episteme in which

k¡owledge ... grounds its positivity and thereby manifests a history which is not

that of its growing perfection, but rather that of its conditions of possibility ...

. 
(Foucault 1974: 56-75)

To be caring and responsible, within the rules of the organ donation, the public,

as individuals, has an obligation as a moral and caring community, to:

1- donate organs to others in the event of their own death

2- discuss the issue of donating their organs with their

family

3- so that no-one will stop their organs from being

donated after their death.

The word responsibility, in this sense, is an abstract word, signifies not a single

entity, but a relationship between at least two participants: ' someone is

responsible for someone else' (Fowler, Kress et al. l9l9: 34)

These kind of discourses may be found in media articles facilitating direct

appeals to individuals to donate, e.g "Organ donation; it begins with you"

(Rushton lggl), and a further article that appeals to the public to assist in

alleviating the life threatening plight of others such as, "Dying for a Liver".

(Roberts & Richardson 1995).

Murray suggest that: "Gifts to stfangers affirms the solidarity of the

community over and above the depersonalising alienating forces of mass society

and market relations." (Murray 1987: 35) It also crcates the illusion of a moral

relationship that is open-ended, and less specifiable or contained than a contract

that is the normal application of a marketable product.
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The Good Samaritan (community), appears bounded by altruistic motivation: a

noneconomic moral asset generously increasing the supply of organs for their

fellow man.

In conclusion

The very fact that the dictum within some religious beliefs is sometimes

detrimental in assisting the acquisition of organs, limits their discourse

boundaries within organ donation to a colonised use of moral religious

philosophy; that of caring for the (health) needs of strangers.

The notion of 'caring' as 'gifting' is the value relationship that inscribes the

boundaries on the community and the body. It is then measured and articulated as

the caring, generosity and solidarity within that community

"Gifts, especially gifts to assuage needs, and most especially gifts of the body,

are one of the most significant means to affirm that solidarity." (Murray 1987:

32) and by ministering to the needs of others' health it is seen as a sense of

affirmation, of community interdependence.

The notion of altruism as the ultimate in gifting, by giving another life, is

therefore encouraged and rewarded as part of the ongoing search for organs.

This process of social inscription of the public body has become a practice of

constant encouragement and education in social altruism. This in turn increases

forms of 'consent'. Via these practices and discourses, a member of the public is

inscribed as, ' a good citizen', or 'a gift giver', and their conduct is publicised

through the media and rewarded for giving the 'gift of life' (1995; Crouch

1995a) or a 'gift of love.' (1995; Crouch 1995b)

The 'public body' becomes responsible for the lives of others; the needs of

strangers; the 'samaritan principle' is firmly inscribed upon the population.

This has developed through a multiplicity of obligations.
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The creation of rules for norms of gifting conduct has entailed new obligations

as part of those rules. For example, gifting conduct requires that: "For a gift to be

made, there must be presupposed an object or service which creates an

obligation." (Mauss 1969: 49-50)

This, 'object of service' appears in the discourses, as requiring the public body

to contract their body to the service of others. For example, the act of donation

(Pirrie 1995) or the death or "painful waiting" of a recipient, (Painter 1994), the

direct appeal, "Organ Donation: it begins with you!" (Rushton 1991) all

informed the public of the need for organs, or that others had gifted and further

public gifting was encouraged. This promotes the rule of altruism that is an

essential moral element within the norms of gifting conduct. The appeal for

organs in this manner also becomes effective, because, as Blau suggests : "Men

make charitable donations, not to earn the gratitude of the recipients, whom they

never see, but to earn the approval of their peers who participate in the

philanthropic campaign." (Blau 1964: 9 | -92)

A discontinuity in the altruistic notion, though, a plurality in the discourse, is

seen in this process that engages the population in the organ donation process by

the promotion of official 'contracts'. The recognition of this status, as marked on

a driving licence or in some cases a specific organ donation registration card, is

seen as a formal decision by individuals to enter into a contract that entails

contractual obligations. Contractual obligations though, are usually only seen in

the process of economic exchange, which may be enforced by legal sanctions.

(Blau 1964:97)

V/ithin this context, the extrinsic benefits and boundaries of altruism within the

notion of the 'gift of life' become extricably enmeshed in the economic advantage

to the health economy, that is manifest in this process; becoming detached from

the notion of gifting.
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on the one hand, there is the rule that implies altruism and charity to

within the social context and then on the other hand there is a further process that

implies a legal obligation to fulfil a contract with the implication that failure to

discharge has consequences beyond the agreed meaning within that social

context.

The resemblance to an economic contract implied within this process violates

the moral norm is implicit in the altruistic good-moral-conduct rule' The

contractual obligation implies a moral enforcement and violates a moral boundary.

We have, then, an ambiguity of the moral standard or norrn within the good

moral conduct rule in the social gifting process within organ donation that, though

originally provided in good faith as a gift, is now achieved as a contractual

obligation of right.

This plurality within the argument of moral imperative has in fact

transmogrified the boundaries of death, and the boundaries of gifting (of the

body) into a moralised experience of obligation.

This obligation to give now becomes a 'tyranny of the gift''
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Chapter 7: The Power and the Knowledge

... the relationship between desile, powet and interest ale mote complex than we

ordinarily think, and it is not necessarily those who exercise power who have an

interest in its execution; nor is it always possible fol those with vested interest to

exercise power. (Foucault 1977b: 2f5)

Marginalising Bodies-the mosaic of power

Introduction

In Chapter 5 the disintegration of boundaries surrounding the body in organ

donation culture was considered. These subtle alterations in boundary dynamics

marginalise both the individual and the public body into 'becoming' a well-

managed cooperative public body and an economically viable one.

The direct implication of this cultural restructuring is body marginalisation; a

limiting and controlling of the public and individual body'

Modern medicine has splead and propagated itself to play a central role and

stake its claims for a mission in the home, the office and factory, in the law courts

and schools, within what has now become known as a welfare and therapeutic

state. (Porter 1997 : 630)

This has also given it a much more central and powerful role in the ordering of

society.

The ordering of society also now becomes interwoven within grids that are

governed by the politics of ordering and managing a healthy community.
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The power

Etymologically, power means ability; to 'make a difference', which is probably

the most basic definition of ability. \What is important here is the implication in

the assumption that power is defined as the ability to make a difference' Making a

difference also suggests that ability is embodied in an agent whose action/s bring

about change.

When ,making' becomes a process and therefore the vehicle of 'difference' it

will follow that the agency embodying the 'ability to make a difference' is a

metaphor for a'becoming'. Power is, accordingly, a name for 'becoming'

(different). (Dyrberg 1991 : 90-91)

This concept through a Foucaudian perspective would be concerned with the

becoming of abrlity, ability being the limit,pet se'

'When conceptualised thus, one could assert that power is immanent' about to

happen in the historical constitution of the subject and the social body in general

at a given limit. When this temporal and spatial limit is posed and presupposed by

ability, power then becomes the vehicle of such a contingency'

Ability then is the event, the non-place of the limit which, because it has already

transgressed itself, is a becoming. The object (of ability), ( in this case organ

donation), then becomes a surface for inscription, an empty signifier, mapped out

by power struggles of political inclusions and exclusions, /o become the object of

power. (Dyrberg 1997 : 95)

This perspective illuminates the development of power in a becoming; a

process of achieving a difference, a change precipitated through (scientific)

knowledge that constructs ability; not as an intentional, hierarchal domination but

as a distribution of forces that may be mapped and articulated'

Becoming, as it is related to the body and organ donation, is the consideration

of power in the processes; whereby it attains form and content' rather than
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endowing it with a priori form and content. If considered from this perspective,

poìwer and the political (in organ donation) are seen in the social body as

conditioning factors, instead of being outside or above them.

If "relations of force in a given society constitutes the domain of the political,

and that a politics is a more-or-less global strategy fot' coordinating and directing

those relations ..." (Foucault 1980: 189) then the relations with the sick body, the

healthy body and the dead body, which are after all, the social body, ultimately fall

within the power of the political.

For a state to function, there must be specific relations of domination,

(Foucault 1980: 188) and to do so these relations of power and domination will

have their own configuration and autonomy:

Between every point of a social body, between a lnalì ¿rnd a woman, between the

members of a family, between a master and a pupil, between everyone who knows

and everyone who does not, there exists relations ofpower which are not purely and

simply a projection of the soveleign's great power over the individual; they rue

ratherthe concrete, changing soil in which the sovereign's power is grounded, the

conditions which make it possible for it to function. (Foucault 1980: 187)

Foucault also suggests that power relations are complex; they have a myriad of

interconnections, inter-dependence, mechanisms and functions that must be

considered. It is within this complex domain that power relations will develop

accordingly, (Foucault 1980: 188)

The emergence of new kinds of Power

To consider power and the body in relation to organ donation, it is also essential

to consider the origins of, and the forms and structures that have been part of an

ongoing development of power and power strategies over time'

From the seventeenth century two basics forms of power began to be exercised

over life.
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Smart (1992: 102) when considering this through Foucault's application of

power constructs believed they were:

(1) anx anatomo-politics of the human body, concerning the exercise of

"power over life of the body lwhichl is exemplified by the disciplines,

techniques directed towards the realisation of the optimal utilisation of the

capacity of the body lmy emphasisl ."

and then;

(2) a bio-politics of the population, "where power is exercised over the

management of life, and is the managetnent and regulation of the

population [my emphasis] ". (Smart 1992:102-lO3)

With the emergence of bio-power there constituted a historical shift in which

the phenomena of human existence submitted to a new calculation and,

accordingly, a new order of knowledge. This knowledge moved power relations

towards an investment in the process of life by using 'economically efficient'

forms of power. With the emergence of bio-power thete also occurred a

displacement of the classical episteme; it was an event that was to cause the

emergence of man as an object of knowledge. (Smart 1992: IO3)

The emergence of this kind of power and its associated processes was a first

step in body marginalisation. With new knowledge came new possibilities; the

margins of the body became a new frontier.

The scale of control

Through this power management process, Foucault believed the way control of

populations occurred was instigated through the need for 'body knowledge' and

that in fact: "... the body was in the grip of very strict powers, which imposed on

it constraints, prohibitions or obligations." (Foucault 1914 136) to not only

continuously manage it [the population] but to also increase [the] knowledge in a

formulated process.
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Added to these techniques, in particular, for example, is the scale of control that

may be encountered.

The body when treated "erl nlasse", aS a whole society (as within the process

of acquiring organs), exercises a subtle coercion over the individual body at

varying levels. The body (individual) may literally be 'decoded' and 'recoded'

"according to a codification that partitions as closely as possible time, space,

movement." (Foucault 1974: 137) For example (as suggested before), giving a

gift (of organs) recodes that person as a 'gift giver'.

Foucault further suggested that: "These methods, which made possible the

meticulous control of the operations of the body, which assured constant

subjection of its forces and imposed upon them a relation of docility-utility, might

be called disciplines". (Foucault 1974: 137)

When we consider this kind of control and organ donation practices, it is

important at this juncture to rcmember that it has already been established in

Chapter 4 that organ donation can be recognised as a new discipline and therefore

the ability and need to use the above forms of control (in the interest of the

common good) would be entirely justifiable based on this premise.

Even though early disciplinary methods had been in existence prior to this bio-

process, these new (bio)-disciplines now became a formula for domination and

management.

It was quite a historical motnent in the "ar[ of the human body"when this

growth of its skitls, the ability, in conjunction with the intensification of its

subjection the bio-pow¿r, assisted in its process in becoming a more obedient,

and therefore a more useful body. (Foucault 1974: 137)
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The useful body

Within the discourses relating to organ donation, the scale of control extends to

as many spaces as have been made available through the partitioning of the

variables relating to (it) as a useful body.

Medical spaces that originally inscribed the health and well-being of the

individual sick body gradually became juxtaposed over and within the economical

and political discourses dealing with the healthy body as a donor.

The discourses invested in the (sick) body, which was the original object of

control were now re-invested in the (active) or healthy body.

The healthy body (for organ donation) had become the object of a pressing

economic investment,

... it was a question not of treating the body, en nxasse, wholesale, as if it were an

indissociable unity, but of working it 'retail', individually; of exercising upon it a

subtle coercion, of obtaining holds upon it at the level of the mechanism itself . '.

an infinitesimal power over the active body. (Foucault 1974: 136-137).

The 'system' of power that became part of the culture of organ donation began

to marginalise the body. This became established through the economical and

political discourses that required the body (of the population) to conform to the

need of the common good.

Relational fields

A number of fields are intrinsically related to the common good of a population

so when Foucault focused on power by asking 'how is it exercised; by what

means?' and secondly,'what are the effects of the exercise of power?', he

conceptualised power not as an institution or a Structure, but as a 'complex

multiplicity of force relations', 'a complex strategical situation', simultaneously'

intentional' yet'non-subj ective' . (in Smart 1992: 1 7 -88)
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In considering power in relation to organ donation it is important to

conceptualise power as being articulated through not only the body (of a

population) the 'en masse" the family body or the individual body (society as a

whole), but also through a set of relational fields that are paft of that multiplicity

of (those) force relations. These relational fields that impact on the culture of

health, such as medicine/science, religion, law, and the government of a country

are as Foucault suggested "different power apparatuses are called upon to take

charge of bodies" not as a punitive measure to simply extract a due, but to " '..

ensure their own good health." He in fact further clarifies this statement by

suggesting that the application of this type of process lies in the fact that: "The

imperative of health:" [is] "at once the duty of each and the objective of all."

(Foucault 1980: 170)

This 'objective of all' then becomes, as part of ability (through new

knowledge). What was described previously as an exercise in a 'pastoral' or

caring power, that: "requires a particular type of knowledge, knowledge of the

individual, of their needs, actions and conduct, and of theil conscience or soul'

[my emphasis] ..."(Smart 1992: I29), becontes the political juxtaposition of two

practices used to initiate this process in the Christian community which are "self-

examination" and "guidance of conscience"' (Smart 1992: I29)

Here it now becomes evident that the relationship of this particular Christian

ethos (of conscience and caring), a religious discourse, with the political discourse

(of the common good) is used as a colonisation principle in political discourse to

directly order and relate the practices of 'conscience' to the social body. Indeed, it

becomes a political truth.

The body at the margins

A normative theory of power through this perception of the practice of

conscience, suggests the marginalising process of caring and being a concerned
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(public) social body will allow further new spaces (or 'disciplines') to develop,

which in tum also become the bearer of more new variables'

These variables, when considered within organ donation discourses have a very

defining character that allow the body to beconte, at its margins, suitable for

receiving or giving. As a consequence, these more amenable and disciplined

bodies are a further source of new knowledge. How to give? How to receive?

What does the margin now look like?

This will further entail the development of knowledges within the ethical,

religious and medico-technical knowledges of a 'concerned society'. This

process becomes an ordering of the margins (of bodies) within systems to fit the

needs and culture of particular populations.

Power in this instance becomes the programmer of lcnowledg¿ in a well

ordered (caring), healthy society and a well ordered, healthy and [docile

population bodyl.

The development of organ donation ideology.

Within these programmed knowledges and their associated mechanisms of power

there are also the development of new ideologies in organ donation.

In particular, new educational constructs within each specific (body) of

knowledge allows for procedures of development in technology, the process of

investigation and research, and methods for acquiring organs, all of which in turn

become apparatuses of control.

Within the construct of this becoming, this beginning of knowing and ability,

there is formulated a power system at the margins, both reJated and unrelated to

the organ donation process. These mechanisms of business and economy are

constructed as an essential elementto maintairz the new ideology. (see 6.8 )

"... power when it is exercised through these subtle mechanisms, ... cannot but

evolve, organise and put into circulation a knowledge, or rather apparatuses of
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knowledge, which are not [my emphasis] ideological constl'ucts." (Foucault

1980: 102 )

So, on the one hand, there is the development of the ideological construct

regarding organ donation that is dependent on the ideology of caring, and then the

associated developments of the co-depentlent non- ideological constructs' the

ideology of which are not dependent on the ethos of the original culture'

When the f-ormer is conceived in terms of the latter, what occurs is a

reductionisf account of power; consequential upon the former but not reducible to

it.

... And their threads of connection

These non-ideological constructs, which may be considered mechanisms of

power in their own right, are totally dependant on the 'body' af its new margin,

and include whatever variables that may now entail, in its new construct, to

suruive.

For example, in organ donation/transplantation, there are foundations aS

facilitary bodies to assist in the procuring of organs, political groups and

committees as organising bodies to regulate how this may be achieved, and

groups that organise, for instance, activities, such as the Transplant Games, to

promote awareness of the benefits of organ transplantation'

Each of these are connected by 'threads' to other groups that may be of

practical or commercial value in the process of facilitating organs for donation.

Gradually, the anatomy of a network starts to appear; the development of the

multiplicity of processes emerges with each being adopted at the time in response

to a specific need.

These could also be called "functional sites". Foucault (1971a: 143) states

that functional sites are "particular places ... defined to correspond not only to the
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need to supervise, to break dangerous communications, but also to create a useful

space."

Each of these networked spaces have adapted to the organ donation landscape

and the body margin at a given time; re-defining the reality of the body margin'

More than one ideology may appear in each space

A further development may be that more than one ideology may have emerged

within the construction of a space. An ideology that has emerged within the

developing practices of organ donation is that of the development of government

technologies of power directed towards, and in the administration of, the

processes of life, health and the body, in order to optimise the (body's) political

and economic utility (by the donation of organs). Bodies in this area of ideology

become usable, a profitable investment, economically viable'

The responsibility for the (body) within the political space as suggested before

manifests itself in the ideology of 'the greatest good for the greatest number''

This becomes an economic discourse in the development of health strategies.

(Discussed in 'The birth of the economic discourse' later in this chapter)

At this point the economic political discourse becomes sanitised by the

Christian ideology of 'guidance of conscience' that places both moral and

economic responsibility for the health of (others) on the social public body.

The moral marginalisation of the body now begins to materialise as follows:

o the public body as; responsible for the social or 'en masse' body after

death (and in life).

o the family body as; responsible for the 'individual' or 'family' body after

death

o the individual as responsible for: their own body's use after death.

The 'onus of responsibility for others', the 'samatitan' connection in olgan

donation, has effectively been achieved through the procedures and governmental
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technologies of power associated with discourses that consider the disciplinary

optimisation through legislative procedures to enhance not only the docility of the

body but its ensuing economic useability.

This political technology of Samaritinism objectifies and marginalises human

beings as a population of good citizens, of gift-givers who must care for others as

a mechanism of public economy.

Organ donation has become a medical edifice within the twentieth century with

technologies surpassing both the ethical and economic processes that race to keep

up with it. It has also therefore become an economic problem of the social

collective with longevity and 'health for all' relying on the cooperation of the en

MASSC

The fragile margins that suround the body have assisted in the development of

a medical market for organs, and therefore a political economy regarding their use

was inevitable in this common global strategy for 'longevity', 'health for all' and

the 'common good'.

Necessarily it has become "the art of a govemment learning to deal with the

problem of a population." (Smart 1992: 129) with the population pressuring the

margins of health care and therefore playing an essential central role in the

development of the strategies and systems that govern it.

Power and resistance

If we are to consider 'power', per se, as operative in organ donation discourse we

need to investigate the concept, 'what are the effects of the exercise of such

power?'.

If power is conceptualised as neither an institution nor a structure, but as a

complex multiplicity of force relations, then it rnay be argued that where there is

power there is resistance.

But why?
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Smart suggests that Foucault contends that power depends for its existence on

the presenc e of 'a multipticity of points of resistance " (Smart 1992: 11-l8) and

that it is through the articulation of these points of resistance that power spreads

through the social world.

But Dreyfus and Rabinow. (1983: l4l) contend that to some extent Foucault

reaches a level of generality at this point and that perhaps these are provocative

assertions. Though this conception of powef through resistance is a powerful

argument, the historical illustrations he gives are insufficient for a general theory

on power

Interestingly Gutting (1994: 294) takes the argument a little further by

suggesting that first there must be the experience of oppressionbefote there is the

ability to effectively resist. This implies that there must be critical thought

(following oppression), in a specific area, to create an experience of its

intolerability for the decision to resist to apply.

If considered from this perspective, this type of tesistance, (oppression +

critical thought = resistance theory) can effect a destabilisation of the power

processes at the body margins, initiating the space necessary fOr such

(resistance). Resistance in this instance then becomes not only an element of the

functioning of power, but the source of its perpetual disorder. (Dreyfus &

Rabinow 1983:147)

When considered thus, the body (with organ donation constructs as its margin)

is not liberated from the grip of power by the process of resistance, rather it

becomes displaced to a mediatory position by the emergence of a new technology

within the power discipline that is applied to resistance. This is followed by the

production, through the exercise of this new form of power, of a new reality, and

in consequence, any form of resistance becomes assimilated and absorbed to

become a new knowledge and part of an organ donation construct 'truth'.
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The following ale examples that exemplify the oppression+criical

thought=resitance theory in practice.

When expressions of concefn regarding organ donation practices go

unacknowledged resistance by the population and/or donor families to the

practices that surround organ donation focus and become centred on ethical

issues and the infringement of personal rights. As when donor families believe

they are given incomplete information regarding organ donation, they express

concern and resist organ removal practices. The public then also begin to

consider organ donation practices through an infringemenl of personal rights

focus, and express their concern as critical thought through 'Letters to the Editor'

(1990 Anon.;Marsh 1994;Halliday 1994; Hanna 1994)'

When these concerns were still not adequately attended to, a concrete example

of resistance was the formation of a donor family support group to assist and

support donor families through and after the process of organ donation, a direct

result of their experience of repression. In effect it was a resistance to power at

the margins; liberated fragments of a genealogy; subjected knowledge brought

into play; the critical thought factor'

This is not a knowledge opposed to the content and methods of the science of

organ donation, but to the effects of the centralising powers.

They lobbied governments, hospitals and Red Cross (Ragg 1994) and

struggled in a slow process to acquire recognition of their needs and in so doing

entered into a subjugating relationship that became a process for recoding their

knowledge.

This struggle was a questioning of the status and rights of the individual within

the organ donation process. It was also the opposition to the effects of power

which was linked to the privileges of scientific knowledge. It was "... also an
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opposition against secrecy, defotmation, and mystifying representations imposed

on people." (Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983)

It became an 'immediate' struggle with those power technologies closest to

them, right there at the margin, a resistance to the uncontrolled power over

people's bodies; their health, their life and their death'

Accommodation of this public need reinscribed the discourse of need, and

became absorbed into the medical discourse in the form of guidelines for "Care

of the Donor and Donor Family" (Pearson 1995: 108; NHMRC 1996: 9) (as

mentioned before). The colonisation and absorption of donor family discourse

then became hierarchised and ordered within the unitary body of organ donation

knowledge.

The discourse of the genelal population is rarely heard. If it is, it is through

surveys (medical or market) and the occasional 'Letters to the Editor'. These

usually brief discourses occur when there is a belief that there are, practices,

ethical standards or moral rights of the public that are being breached. (Moffatt

1994; Willatts 1994; Ridsdill Smith 1995; Threlfall 1995) or in response to

media stories regarding organ donation. (Payze 1994; Williams 1994a; Williams

re94b)

The public resists as a process of being heard'

There is no scientificity in the discourse of the public social body and their

discourse is therefore absorbed as a beconüng of knowledge (regarding donor

families); a new essential element of the functioning power:

In fact, as things stand in reality, these collected fi'agments of a genealogy remain as

they have always been, surrounded by apfudent silence. (Foucault 1980: 87)

This power technology is effectively achieved by focusing on the public body

as a family body and an individual body and applying power within these

constructs as a scientific 'truth' and cultural ideology. The relation of family to

the body then becomes enmeshed in the relations that at once play a conditioning
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and a conditioned role, and their interconnections then delineate the general

conditions of their domination.

These products of new knowledge are used in a cohesive unitary strategic

form. But of most interest is the fact that resistance (in all its forms) when applied

at the individual, family and public level is forrned right there at the point where

relations of power are exercised. In fact, social resistance lies in the vety same

place as power, and the power apparatuses that constrain them do so "to ensure

their own good health." (Foucault 1980: 170)

This form of power domination effectively marginalises and orders the body

toward its longevity and health (for all) becoming itself a further source of

scientific knowledge and therefore a truth within organ donation knowledge.

With the ever-growing concern of world economies, growing populations and

the management of health care in a finite health environment, the emergence of the

health and physical well-being of a population has become one of the essential

objectives of political power.

Given these objectives, it is essential that the practical notion of the economics

of the body, as it has evolved through the related mosaic of discourse that

constructs power, resistance, and a docile body at the margin of knowledge,

should be examined

The economic body

The more medicine becomes scientific and effective, the more complicated

becomes the medical politics that surrounds it and at the close of the twentieth

century public debate on medical care and its costs are not only a source of strife

for political parties but can win or lose elections for them.

With pressure mounting to regulate and manage health budgets within

governments, strategies of population management increasingly intersect organ

donation and transplantation practice. As Foucault (1980: 172) suggests: "The
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biological traits of a population become relevant factors for economic

management....

The use of new medical technologies within the field, and the population that

this impacts on, have become rclevant factors for this type of economic

management. This in turn makes it necessary to organise around them, the

apparatus which will ensure, "... not only their subjection but the constant

increase of their utility". (Foucault 1980: I72)

The impulsion that is inherent in this form of utility stimulates the processes

within the new discipline, accelerating the use of new technology, which pfessures

the health economy that in turn accelerates the need for body parts. The project of

a tèchnology of a population, or this macro population management, is described

by Foucault as the "preservation, upkeep and conservation of the 'labour

force'." (Foucault 1980: 171)

The population becomes a numerical health variablg that includes the need to

coordinate and integrate it into the apparatuses of (organ donation) production.

The rationale and economic justification for a particular medical intervention

(such as transplantation) is seen as not only its benefit to human life and health

but its cost effectiveness-does it give good value for money and will quality of

life be improved if it is done? (New 1994: 9-1 1)

The momentous task of rationing and allocation must be considered, not only

from the perspective of "macl'o-allocation", the share of health care expenditures

that should be allotted to this specific group, but also the "micro-allocation", the

process that considers the ranking of individuals. Who from the 'pool' gets the

benefit? (New 1994:70)

The allocation of resources has become an unavoidable debate and an

uncomfortable topic within bioethics (Gillam 1992). The allocation of resources

is not only a philosophical problem of justice, or a political problem of health
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policy, but also a problem of conscience for the practitioner, with the old ethics

often trailing behind the new medicine.

Guidelines and policy have needed to be introduced and standardised. This in

turn has introduced the gatekeeping role in transplantation practice, which as a

form of tr1age has paved the way for regulating the ever-increasing bodies of

people waiting to be given a 'new life'.

The conflict incumbent in this process had to then recognise the potential of

underutilisation and overutilisation of body parts. One disadvantaged the patient,

the other affected the economy and cost-containment plan of the institutional

pocket. It needed to be kept economically manageable but, at the same time, it

must offer equitability to all. (Jonsen 1990:40-44)

In the evaluation of this process of economic rationalisation, it is important to

acknowledge here that these types of concepts cannot occur independently, and

will only occur through a distribution of economic power, political and cultutal

power.

These concepts and processes will also only be accepted as valid and

reasonable if there are legitimate and pervasive forces that act within a Jield of

specific moral arguments. These in turn will depend on the forms of reasoning

which are accepted as legitimate within any given society at that time. (New 1994:

70-75) The legitimate scientificity of organ donation discourse along with its

need for economic managemen¡ has matrixed wittr the moral argument for the

good moral conduct of and within populations, medicine and ethics.

The grids of micro-allocation and macro-allocation of the health dollar have

also become further interwoven with public policy and law. This is reflected in the

legislation that was implemented in all Australian States by 1985 regarding

human tissue transplants in the form of the Transplantation and Anatomy Act

(1978). This recommended that the new definition of death based on brain death
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should be adopted, and that the donation of both dead and living donors be

regulated by legislation.

The discourse of law is legitimation, and this sort of juridical discourse also

marginalises and circumscribes and places limits within the organ donation

discourses; law justifies the processes of transplantation and organ donation not

only to the fields of practice but to the population as a whole. (Dreyfus &

Rabinow 1983: 130-131)

In England in 1989 The Human Organ Transplants Acl was passed in

response to a report on a 'kidneys for cash' scandal (1985 Anon) where wealthy

patients had fooled transplant surgeons with bought kidneys. This reflected the

concerns arising regarding the commercial dealings in organs worldwide. The

need to regulate by law the 'good moral conduct' of those less scrupulous than

others (within populations) now further matrixed and broadened the margins

within which the discourse of law resided in this new discipline.

The money saved by transplantation and the success of transplantation

programs, and the critical shortfall in the availability of organs, also impacted at

about the same time as the financial viability of transplantations became obvious

to federal and state funding bodies.

The pressure to increase the rctrieval of organs became more urgent and

processes were initiated to pressure the public into donating organs more fieely,

in the form of proposed legislation that embraced the notion of 'opting in' and

'presumed consent' (also known as 'opting-out' ).

The broadly termed opting-in system already operates in the UK, and in

Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. With

presumed consent the removal of organs following 'death' may occur where the

deceased has not expressed objection during his or her lifetime. Though noted for

its success in improving rates of organ retrieval in the Belgium model, in

conjunction, it was believed with other factors (New 1994), that it failed as an
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option when attempts were made to initiate this legislation in both the UK and

Australia. In Australia it met with serious opposition not only from within

medicine, but from religious groups (1994 Anon.) and the general public. (Lloyd

1994; Whittington lgg4) and was widely debated in the media as a presumption

about, and restriction on personal liberty'

pressure on the health professional to facilitate more efficiently was considered

in the form of 'required request or inquiry' as it was believed that low

procurement rates were the result of a perceived failure to use potential donors or

a reluctance on their part to approach relatives regarding donation of organs,

rather than lack of suitable donors. (Chapman, Hibberd et al. 1995; Pearson &

Zurynski 1995) In fact, laws for the latter already existed in a majority of states in

America.

The implications of legislating 'required request', though, raised the concern

within medicine that the responsibility for public education and awareness about

organ donation was ending up in the hands of the government (Pearson 1995:

104-10S) and that the moral and ethical issues should stay within the boundaries

of the field of medicine. Limits as to who might articulate what, were now being

identified.

practices in the fields of dispersion within the new discipline were also feeling

the impact of the economic pressures and subsequent laws. The juxtaposition of

this approach saw discourse within the field of medicine colonising the economic

discourse as part of a broader global strategy of the economic management of

organ donation, which had become synonymous with the search for organs'

The birth of the economic discourse

The birth of the economic discourse was unavoidable and it became powerful and

coercive in the relationships unfolding between the bureaucratic management and

practices of organ donation, and the medical, legal, ethical and religious fields.
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It developed in what Foucault might explain as a positivity of a discourse,

"something that characterises its unity throughout time,"and "while speaking of

the same thing, it may apped to be; opposing one another on 'the same field of

battle' ". (Foucault 1972: 126)

Medicine began to articulate and colonise the discourse of economic

rationalism when the micro-economic realities of medicine began to merge with

the macro-economic need of governments.

It appeared in the form of benefit to lifu,but was enmeshed in the discourses of

institutions that assisted in the facilitation of organs. It predominantly appeared

within the media, as is represented in this sample, in The Age newspapel that

stated: "As well as saving lives, [miclo-level] transplantation is also cost

effective." (Patton 1994) It also appealed to the principle of "providing the

greatest good for the greatest number." (Angell 1987) by providing health benefit

and quality of life for more people at the (macro-level). The afticulation was

within the field of medicine but the site, an Organ Donation Registry, was situated

within the network and grid of procurement agencies that was part of the

legitimate, facilitary and subsidiary bureaucratic structures, that are accepted on an

everyday level.

Saving the health dollar-e c ono mic ratio nølism

The economic viability of the new technology in saving the health dollar became

an important aspect for governments to use to facilitate economic policy

surrounding organ donation. This was reflected and rationalised in the media at a

macro level, as is shown by this sample of reporting in The Advertiser' (Papps &

Innes 1994) where it was stated "Transplants reduced health care costs ... over a

five year period, dialysis ... cost the health care system $110,000 more than a

kidney transplant. The difference was a "huge cost" [o the health system."
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A further article in The Age quoted a state health minister as saying (that) there

were 3043 Australians waiting for donated organs and 20 per cent of them would

die before they received one. He said boosting Australia's clonor rate would save

at least $35 million a year by reducing hospital stays and the need for costly

treatments such as kidney dialysis. (Boreham 1995)'

This type of discourse highlights the macro-economic issues, that in turn

reflects the notion that there will be better health for all if there is better money

management by governments.

A positivity of economic rationalism, afticulated from a different field of

knowledge, may appeaf in the form of an opposing statement, offer different

information and perform a different function. It may not be agreed upon across

the field and may appear within the same field as an opposing statement.

An example of this is shown in this media article by an academic in the field of

law, that appeared in The Sydney Morning Herald regarding cash benefit to

donors, and stated that it was possible to consider: "developing some sort of

futures market in cadaver organs." (Laniela 1994) This looked at consumerism,

legal contracts, and body parts as a marketable commodity. This encompassed the

legal status of the body and/or its parts. It was also suggested that this would give

recognition to the interests of individuals in their bodies. It is none the less the

discourse of economic rationalism.

Reporting in the media, as early as 1985, emphasised the ethical dilemma of the

economic rationalism discourse. There were reports on the sale of body parts in

overseas countries from the poor to the rich (1985 Anon.). Later articles reported

the sale and distribution of body parts as "China's growth industry" (Cater

1994). A furthet article regarding the trade and use of organs in China following

the execution of prisoners referred to operations being done "often on a first-

paid first served basis" to aid organ donation operations in China. (1994 Anon.).

The theme of commercialism and trade continued as a positivism throughout the
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discourses but the 'moral conduct' rules that were guiding practice were varying

between country and culture.

The discourse of economic rationalism in the form of benefit (of the body) as a

marketable commodity was established, regardless of the fact that each field used

the content within these discourses in a different way, with a different

understanding, with a differing emphasis. The economic margins of the body

were becoming clearlY defined.

The very fact that the economic rationalism discourse appears across a number

of fields, and validates it as an 'archaeological' tenitory that is accepted within the

discipline of organ donation and transplantation.

The'positivity' (or unity) of the rules within each discourse remains the same;

The human body is a marketable comrnodity, and it is permissible to use it to

economic advantage.

These rules clearly define the body margin within the political power construct.

It is important to remember that these are not rules that arc imposed from

'outside'; there is a'historical a priori.'; there is thematic continuity, stability,

and a dispersion in time within the rules of this discourse that suggests: "they are

caught up in the very things that they connect'" (Foucault 1912: I27)

... In conclusion

Regarding the elements of power Foucault suggests:

These elements that I am proposing to analyse are of different kinds. Some

constitute rules of formal construction, others t'hetorical practices; some dehne the

internal configuration of a text, others the modes of relation and interference

between different texts; some are characteristic of a particular period, others have a

distant origin and far reaching chronological import. (Foucault 1972:59)

The same could be said regarding the elements and structure of power relations

within organ donation practice and culture. Disparate as they may be, what is
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particularly universal in these discursive practices and significant to the

marginalisation of the body, and what makes it possible to delimit this specific

group of concepts, is the way in which the elements are related, in this case

through the economic investment and use of the body in the ttame of health.

The achievements in theoretical and practical technology have dislodged and

reduced the margins of the body to a field of economical problematics. It is

within these economic dialectics that a systenx of conceptual power relations is

formed within the discipline of organ donation; a disciplinary technology of

internal relations where, ".., the elements are interchangeable by the space it

occupies in a series, and by the gaps that sepalates it from the others." (Foucault

1977a: 145)

With the becoming of (knowledge and ability) has come the economic

discourse which in turn has linked The type of discourse that reappears throughout

the configuration of dispersal.

The power in the social body is ultimately in its self; both alive and dead. But

that which endangers and destabilises the relationships of this power at its

peripheral limits has evolved in the very process¿s that maintain organ donation.

The original culture that stabilised organ donation as a societal belief of the good

and the caring for the health of others becomes enmeshed in the culture of

political economies, and the maintenance of processes; the Samaritan ethic

becomes imposed and re-imposed.

When used as 'slogans' in the tabloid press it maintains the processes, and

becomes a powerful construct statement that directs ideology and the behaviour of

populations. In fact it is interesting to note how thloughout history these types of

statements have been used to lead nations toward a goal or a belief. For example,

in the Russian Revolution the population was directed not by preaching the

subtleties of Marx to the people but by the slogan "All power to the soviets."

(Thoughless l93O:142)
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Thoughless (1943:143) goes on to comment that tabloid thinking may be used

appropriately for various socially useful ends, but cautions that the rules of the

statement that embodies the message may, ultimately, be defended as the

principae ideology behind it. Through this process there will also be established

the ,good' and the 'bad' in populations; those who believe the statement and

those who don't. (Thoughless 1930: 143) The population is expected to 'vote'

on one side or the other so as to avoid the crippling condition of inaction'

This over-simplified tabloid picture of good, bad, right or wrong, when

accepted by the population, serves the most useful process for action, in this case

to increase the shortage of organs for their own good health'

Slogans, as Such, can and are reasonably and properly used to stir people to

action,but, he emphasises, not to induce belieJ. (Thoughless l93O: 142)

Belief cannot be imposed on a population, and the genealogical effects of this

kind of power initiate the formula for resistance to power, (oppression x clitical

thought = resistance), within the population. This emerges in the form of a

resistance to an imposed betief that has sutfaced through the culture of the

maintaining practices; at the margins of the body.

This knowledge that evolves from the process of t'esistance, particularly in the

instance of organ donation discourses and constructs, becomes colonised into the

practices and truths that are agreed as right practice to acquire organs.

This (maintenance) power per se, in turn instructs the rules of right (practice)

in discourse as exemplified by the law through legislation. What we then have is

the exercise of force that mobilises the power of production, that initiates a better

economy for health and the public good.

In these processes, the becoming, the ability of this power, then enables the

organ donation discourse to produce a new scientific truth.. This occurs as the

statements of care for donor families (a source of resistance) and begins to appear

within the discourses ¿'n the field of medicine; the discourse of science.
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Foucault makes an interesting suggestion: "... indeed we must produce truth in

order to produce wealth ..." (Foucault 1980: 93-94)
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Chapter 8: Technology's Body

The individual is no doubt the fictitious atorn of an 'ideological' representation of

society; but he is also a reality fabricated by this specific technology ofpower that I

call'discipline'. (Foucault 1971 a: 194)

Technological diffusion of discipline in society

Introduction

With the rapid progress of technology, in this and related fields, there is an

essential element in the developing process of the ambiguous space that now

presents itself.

It is essentially the technological matrix of scientific discourse in organ

donation that impacts not only on the medical body of knowledge and truth and

those professions closely associated with it, but the social matrix of concepts and

articulations that revolve in a constellation around the organ-donating body, both

'alive' and 'dead'.

The concept of 'brain death' is an ambiguous process in the progress of

technology;it articulates death to give life. The warrn 'living' body becomes the

'living-dead' and the technologies themselves sustain life but ultimately

determine death.

These are complexities and ambiguities for all concerned, whether attending to

thecare of these 'bodies of technology', or as a relative attempting to grieve the

loss of someone who is loved. The complexities are further exacerbated by the

obligations and expectations that articulate and enable the ethic of good health for

all, through the bio-politic management of technology, and as an obligation and

duty to the common health good within a culture of caring.
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Within the practice of this heterogeneous duty to others there is also the belief

that progress in this field, when it occurs, will move toward greater knowledge and

better health care, while at the same time it will be generated and protected by the

application of reason and sound moral and ethical judgements.

Within the field of nursing there is an applied practical emphasis on the 'duty'

of care through understanding the plactices that surround new technology. These

practices are also confounded with the obligatory obedience to the medical

(scientific) rules that are affiliated so pandemically to new technology in organ

donation and transplantation. Duty of care also becomes complicated with not

only the dramatic developments in this field of technology, but also with the new

definition of death and death through technology, and the meaning of caring for

life and death within those new boundaries at the same time.

This scientific progress has transgressed, re-articulated and made ambiguous

not only the understanding of nursing knowledges and the ethics of care, but has

become matrixed and rationalised within the practices, rules and discourses that

surround and encapsulate them. There is a searching for truth among blurred

professional boundaries of knowledge and practice, of duty and caring; a

continuing struggle to make sense of not only nursing philosophy but the broader

social paradigm of care within these parameters.

It has been established that the technical means of maintaining existence has

become very highly valued. not only by science, but by populations as they strive

for longevity. Therefore, rules regarding these procedures are a most necessary

process if order is to be maintained within cultures and populations regarding

health, life and death. (Pearson 1995: 104) But the scientific momentum of health

technologies and the bio-politic management of this is likely to be a continuum

factor that will impact on the future practice and philosophy of nursing care. The

umbilical attachment of nursing to the science of medicine, and the technology
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that then drives medicine, has swept nursing into the scientific conundrum,

philosophicallY unPrePared.

It is the personification of nursing and medicine within these new scientific

parameters and the powerful philosophy deeply rooted in a religious society that

assimilates 'obligations of duty' (to others) with the common (health) good of

populations that has allowed a science of technology and its progress to discipline

and order not only the profession of nursing, but also that of medicine' Further,

the ambiguous 'progress' of technology transgfesses even the cultural

philosophy of society who must live at the edge of death to give life, to show they

care.

In this chapter, technologies of knowledge, as a vehicle of disciplining force

and an ambiguous potentate of circulating power, is considered in more detail, as

is the way the matrix and rationalisation of science fand medicine] have become,

and will continue to be strategically implicated in the future of nursing; both its

practice and PhilosoPhY.

The beginning of rationalitY

New processes in organ donation have already occuned to influence rationality in

practices and rules. It has already been established that there was a need to

maintain organs in peak condition for successful transplantation. This

requirement eased the transition, (through technology and knowledge), to the

beating-heart donor scenario as suggested in an editorial in the Anaesthesia and

Intensive Care Journal , (Editorial 1995 : 12). This need to maintain organs at

peak condition, in itself was a momentous leap into the void for technological

nursing practice with the new rules situated in a medical philosophy appropriated

into the care of the body. The practical care of the (living-dead) donol had to

become absorbed into the critical caïe process before the ethical philosophy of

nursing practice of care was even considered. Because of this, essentially the
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philosophy and ethics of practice that has ultimately been assimilated by nursing

to accommodate these new processes has been that of rnedicine. This was and

continues to be the thread that connects and guides nursing practice along the

organ donation Path.

The introduction of brain death as a criteria for death (to allow beating-heart

donation), was introduced as the next step in maintaining organs in peak

condition. The fact that these new criteria for death were not well understood

(youngner, Landefeld et al. 1989) and effected further confusion in what was

already becoming a technologically complicated arca of patient care for both

nurses and doctors, with the ethics, rules and practices that were now developing

around brain-death criteria. Again, these practices and rules were essentially

rationalised and developed (as a continuum of better health care) within the

science and ethics of medicine. (Pearson 1995).

When the shortage of organs began to impact on the ability of medicine to

keep up with demand and escalating health costs, there occurred an expansion of

the institutional organ donation domain and the related 'health' system, into

private tife. This was pre-empted through the process of scientific collaboration

and investigation on the part of the health sciences to gathel information (outside

the institutional setting) to establish what was 'nornxal and pathological' in the

population about donating organs.

As Dreyfus and Rabinow suggest: "The effect of the normalising judgement is

complex. It proceeds from an initial premise of formal equality among

individuals. This leads to an initial homogeneity from which the nofm of

conformity is drawn. But once the apparatus is put in motion, there is a finer and

finer differentiation and individuation, which objectively separates and ranks

individuals." (1983: 158) Another aspect of normalising judgements is also as

Gastaldo proposes and that is that the principle behind the 'norm' of behaviour is

that somebody else knows what is best, appropriate or good for you. (Gastaldo
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1997: 119) The 'formalisation' and the coding of the ofgan donor body began by

focusing on the normal'moral ethic' that v/as to establish 'normal behaviour'

regarding organ donation for the individual bodies ancl the social body as a

whole.

Health science and therefore health professionals were seen as entitled by

scientific knowledge/power to examine, interview and prescribe appropriate

normal health options regarding organ donation for the population ""' under the

gaze of a perïnanent corpus of knowledge." (Foucault 1977a: 190) This

particular corpus of knowledge, though, became very powerful, as it was not only

established to 'constitute' the normal organ-donating individual but it was to

provide the opportunity for 'life', through othefs, as a health service.

It was through this production of new knowledge regarding the donating body

that there emerged the reluctanr population which soon became fhe problem of

the popularion. (Sells 1994:468) While still trying to maintain the ethical right of

the individual in the self-determination of the body after death, society's reluctant

behaviour regarding donation (that impacted on transplantation and scientific

endeavour) inevitably required a necessary ploforma for their education; to

promote a behavioural change in a pre-defined scientific direction (regarding the

donation of organs). (Gastaldo 1997: 116-1 18)

It was also at this point that this normalising health education for the

population became the responsibility for government management and policy

development, which in turn became the strategy of governmentality through which

the process, of a bio-politics surrounding organ donation became established. In

this kind of educational process healthy or compliant behaviour was presented as

the norm and as true scientific knowledge (to the population), and all other

behaviours were seen as deviant or a problem. (Gastaldo 1997: 119) This

invisible power technique became a strategy that extended into other social policy

of health care and social support mechanisms that were a part of daily life
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becoming tangled in the relations of knowledge, surveillance and so on that

disciplined bodies through everyday life activities: "its integration into systems of

efficient and economic controls, all of this was ensured by the procedures of

power that characterised the disciplines: an anatomo-politics of the human body.

(Foucault 1919:139)

Both medicine and nursing, by the very production as well as the application of

this new organ donation knowledge about normalising tlie individual and their

body in this specific domain, began to diffuse and rationalise the processes of

social disciplining within the organ donation domain. These processes now also

opened up the techno-therapeutic space that accommodated and produced the

political space and with it the adaptation of the plocesses to a bio-political

management and disciplining within the sites for both medicine and nulsing and

the donor body/family in the institutional setting.

The clinical gaze, too, in all its forms had now become omnipresent and

acceptable as part of this bio-political formula because its very objective was to

promote health for all and therefore extend or save life-but it also, by

opportuning this process, had promoted a transformation within organ donation

culture to that of a disciplinary society. (Gastaldo 1997: 116)

These normalising educational technologies as a disciplining force then became

adapted and rationalised to become (in the processes) a 'liberated' form. They no

longer addressed only those who were the 'problem' body in the institution

(whoever that might be), but were restructured to encompass the population where

they were: "... placed at the service of the good, [for] the good of all, of all

socially useful production ... addressed to all people without distinction." @wald

1992: 169-170)
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Education as constructive power

The restructuring within the normalising education occurred in a multiple of

forms and as part of the production of the body politic that educated the

population to become possible 'donors' ot 'donor families'.

An element that remained stlongly embodied in the practice of procuring

organs was that the process should not at any time be a coercive one, and

guidelines developed for approaching families within critical care units reflected

this. (Cooper 1997) It was therefore considered very important to to change

people's behaviour and beliefs about organ donation without their feeling that it

was an imposition or an imposed belief. Gastaldo suggests that this process, in

Foucauldian, terms is to develop an educational process as 'constructive' power.

(Gastaldo 1997 119) Constructive power, though, may construct or re-construct

belief.

Paradoxically, as a constructive application, procurement discourse now began

to assimilate the moral discourse of 'benefit' to 'others' in a number of forms. It

appeared mainly in the media as social comment by doctors about a "gift of

love" and "gifting [of life]" to others; (McNicol 1995) in publications that were

to inform the public as an educational procedure; (NHMRC 1996a NHMRC

1996b:8); and again through the media by procurement agencies campaigning to

procure more organs. (Ragg 1993)

The sentiment of beneficence, though, rarely if ever appeared in scientific

publications. Medicine was strategically caught in the gap of medical, legal and

ethical constraints that had occurued in the supply and demand arena and sought

to overcome this with more and more zealous transplant policies, sometimes

believed to be too aggressive even by their own profession (Matthews 1995), and

investigation into forms of consent such as the ethics of presumed consent. (Sheil

1995: 87) This would have allowed physicians to remove organs from cadavers
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for transplant purposes without having to search for explicit consent, thereby

overcoming the problem.

Nursing, too, was approaching the scientific discourse arena through a mirror

of these medical discourses. By auxiliary publication processes with related

'scientific' nutsing discourses that appeared in journals such as fhe Nursing

Journal of Critical Care (Futtelman 1995) and Journal of Advanced Nursing

(Gibson 1996), where nurses supported and/or informed each other on 'scienific'

practice expectations. These afticles also in turn began to justify the morality of

these proposed practices by sttch statements as: "Regardless of the origin of

consent, the term 'donor' implies giving, which transcends any legal or moral

duty. Therefore, an altruistic contribution is reflected by the absence of objection

rather than the absence of consent." (Futterman 1995: 383) The application for a

legislation of presumed consent would have removed the responsibility of organ

donation from donor families to donors, thereby removing the 'problem' of the

donor family. Presumed consent, though, did not meet with public approval

(Lloyd 1994) at that time and the process was never legislated. Healthcare

professionals and political motivators were also not prepared to interact with a

hesitant or reluctant society, which was less than enthusiastic about required

request mandates. (Futterman 1995: 387) Such a transition of consent and the

moral and ethical dilemma it raised regarding the ethical ownership of the body

also began to increase bad publicity about organ donation, which was considered

detrimental to procurement objectives (Matesanz 1995), so it was also dropped as

political mandate at that time.

This still left the issue of the 'donor family as problem' unresolved, and the

technique to address this pathology was achieved within the educational packages

for the population by proposing the notion of the benefit gained by a death. To

assist another with the donation of a loved one's organs became (the process of

'becoming') a conceptual 'gain' for donor families. This formula for donating a
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loved one's organs was then rationalised as the ultimate reward for donor

families after a tragic loss, and appeared in both political and medical discourse,

as within this media statement by a renal physician: "The question for us is this:

how do we make [my emphasis] organ donation seem what it is-an opportunity

for families involved to get something out of the tragedy?[my emphasis]" (Ragg

lgg3), and this media statement by a doctor-politician, on behalf of an organ

donation agency; "If a family isn't asked about organ donation they are denied

an opportunity for a positive outconxe [my emphasis] of their loved one's

death." (1996 Anon.) This process of constructing donor family education to

achieve belief in the positive-outcome focus regarding death can also be

strategically related to constructive power strategies. (Gastaldo 1997)

The appropriation of this strategy within the rules of (beneficent) education by

organ procurement discourse and rhetoric did not necessarily mean compliance or

agreement by donor relatives as shown in the following media story statement by

a donor relative: "I don't believe in any of that sugar coated rhetoric about my

son not dying in vain because he gave the gift of life. He did die in vain'"

(Freeman 1995) As mentioned in the previous chapter, imposed beliefs are not

readily accepted, even when, aS in this case, the corollary was intended as a

constructive objective.

The creation of statements to rationalise the procurement process in the search

for organs through a moral ethic became an intrinsic fabrication of the production

of practices in the peripheral network of organ donation sites; the material

mechanisms that produced the rhetoric of procurement reality. (Dreyfus &

Rabinow 1983:203)

The nature of the normalising processes as usual also bred its counterparts of

the good and bad, and the right and the wrong. (Thoughless 1930) These stories,

as anecdoted in the media, suggested the reasons for not donating by the non-

compliant were mainly cultulal or religious beliefs which, though problematic,
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were to some extent possibly valid. But for those without these restraints the

behaviour was cited as "not generous"or "mean". (Ragg 1993)

The ploduction of reward for donating organs through the notion of benefit

from death, though non-intrinsic, was still a structured gain in the reality of the

organ-donating society. This reward was specifically related to those technologies

and power relations associated with giving or gifiing (of the body). Giving, in this

instance was reciprocated (a necessary element in the gifting process (Mauss

1969)) by a bio-politically constructed process of rewatd. In South Australia

there was also a proposal to offer donor families non-monetary recognition with a

plaqueoracommemorativetree. ('Givinglife through death', Editorial 1995) By

using this process to develop a constructive icleological representation of benefit

from gifting as a norm in organ donation "... it produced new domains of

objects and rituals of truth. fmy emphasis] ... The individual and the knowledge

that may be gained of him belong in this ploduction." (Foucault I977a: 194) The

disciplining and normalisation process of the population into 'giving organs' had

begun through the altruistic notion of beneficence, but was now followed by the

production of moral reward.

'When the failure of cadaveric donation to meet the needs of technology

persisted after this though, there was a change in attitude (and scientific thought

and discourse), with some clinicians re-emphasising the scarcity of cadaveric

organs, and the need to encourage a different process, such as live donation,

especially in those processes related to living volunteer renal donation, Living

Donor Renal Transplantation (LDRT) (Spital 1994). By 1999, though, the

possibility of live donation was presented to the public through televised

reporting on Today Tonight show with the focus on the benevolent gesture of

one friend to another (Pollock 1999). This discontinuity in organ donation

discourse, which had remained significantly in medical discourse until then, was

now emerging in procurement discourse at the peripheries.
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The procurement production process continued to assist the need by medicine

for body parts to give life to others, in the name of better health.

The technology of legitimate use

'With procurement discourse continuing to mirror and colonise the discourse of

moral obligation and the notion that cadaveric donation had always been a 'gift'

(of life) it now therefore became extensively used in the discourses that

promulgated not only educational but volunteer gifting processes to the

population. (Sells 1994: 469)

This also replicated the discourse in the legislation of the 1968 Anatomical Gift

Act that reflected an original commitment that donation of organs be a voluntary

act (Stoeckle 1993:158) which further ratified and legitimated the use of such

discourse.

Though there had also been an early emphasis by clinicians to maintain the use

of 'voluntarism' and'altruism' for cadaver organ donation/transplantation (Sheil

1995: 87), this had now resulted in the creation of further complex development

in the network of the grid that perpetuated and practised the search for organs. By

perpetuating the notion of beneficence in procurement discourse, it encapsulated

the idealised and now educated public notion of donation. Public response to this

slowly resulted in occasional Letters to the Editor in various newspapers (Lake

1995;Letter 1997) and began to reflected more positive public vocal response. It

was producing a surge of effort to procure in the public domain, and began to

include people in civic groups, such as Rotary, profit and non-profit procurement

agencies, such as Red Cross, and other volunteer organisation concerned with

human welfare. (Caplan 1983:24)

Beneficence in discourse had through the process of bio-political education

produced a legitimnte associated discourse within the public domain that had

become a compelling cultural pressure in society. The ultimate colonisation of
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this discourse through the reward system of gifting within medical discourse gave

the discourse legitimate scientific right.

Technology of practice and the circular process of beneficence

There is also a circular factol within this phenomenon of benevolence in organ

donation. In organ donation and transplantation practice, there has always been a

need to have the absolute support of the community to feed the processes and

technology that would provide longevity by extending the life of the population. It

was acknowledged that there was: "No other area of health care as reliant upon

the community's support, through its willingness to donate organs and tissue."

as this one. (NHMRC-AHEC 1996: l) Organs could not be procured without it.

The health, life and death of the population would be affected without it. This

circular beneficence on the part of the population also effectively placed medicine

in not only a trustee position in allocating those organs, (NHMRC-AHEC 1996)

but in a relationship with the public that reversed power relations and emancipated

strategies for their resistance. "Thus we have contract-power, with oppression as

its limit, or rather as the transgression of this limit," (Foucault 1980: 91)

Society in this manner was able to institute contract polver through the

principle of right (through benevolent discoulse). Confusingly, this same

discourse, though, was through colonisation linked to the organ donation

mechanisms of discipline which were the very same "canon of right" used within

the discipline processes and practices. (Foucault 1980: 108)

This circular phenomena of contractual power is also reflected in the rules of

relationship between the giver (of organs) and the physician or nurse (the

requestor). The donor family-patient-nurse-physician relationship inscribes,

through the moral language of care, the personal and moral obligations of such a

relationship. Physicians and nurses as part of their trustee role are expected by

donors and families to act in the patient's/family's best interest, and not to try to
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'cut a good deal' for themselves or others. This is the fiduciary relationship. If

there is a blurring of these distinctions the future of the trusting fiduciary

relationship could be jeopardised. (Murray 1987: 37)

The circular nature of these mixed roles between the patienlfamily and the

health professional in organ donation has produced a strange kind of paradox in

their relationships. For instance, for the biomedical researcher (who may also be a

clinician in this setting), it was voiced that conflicting interests might make it

difficult for them to know what set of moral applications to apply. (Murphy

1995), the fiduciary, or the entrepreneurial bio-politico-medical. For the clinician

nurse who may work in the intensive care setting, also in a part-time capacity, and

in a procurement coordinator capacity, may also find themselves facing this

paradoxical kind of moral situation.

The matrix of rationality and the notion of care and best practice

These androgynous rules of beneficence through scientific truth have rationalised,

diffused and matrixed continuously with the moral and cultural rules in the organ

donation domain.

Within the ethic of these rules, the bio-politic and scientific discourse also

produced a new and normal expectation of best practice of care in organ

donation, The organ donation health culture relied heavily on the character of this

colonised ethic to guide and discipline both health professionals and the

population to adopt a culture of caring best suited to the application of the new

organ donation technology.

To achieve this, the education process was not just limited to the public. Apart

from critical care clinicians there was also the education of those working in

prospective areas for the procurement of organs, such as general wards

(Randhawa 1997) and Accident and Emergency (Henderson 1997; Randhawa

1997). This strategy was considered essential to increase consent and donation
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rates of organs for transplantation as demand still exceeded supply. Enhancing

the health care professional role in "requesting transplant otgans"or procuring

organs, (Randhawa 1991) was considered an ideal status for best practice in

health care and an imperative for all health professionals. This same ethic

regarding best practices as being a health professional who was a competent

procurer that first appeared in medical research discourse was again became

repeated in nursing discourses. (Stoeckle 1990, Taylot 1991; Simmoff 1998;

Evanisko 1998)

"'Discipline' may be identified neither with an institution nor with an

apparatus; it is a type of power, a modality for its exercise, comprising a whole set

of instruments, techniques, procedures, levels of application, targets; it is a

'physics' or an 'anatomy' of power, a technology." (Foucault 1985: 215)

Discipline processes for procurement were extending in an anatomy

throughout institutional sites, within new spaces that werc opening precisely

through the notion of better practice in organ donation as a better health service.

Best practice and the duty of care

Maintaining suitable donors (so that organs remained in peak condition),

following the diagnosis of brain death, introduced the further dilemma of

ventilation support and the associated ethics and best practice that were

considered in the best interest of the patient. This was to ensure the process was

in the patient's best health interest, to maintain their life, ancl did not become just

another mechanism to procure lnore organs for the health and life of others.

(Pearson 1993: I)

It was clear that the limits on who could decide what was of was not, best

practice, as well as what was ethical and moral within organ donation regarding

death, the care of the patient and the process of the practices within the

institutional setting, was being limited to boundaries within the field of medicine.
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(Pearson 1995) Ethicists from other fields, though invited to participate in the

moral and ethical consultation process, were not considered legitimate authorities

on practice in health. This was considered the role of medicine, and provided the

final framework for a 'guide to practice'. (New 1994: 6l) This included not only

medical best practice but the process of best practice that is considered most

suitable for nursing practice to participate in. Nurses once again had to adapt their

pr.actices and absorb the medical philosophy and ethics behind these criteria.

"... the disciplined soldier 'begins to obey whatever he is ordered to do; his

obedience is prompt and blind; an appearance of indocility, the least delay would

be a crime'..." (Foucault 1977a: 166)

In organ donation, best practice and caring werc integrally linked to increasing

longevity (and therefore health) of others through technological excellence. This

was then bound to the moral and social duty of the process. As an ethic, it began

to change the social function and structurc of not only nursing practice but the

processes by which the philosophy of nursing was becoming established in organ

donation sites. The duty to care within the scientific-medical best practice

paradigm metamorphosed the discourse of nursing into a duty of best (scientific)

practice.

It was increasingly evident that both medical and nursing practitioners were

learning the 'code' and the 'signals' of organ donation technology and were now

responding automatically to the organ donation ethic as a duty of care.

And training was imperative to achieve this response.

SpecifTc functions and correct training

The function of specific training is suggested by Foucault in the following:
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"These are humble modalities, minor procedutes, as compared with the majestic

rituals of sovereignty or the great apparatuses of the state. And it is precisely they

that were gradually to invade the major forms, altering theil mechanisms and

imposing their procedures." (Foucault 1977a: 170)

Disciplinary power also becomes mobilised in the form of training in

institutions where spaces and units are allocated to specific functions-such as

critical care units. Because organ donors found in the Intensive Care Unit setting

were the most easily identifiable (Simmoff 1998:249) this 'space' and the people

who worked there were the initial target for 'correct' training in the process of

procurement of organs. In specific functions this process is different to that of

other areas, as previously mentioned, as those were part of the broader diffusion

of this discipline process.

Again, as a functional process, this training was initiated through new

knowledge when both medicine and nwsing, as an international initiative, began

to investigate ways and means to increase organ donors by ascertaining attitudes

and educational needs of ICU staff to speed the procurement process. (Stoeckle

1990; Pelletier 1992; Pearson & Zurynski 1995; Chan l99l; Taylor 1997; Singer

1997:-Evanisko 1998)

... "The chief function of [the] disciplinary power is to 'train', rather than to

select and levy; or no doubt, to train in order to levy and select all the more."

(Foucault 1977a:170)

And specific to this training was the development of the role of 'transplant

coordinators'. This kind of role was developed by hospital boards as early as

1987. The role of the coordinator initially was to facilitate and coordinate the

retrieval of organs and tissue. This required someone with a varied experience but

ideally "nursing with intensive care or renal experience "appeared to be the most

conünon background." (Madison 1998: 22) staff with these backgrounds were

targeted as the ideal. As the role developed, it became more complicated as the
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average number of organs per donor increased. This often required a coordinator

to be on call24 hours per day, expanding the role of the nurse-coordinator in

multi-organ retrieval into not only a complicated retrieval process but as one that;

"involves clinical contact, considerable comlnunication, education, public

promotion and liaison activities." (Madison 1998:24)

These more complicated activities required even mote sophisticated training as

the social and scientific pressure to procure more organs became an imperative as

transplantable tissue continued to far exceed the number of donors available.

(Molzahn 1997:31)

This new nursing role became an instrumental exercise in organ donation

procurement, It was created by a scientific imperative of health care, but then

moved the nurse away from the patient bedside and the patient bedside nursing

care process to take on an advocate role for medicine and the scientific paradigm

that required more organs. "Discipline 'makes' individuals; it is the specific

technique of power that regards individuals as objects and as instruments of its

exercise." (Foucault 1977a: 170)

International models of procurement were also investigated and developed to

improve procurement, such as the 'Spanish Model' (an 'ideal' model of

procurement practices developed initially in Spain to increase organ numbers)

where control rwas seen as an imperative. Media stories were constructed to offer

'good news' and positive messages with the elimination of 'bad news'. This

model was presented as an option for development in South Australia in 1995.

(Matesanz 1995) In the format of this model it was suggested that the transplant

coordinators were medical practitioners with nurses as a subsidiary support. In

this scenario the ideal candidates were envisaged as young, optimistic, motivated

and close to the age of the donor. (Dahlenburg 1996) There also had to be 'no

shadow of doubt' in the procurer's mind when they approached a family to ask

for organs; they must be positive and convinced about organ donation if they
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wero to be convincing. Refuting questions regarding organ trafficking was also

eXpected, With statementS suCh aS "nO Credible evidence", "nevel' pl'Oven".

(Ebbott 1995) This too required special training and speciallsed pelsonnel began

to become indispensable and inevitable to the process of procurement. Indeed, the

production of these personnel developed subsidiary sites within the organ

donation and transplantation process, such as the South Australian Organ

Donation Agency which was staffed by medical academics, practitionel

coordinators and transplant coordinators. (Dahlenburg 1996) These sites then

became an essential link to hospitals and other bio-political institutions as part of

the supporting but intricate network in the development of practices of the search.

As Foucault suggests, these were:

Tactics, the art of constructing, with located bodies, coded activities and tlained

aptitudes, mechanisms in which the product of the various fot'ces is increased by

their calculated combination ... (Foucault 1917a: 167)

The professional bodies for coordinating these various mechanisms and

activities now also included: kidney foundations, donor registries and other

coordinating bodies such as Australian Coordinating Committee on Organ

Registries and Donation (ACCORD), The Transplant Society of Australia and

New Zealand (TSANZ) and The Australian Transplant Coordinators Association

(ATCA) (McBride & Chapman 1995). They not only promoted transplantation

but were also responsible for the development, coordination and implementation

of national and international strategies for improving the process of organ

retrieval. By now the form of surveillance surrounding organ donation, the

supervision of the workers, had: "... thus become a decisive economic operator

both as an internal part of the production machinery and as a specific mechanism

in the disciplinary power." (Foucault 1977a: 175)
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... And related business

The set of relations and practices that began to characterise this discursive practice

could also be said to have been developed in direct relation to the element of

consumerismfor body 'parts' and was reflected in the tactic development of the

variety of bio-political businesses within the networking arrangements that

emerged, not just for procuring biological goods and services but as part of the

practice of the search.

Bio-political businesses now became involved in the search, such as the

Transport Department with the request for organs on the renewal application of

driver's licences. Then there was the 'carry' card distributed to individuals in the

name of a bank, which looked for all intents and purposes like a credit card.

The body was now not only an object of knowledge and a source of supply,

but had become a business; the individual body began to fulfil the impetus for its

own possibility.

The 'business' of searching for organs became reflected in the practices, and

good business practice was used to ascertain appropriate approaches that werc

effective and would further enhance procurement.

Market research was carried out "... to ascertain the effectiveness of awareness

and promotion efforts ...' (Frank Small &. Associates:l) and to consider

strategies for future promotion efforts.

Lack of information about public reluctance to donate was now perceived as

causing a public health problem (Ganikos, McNeil et al. 1994), even though it

had been shown that increased awareness appeared to have had little effect on

attitudes or action. ('Would be donors fail to sign up' 1991)

These practices and discourse were again linked to the health economy as the

public health of a population; that pressure of population that ensures the

regulation and impetus of bureaucratic practices which in turn secures the control
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and 'normalisation of the population' regarding organ procufement. Business

practice is integrally linked to this economic endeavour and bio-political factor.

Foucault might suggest at this point that there is a: "need to see how these

mechanisms of power, at a given moment, in a precise conjunctule and by means

of a certain number of transformations, have begun to become economically

advantageous and politically useful." (Foucault 1980: 101)

Special functions in the ordering of knowledge

As the machinery of production became larger and mote complex, as the number of

workers and the division of labour increased, supervision became evel' lnol'e

necessaly and more difficult. It became a special function [my emphasis], which

had nevertheless to form an integral part of the ploduction process, to run parallel to

it throughout its length. (Foucault 1977a: 174)

The above events caused a redistribution of the epistente but the empirical

contents were still situated within the space of representation. The application of

(scientific) knowledge regarding organ donation had not only developed into a

form of management for problem bodies through the notion of beneficence, but

was entrenched in the procurement-knowledge and bio-politic process and

practice as a matter of urgency to prolong and save life'

To facilitate this production process further, physicians and nurses wet'e placed

in various functional sites, to not only educate strategic others, but to validate the

processes that drew the attention of the population to the need for more organs.

The processes now included more and more campaigns, reviews and further

research and applications that publicised the difficulties of procurement and

allocation, the death of waiting patients due to lack of organs and the ethical

issues that surrounded these processes. (Thompson, McCosker et al. 1995:75)

Depending on the study to hand, medicine, nursing and the social sciences

debated to and fro on the causes of why people were not donating. Varying in
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significance, it oscillated between such statements as "a significant loss of organs

[was] due to relative's refusal (3OVo) and less significant losses [were] due to

failure to ask (9Vo)." (Collins 1992: 57). Then there reports (Pearson 1993) that

refuted this and in fact suggested it was because: "there was a reluctance of

medical practitioners to resuscitate missed potential donors." (McAsey 1993)

The discourse content, though, in all the literature reviewed still reflected the

search for a means to procure organs.

The job of coordination of this now huge system was becoming a very real

issue and the international coordination agency, United Network of Organ

Sharing (UNOS) (Devney 1992), moved into the Internet as a means of

streamlining coordination and improving communication.

In Australiain 1997, with the financial assistance of the Federal Government

and the national involvement of the Australian Health Ministers Advisory Council

(AHMAC), a forum was developed called 'Australians Donate' "... to help create

not only an environment in which Australians who wish to donate organs and

tissue for clinical tlansplantation can do so with confidence and to ensure that

ethical standards are maintained." (Brennan 1997) but to coordinate,"develop,

educate, advise and manage all aspects of a now national and international

'business'.

Listed below are the key functions of Australians Donate:

o Educate the community and promote organ and tissue donation.

o Educate professionals and maintain professional standards.

. Ensure equity in the allocation of donor organs and tissue for Australians.

. Develop and maintain a federation of StateÆerritory donation committees.

o Maintain donor and recipient registries.

o Coordinate organ and tissue retrieval.

o Advise governments on issues lelating to organ and tissue donation,
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. Ensure legal and ethical standards are maintained.

o Provide advice on new developments relating to organ and tissue

transplantation.

¡ Manage the network and its resources.

. Develop and implement national reporting in organ and tissue donation and

transplantation activities. (Brennan I99l)

Membership of this National council comprised a wide variety of

representatives including transplant recipients, donor families representatives,

donation and transplant-related committee members, welfare representatives,

NHMRC, non-government, donol registries, tissue bank or typing laboratories,

with the largest representation allowed for the, " College of Surgeons and other

medical colleges" (Brennan 1991)

The organisation of groups within the community, the education of the

population about the organ-donating body, and making way for political action

within the health of the organ-donating community had begun to construct the

'organ donating citizen'.

The clinical gaze in organ donation over the community was being carried out

now not only by health professionals, but by everyone involved in the actions

required to coordinate, procure organs, and efficiently run the associated business

practices, including the general population, as seen in this Letter to the Editor:

"Have a heart, donate your organs". (Gibson 1994)

Donating organs now became synonymous with longevity, and therefore better

health. (Gastaldo 1991: I29) And wasn't that what the population wanted?

The development of a new technology to prolong life, and the ensuing process

of that body being written about in this domain, now made this body nameable

and describable (Foucaultlgl2).In effect, there was created through this process

'the organ donating citizen', who had not only become a part of the 'body
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politic', but who now in turn also relied on the communication routes that had

constructed the body as an object of knowledge in the first place (Foucaút 1977a:

28).

This organ donating citizen having now been "... normalised, subjected to

classification and control and thereby transformed into technical problems which

more detailed knowledge and better techniques of intervention have promised to

resolve." (Smart 1992: lO6), began to believe in itself.

... In conclusion

V/ithin the technologies of organ donation, there is a diffusion of disciplinary

technologies and methods and a formation of a carceral network. Through this

network the normalising power of organ donation procurement regulations and

practices has then spread itself throughout the entire social body (Smart 1992:

92-93).

It is within this kind of process that Foucault also conceived that there were two

dimensions along which power is exercised over life. One is the anatomo-politics

of the human body that exercises power over the life of the body (which) in turn

is exemplified by the disciplines and techniques directed towards the realisation

of its optimal utilisation. The second and the one mainly discussed in this chapter

is a bio-power over the aggregate body: "the species body and its vitality (for

example; reproduction, mortality health, etc.) that is to say the government and

regulation of populations." (Smart 1992:93)

In the case of organ donation, bio-power was constituted to normalise, through

educational mechanisms, the concept of procuring organs for the technologies

that would provide longevity and better health and better health economy.

It should be understood that discipline, though, is a technique not an institution.

It does not replace other forms of power, rather it "invests" or colonises in such

a way as to form links that will extend the hold required for maximum efficiency
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and, "above all making it possible to bring the effects of power to the most

minute and distant elements". (Foucault 1977a:216)

Within both nursing and medicine the caring and suffering of others has

become converted through bio-power into a technicai problem. This has

transmogrified its existential roots. "Thus, even the approach to ethical issues in

the final period of terminal illness, the period when patients are near death on vital

suppoft systems, becomes a question not of constructing a good death but of the

technical details of 'advanced directives'... [and] the application of the experts'

rational technical rules to [a] deeply human experience." (Kleinman 1995:34)

This shift in the caring directive has split the lules of cating in nursing, from

the humane to the technological; the parameters have then become infinite in both

medicine and nursing with nursing discourse abiding by new rules, which must

follow the medical and scientific imperative.

The continuing interpolation of organ donation variables has caused a

penumbra in the philosophy of nursing care; appearing as that partly lighted area

around the patient; a surrounding of the complete shadow of the sick body, the

family, and finally, the death itself.

These variables are now intelwoven in the duty to care within the scientific-

medical best practice paradigm which has also metamorphosed the discourse of

nursing into a duty of best (scientific) practice.

The notion of beneficence in organ donation procurement discourse has also,

through the process of bio-political education, produced a legitimate associated

discourse within the public domain that has (become) a compelling cultural

pressure in society. The production of reward for donating organs, through the

notion of benefit from death, is a structured reality of the organ donating society.

This reward is specifically related to those technologies and power relations

associated with giving or gifting (of the body). V/ith the ultimate colonisation of

this discourse into medical discourse, by promoting the moral rcward (for donor
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families) system for gifting organs, there occuned a beneficent discourse

legitimated by scientific right.

Medicine and nursing had also both produced as scientific discourse a

knowledge about the body, the population and themselves that became intrinsic to

the development of the bio-political space.

Both medicine and nursing, by the very production as well as the application of

this new organ donation knowledge about normalising the individual and their

body to give organs, again diffused and rationalised the processes of social

disciplining within the organ donation domain. By opening the techno-therapeutic

space, the political space was accommodatecl and produced, and with it the

adaptation of the processes to a bio-political management and the disciplining

practices of bio-power.

These knowledges, rules, ruptures, practices and changes occurred and were

then articulated within a complex 'grid' of networks, with subsidiary micro-

regulations and bureaucratic structures that readily became accepted as legitimate

and normative at the everyday (public) level. This is because the sociology of

normative coercive practices is dispersed through the normalising powêr that is

accepted in moral everyday authorities; those that preside in the institutions of

law, religion, politics, medicine and ethics and are the principal context for

governmentality that links (the public body) to social regulation. (in Turner 1992:

XV).

It is within these processes and practices that the nexus of organ donation

knowledge/power and practice became effective. There is also then the pressure of

populations on these systems of govemment, and the need for a regulation and

coordination of those populations and systems, be it associated with disease,

wellness, wars, famine or death.

There is also the power of the individual orland the donor family or population.

Organ donation is an area of health like no other, where science and medicine are
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reliant on 'gifts' to achieve a healthy society and the dreamed-of longevity of the

population and scientific accomplishment. Here we have the inverse power

relationship.

Though the notion of gifting as caring for strangers is based on a religious

parable, the practice of the search for organs has often been complicated by

cultures and religious beliefs and when religious beliefs "oppose ol critique the

practice of organ transplantation they are often castigated as mythic or

superstitious." (Lysaught 1993: 82) As a bio-political mechanism this notion was

then applied to the production of normalising practices in procurement and the

media was used to promote or castigated the population if they did not donate

accordingly.

The very fact that religious beliefs were often detrimental to the acquisition of

organs limited their discourse boundaries within organ donation to a colonised

use of moral religious philosophy; that of caring for the (health) needs of

strangers.

The notion of 'caring' as 'gifting' was the value relationship inscribed on the

community, and was measured and articulated as the caring and generosity within

that community-and has been carefully integrated into procurement discourse.

"Gifts, especially gifts to assuage needs, and most especially gifts of the body,

are one of the most significant means to affirm that solidarity." (Murray 1987:

32) In ministering to the needs of others' health it was seen as a sense of

affirmation, of community interdependence. The notion of altruism as the ultimate

in gifting, by giving another life, was encouraged and rewarded as part of the

ongoing search for organs.

The process of social inscription of the public body became a practice of

constant encouragement and education of social altruism that in turn increased

forms of 'consent'. Via these practices and discourses members of the public

wereinscribedas,'a good citizen', or'a gift giver', and their conduct was again
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publicised through the media and rewardedfor giving the 'gift of life' (Editorial

1995; Crouch 1995a) or a'gift of love.' (Crouch 1995b)

The 'public body' became responsible for the lives of othels; the needs of

others, the Samaritan principl¿ was now inscribed upon the population.

Practices of procurement developed through a rnultiplicity of obligations and

duties. The creation of rules for norms of gifting conduct entailed new obligations

as part of those rules. For example, gifting conduct requires that: "For a gift to be

made, there must be presupposed an object or service which creates an

obligation." (Mauss 1969: 49-50) This' object of service' appeared in the

discourses, as requiring the public body to contract theil body to the service of

others.

"Men make charitable donations, not to earn the gratitude of the recipients,

whom they never see, but to earn the approval of their peers who participate in the

philanthropic campaign". (Blau 1964:91-92) Again this ongoing campaign was

perpetuated in the media and, the act of donation (Pirrie 1995) or the death or

"painful waiting" of a recipient, (Painter 1994), the direct appeal, "Organ

Donation: it begins with you!" (Rushton 1991) all informed the pubiic of the

need for organs, or that others had gifted and further public gifting was

encouraged. This promoted the rule of altruism that is an essential moral element

within the norms of gifting conduct.

A discontinuity in this notion, though, is seen in the process that engages the

population in the business of the organ donation process by the promotion of

official 'contracts'. The recognition of this status as marked on a driving licence

or in some casos a specific organ donation registration card is seen as a formal

decision by individuals to enter into a contract that entails contractual obligations.

Contractual obligations, though, are usually only seen in the process of economic

exchange, which may be enforced by legal sanctions. (Blau 1964:97)
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Within this context, the extrinsic benefits of altruism within the notion of the

'gift of life' has become extricably enmeshed in the economic advantage to the

health economy. What is manifest in this process, is that it then becomes detached

from the notion of gifting.

On the one hand there is the rule that implies altruism and charity to others

within the social context and on the other a further process that implies a legal

obligation to fulfil a contract with the implication that failure to discharge has

consequences beyond the agreed meaning within that social context.

The resemblance to an economic contract implied within this process violates

the moral norm is implicit in the altruistic good moral conduct rule in organ

donation. The contractual obligation implies a moral enforcement. We have, then,

an ambiguity of the moral standard or norm within the good moral conduct rule in

the social gifting process within organ donation that, though originally provided

in good faith as a gift, is now achieved through contractual obligation.

Traditional nursing practice within the field of intensive care has also become

refined and 'specialised', with the changes and specialisations being driven by the

leaps and bounds of new medical technology and scientific knowledge. The

metamorphic transition of nursing practice to a predominantly scientific practice

and paradigm in organ donation has subjugated the voice of nursing within these

broader discourses where it becomes continuously destabilised and re-established

within the space allocated to it; unavoidably and umbilically attached to the

discourse of science, health and medicine.

Nursing and nurses have become obligated and duty bound through bio-

political discipline mechanisms to use the practice of science and medicine for the

health of populations, and by this a facilitatory body for medicine through the

processes, practices and strategies of organ donation education, for organ

procurement. Through these practices, nurses became 'docile bodies', ordered
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and obedient within the spaces assigned to them in the hegemonic ordering of

scientific knowledge.

The subjugated discourse of nursing, though, epitomises empathy and the

responsibility for caring but when used as an addendum to the scientific

discourse it becomes disenfranchised through the practice of docility. When

nurses and nursing are considered through the perspective of the beneficent role

they are expected to play within society, and the apparatuses, rules and obligations

that surround them, we further see they that have been assigned a 'linking'

facilitatory role to the population, that not only ensures their subjection, but also

their constant utility and trainability for the common good'
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Ghapter 9: The W¡ll to Live

... exomologesis ... designates an act meant to reveal both a truth and the subject's

adherence to that truth ... (Foucault in Rabinow 1997; 81)

The Ordering of Science as Truth

Introduction

The ordering of science as truth regarding 'bodies' in organ donation has been a

significant impulsion that has guided the practices within both the medical and

nursing ethic, and has created, as suggested in the theory by Neitzsche (in Morris

l99l: 69); "... a manifestation of the impulse to impose form and structure on an

essentially chaotic reality" (regarding the body)'

This regulating force and the ordering of this chaotic reality in organ donation

discourse is also a governing factor of its scientific 'truth' which in this case then

becomes an empirical directive of organ donation practices. It is also this

governing factor that continues to modify the rules within the formation of organ

donation statements and the 'truths' that then link them in a circular relation, to

systems of power "... [which] produce and sustain it, and to effects of power

which it induces and which extend it [in] a regime' of truth." (Foucault 1980:

133)

The regulating and ordering of populations of bodies is nothing new and is

what Foucault terms 'government' and may be understood in the broad sense as

"... techniques and procedures for directing human behaviour." (Rabinow 1997:

81) As populations have increased, and society has progressed, sustainable world

health has become a very real concern, and we have become even more controlling

in regard to directing human behaviour. As Turner suggests (1992: 14) our focus
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has turned from increasing production (of bodies and life), to controlling them.

V/orld survival depends on it.

This controlling factor has become a major political preoccupation and political

mechanisms have become obsessed with how to regulate spaces between bodies,

with monitoring the interface between bodies, society and culture, and legislating

the tension that then arises between the habitus and the body. This, though, is not

just the management of populations but becomes integlally linked to the health

and survival of those populations.

Within this notion there is also a recognition that within our finite and fi'agile

world we should be concerned with a global survival that limits and controls

human well-being, and seeks a regulation and an ordering of the bodies within it

in the interest of best management of finite world resources and world health

resources.

This chapter considers how 'science' per se in organ donation, in its many

health guises, formulates better health 'management' of the body, its health and

longevity, through the regulation of scientific endeavour that requires the body to

be epistemologically ordered, through such knowledge. Through this, scientific

knowledge aS power occurs, and the health 'government' of populations then

become an essential testimony to the scientificity of the 'will to knowledge'

which in turn becomes the 'will to live'.

Truth

In considering the nature of truths it is appropriate to inquire what 'truth'? Moral

or scientific truth? They are possibly not the same thing but they are both

disciplined by specific rules: the scientific truth by its empirical 'facts' that are

proven and re-proven as a correct epidemiological notion and specific to a

particular theory and endeavour, and then the set of rules that encapsulate them

within a specific discipline, in which they have evolved.
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Morris (1991), when considering truth in science from the philosopher

Niezsche's point of view suggests that: "Science, for Nietzsche, was not a

repository of truths or a method of discovering them, but essentially a set of

'fictions'; a perspective on the world that had a practical significance [my

emphasisl. This [practical significance] was an instance ... of the will to power".

(Morris 1991 : 70) This will to power then becomes an essential component of the

will to knowledge and the structuring of systems; to manage this knowledge; the

mechanisms of which then reinforce the instruments of power that control the

knowledge. Not surprisingly, this management of knowledge, truth and power as

an evolving system is closely akin to Foucault's thoughts on the subject, and

when Foucault suggests: "It's not a matter of emancipating truth from every

system of power (which would chimere, for truth is already power) but of

detaching the power of truth from the forms of hegemony, social, economic and

cultural, within which it operates at the present time." (Foucault 1980: 133), he is

reinforcing the notion that truths and their associated power are not free of 'social

regimes' and are therefore developed as a 'truth', within their own regime of truth

and knowledge in that social time.

Honderich (1995: 881) suggests that Neitzsche's notion of practical use in

scientific knowledge is a pragmatic truth theory which also fits with the

"pragmatic theory of truth associated with the American philosophers Peirce,

James and Dewey which urges: ... a connection between what is true and what is

useful, pointing out, for instance, that a mark of a successful scientific theory is

that it enables rzs [my emphasis], through associated developments in technology,

to manipulate nature in ways hitherto unavailable to us." (Honderich 1995: 881)

As a manipulation of nature, the application of scientific technology in organ

donation as a truth, when extrapolated as a truth applied to death, through the

notion of brain death as a useful application of scientific knowledge, lends this

theory a certain validity. Here we see death being manipulated and ordered in the
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name of science as a pragmatic necessity to enable organ donation for the

betterment of health and longevity for humanity. Detractors of this theory protest

that this (alleged) conflation of truth with utility is pernicious, because the ethics

of belief require us to pursue the truth with honesty even if its consequences

should prove detrimental to our well-being (Honderich 1995). These ethics of

beliei bound as they are to moral rules of honesty, presume the morality of all

truths, including scientific'ttuths'.

But what are the rules for the application of scientific knowledge and theory as

truth? The moral ethics (of truth) have been of significance in the past and so may

bring the present into perspective.

Ethics, truth, right and \ilrong

As a general explanation, moral 'tfuth' may be explained in part as a form of

acceptable moral opinion (within a society or culture) which must survive

appraisal by quite different, refined and complicated standards. More often, moral

argument can be obscure and its conclusion unobvious as it is disciplined by a

truth predicate from within an original relevant 'discipline' and within tbe norms

of its origin, which are often of a transient derivation. (Wright 1996: 3) (for

example: the change made to the principle of bodily integrity in religious doctrine

as discussed in Chapter 6) For a moral truth to become ct norm, a iudgement

regarding this 'truth' must have been made for the principle to change.

In philosophy a moral 'judgement' is suggested in part thus: "For a serious

and convincing moral judgement there are both formal and substantive

requirements to be met. The readiness to universalise, the impersonal note: but

also deference to basic human values [my ernphasis] that alone can make these

procedures and attitudes intelligible, and a concern with the regulation of life that

furthers their realisation and enjoyment. In some moral contexts, 'judgement'

refers not to an epistemological act, but rather to the quality possessed by
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someone with a particular sensitivity to complex moral situations." (Honderich

1995: 586)

More specific judgements regalding moral truth have also been suggested and

are depicted in the following.

In a more traditional and specific British moralist stance Hume proposed: "...

that it is through the operation of sympathy that we regard as 'virtues' which are

useful or agreeable to their possessor ... and those fqualities] that are useful and

agreeable to others (such as benevolence, justice and fidelity)". (Honderich

1995: 589) Hume in fact stressecl the utility of the virtues. Utilitarianism as a

doctrine seems to entail: "... that if one is in a position to relieve suffering,

hunger, or disease of others one is morally obligated to do so, even if that means

giving up one's life plans and most of what one really cares about in life. Unless

one's current life does as much good on the whole for people, one must give up

one's life plans to the extent necessary to confer benefits on (prevent greater

harm to) other people." (Honderich 1995: 294) Certainly it could be clairned that

this is a very demanding doctrine upon human natule, requiring a continuance of

a stringent super-moralitY.

There followed derivations of this theme with Hutcheson then suggesting that

since benevolence was the foundation of all moral virtue, " ...that action is best

which procures the greatest happiness for the greatest number .'." (Honderich

1995:294); a phrase that in fact became instrumental in the utilitarianism theoly

of moral thought. This then led to Bentham's theory that actions are right or

wrong to the extent they tend to "increase or diminish the general happiness."

(Honderich 1995: 295). This latter theory, though, suggested that amounts of

,happiness' are quantifiable, which perhaps limited and still limits this notion.

This was followed by the common-sensism of Kant, which suggested that

moral rightness in behaviour is just a matter of acting consistentþ and rationally
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to formulations of the 'categorical imperative' (based on reason), (Honderich

1995), another view that has now gone somewhat into decline.

There is also the expressivist folm of moral anti-realism that suggest that; ",,.

although moral discourse weafs a surface of assertoric content, its deep syntax is

different-that it provides a medium [my emphasis] not for the description of

facts but rather for the expression of attitudes lny emphasisl. This form makes

the assumption that the truth condition for a particular sentence is actually an

assertion being used to express a rule, or an ot'der." (Wtight 1996:2)

Knox (1967:108-110) states that Hegel a German philosopher, pt'oposed that

any maxint in ethics can be willed by universal law and that if there is a will to

change a moral maxim this will occur because it (the maxim) has contradicted

some presupposed moral content. Essentially, he believed that the morality of

right in ethics is a social phenomenon that in turn becomes a custom or principle,

which in turn becomes the social moral reality.

Nietzsche (Nietzsche 1977) may have been able to agree with Hegel legarding

the social phenomenon theory but Honderich (1995: 590) suggests his concepts

did not appear to be as unified and oscillated between a 'master morality'' and the

denigrating 'slave morality' which he identified with Christian morality and the

notion of duty and self-sacrifice.

There is then the notion of 'meta-ethics' which focuses on whether value

claims correspond to reality and this too deals with "right, justice and life."

(Lovat and Mitchell 1991) This then leads us to the meta-physical issues, the

important one among these being that of 'free will'. "If human beings lack free

will, then it has traditionally been argued, they cannot be held responsible for their

actions and cannot be bound by moral obligations any more than animals or small

children are." (Honderich 1995: 594) Defending the existence of this human

freedom also involves freedom in relation to causal determinism and self-

determinism. (Honderich 1995) It could be suggested that viewed from this
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perspective it would then follow that if a universe is govemed only by causal laws

then human freedom may seem to be somewhat in jeopardy'

Given the often widespread disagreement about ethical values between different

societies and cultures there is also the concern as to what 'facts' or indeed

'truths' still need to be uncovered in ethics. Given the pace of new technology

and the extraordinary times we live in, it is questionable as to whether there is

indeed a moral 'objectivity' that is appropriate as a universal truth in the

continuing climate of today's moral scepticism.

If carefully considered these notions of morality as explained in the past, that

are elucidated as: virtues; benevolence; greatest happiness; acting consistently and

rationally; (an) expression of attitudes; formulations of the 'categorical

imperative' (that are based on reason); maxim(s) in ethics (that) can be willed by

universal law; all fit with the notion of a current 'social truth regime' as moral

judgements made within a current social context..

The various judgements depicted as moral truths that have been mentioned

above were not just "ideological or superstructural", they were formed within an

era and a regime of social thought that could then be associated to the

development or resistance to specific 'governmental' processes and practices of

that time. (Foucault 1980: 133)

Ethics or moral philosophy in the broader sense is not just about right or

wrong but is also firmly grounded in the theory of (the) human good through

social reality; which then becomes the social truth.

'When the theorising of much of this kind of historical moral philosophy took

place, medicine did not possess either the knowledge or the means that it now

does to defend life in the extraordinary way it does. In fact, the extraordinary is

now the ordinary as new technology advances to the limits of current scientific

knowledge.
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New knowledge about the human body thlough science, regalding organ

donation and transplantation, has opened up the possibility of advancing the

human good which is the maxim of moral philosophy. This knowledge has

brought with it, though, changes tn the principle of the truth predicate in moral

thought regarding the body (as previously shown (Cunningham 1944)) and

consequently the moral rules; therefore creating a 'new' moral social truth

regarding the body and the death of the body.

Foucault and truth

Foucault would not disagree with the above but would become more specific

about the nature of the development of scientific knowledge and its use as the

purveyor of truth and, how this was achieved (the 'becoming'). On the purveying

of truth, he suggested that the role of:

"... the specific intellectual must become more and more important in proportion

to the political responsibilities which he is obliged willy-nilly to accept..."

(Foucault 1980: 131)

These political responsibilities of the 'purveyor' are associated to a specific

system of knowledge (such as organ donation is associated to medical

knowledge) and as such the political responsibility accepted as part of this role,

entails the ordering of 'truth', which Foucault suggested may be understood as;

"...a system of ordered procedures for the ploduction, rcgulation, distribution

circulation and operation of statements." (Foucault 1980: 133) Through this

pfocess, each system will also then define its own variant of 'truth', be they

hegemonic, social, economic or cultural within which it is curuently operating.

(Foucault 1980: 132-133)

These 'truths', attached as they are to a specific knowledge, must then have the

authority of this particular knowledge. This will differentiate it from the

'ordinary' speech act to become a 'serious speech act' (Foucault in Rabinow
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1989: 48) and must then be asserted, from the perspective of a'legitinmte agent

of that knowledge', (Foucault 1977b: 199) as being true or false. For example,

'brain death' as a new truth about dying is advocated through the operation of

statements from medical authorities of the discipline within the acknowledged

'system' in organ donation discourse (Pearson 1995).

Knowledge and truth in this manner are then linked to transformations of a

discursive practice with other fields to then become a part of a complex set of

modifications outside its own domain; ìn determining its object; in the adjustment

and refinement of its concepts: and in the accumulation of facts that surround it.

(Foucault I971b:200)Forexample,'truth' in medical discourse regarding brain

death becomes 'transformed' through the moral capabilities of religious

discourse. By refining already-accepted principles in religious moral teaching

regarding the integrity of the body, there has evolved an acceptable religious

position and discourse, thereby creating the space for scientific knowledge to

constitute an acceptable new social truth.

In fact, through this process n¿w rules appeared in religious discourse

regarding the specific act of organ donation and reflected the transþrtnation in

discourse occurring in religious moral ethics because of organ donation and

transplantation practic¿s. In this transformation discourse had to meet not only

the medical analogical requirement but also the moral needs of the Principle of

Totality and Integrity and Community in the religious moral ethic, and were stated

as follows:

"... the transplanting of organs or tissues from a dead person to a living person

does not offer any intrinsic ethical problem. Transplanting organs from one living

person to another is also ethically acceptable provided that the following criteria

are met:

1 There is a serious need on the part of the recipient that cannot be fulfilled

in any other way.
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2. The functional integrity of the donor as a human person will not be

impaired, even though anatomical integrity may suffer.

3. The risk taken by the donor as an act of charity is proportionate to the

good resulting for the recipient.

4. The donor's consent is free and informed. (Ashley & O'Rout'ke 1989:

307-308)

It is through this mode of 'truth' transformation that organ donation

knowledge has brought together, through the discursive practice, various

disciplines, both in the social and/or health sciences (such as medicine, religion,

nursing, ethics etc.), into an "inconspicuous cluster"; (Rabinow I99l: 1l-12) a

rule-abiding community in the name of the common goocl.

The struggle to achieve scientific theory as acceptable practice in organ

donation within society has met with numerous constraints both moral and

practical; and the truth predicate is one of these.

Forthisreason I would agree with Taylor (1986: 70), when he suggested that

Foucault may have taken a genuinely original position on 'truth' in the following

statement:

... contrary to a myth whose histoly and functions would repay fulther study, truth

isn't the reward of free spirits ... nor the privilege of those who have succeeded in

liberating themselves. Truth is a thing of this world: it is produced only by virtue

of multiple forms of constraint. [my emphasis] And it induces regular effects of

power. Each society has its own regime of truth [my ernphasis], its 'geueral

politics' of truth: that is, the type of discourse which it accepts and makes function

[my emphasis] as true ... (Foucault 1980: 131)
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Agents of knowledge and purveyors of truth

A continuum in the ordering of science is to make discourse function as truth (in

its general politics form) and to make discourse function as an accepted truth. To

achieve this, Foucault suggests that each regime must have their 'agent of

knowledge'. For discourse to be accepted as truth it must be related to the serious

speech actwithin a regime of scientific truth. The conveyers must be recognised

within that systenr as having the status to represent (the system) as 'agents of

knowledge' who (become) therefore the 'purveyors of truth' (regarding organ

donation knowledge). (Foucault 1 980: 13 I -132)

They must also then be; "...linked to his condition as an intellectual (his field

of research, his place in a laboratory, the political and economic demands to which

he submits or against which he rebels, in the university, the hospital etc.); lastly

the specificity lmy emphasisl of the politics of ttuth in our societies". (Foucault

1980: 132)

In organ donation the 'purveyor of truth' thelefore becomes the acknowledged

intellectual and bearer of scientific discourse relating to organ donation that

accords that discourse to be acknowledged as a 'serious speech act'. For

example, the scientific researcher in medicine [placed in the laboratory], the

academic medical specialist (placed in the university or/and hospital and

procurement agencies), the transplant surgeon, the critical care specialist and the

anaestheologist (placed in the hospital) become accepted as 'bearers of truth' by

the population through the process of appropriate presentation and representation

of lvtowledg¿ to the population. This may occur through reporting in the media

where they may be represented as giving 'benefit' through knowledge (Knox

1995), or of 'pioneering life saving surgery' in organ transplantation through

new knowledge (Sweet 1995), and making amazing scientific breakthroughs that

could 'gain valuable time' to match donors and recipients (through amazing new
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knowledge); all for the benefit of the population for their better health and well-

being.

They are also placed in positions in their fìeld that enhance their strategic

positions of power. Through this status structure, they become politically relevant

forces of power in the hospitals and universities and laboratories and institutions

wherein they reside. Theil positions place them on the boards and committees in

relevant other fields as an 'expert' in organ donation knowledge and practice that

influences policy change, government and legislative changes and therefore the

social truth regarding organ donation. Their status in their discipline makes their

discourses respected and reported as serious speech acts. Theft expert knowledge

in the specific field of organ donation knowledge charges them with saying what

counts as true. These truths are then: "... produced and transmitted under the

control, dominant if not exclusive, of a few great political and economic

apparatuses (university, army, wfiting, media). (Foucault 1980: 132-132)

These 'appalatuses' (such as universities and hospitals) and those that have

become closely affiliated with organ donation discourse through their association

with the scientificity and specificity of rnedicine (such as procurement

olganisations that are linked to medical academia (Dahlenburg 1996) may

become linked to (scientific) games of 'truth', that risk the'truth bearer'

becoming "manipulated by the political parties or trade union apparatuses which

control these local struggles." (Foucault 1980: 130) This may be regardless of

the general functioning of the apparatus of truth: ".'. [being] centred on the form

of scientific discourse and the institutions which produce it: [and] it is thlough

this process of the 'truth games' that the discourse of 'tt'uth purveyors' [is] '..

subject to constant economic and political incitement." (Foucault 1980: 131)

It is important though to remember that this 'agent of knowledge' is the

acknowledged expert in their field and that the person who speaks in this
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discourse does not, and cannot, occupy the position of "the universal subject"'

As Foucault Points out:

Inthatgeneralstruggleofwlrichhespeaks,heisnecessarilyorronesideor.the

other;heisinthebattle'hehasadversaries,hefightsforavictory'Nodoubt,he

triestomakerightprevail,buttherightinquestionishisparticularright,marked

byarelationofconquest,domination,orantiquity:rightsoftriumphantinvasions

or millennial occupations. And if he also speaks of truth, it is that perspectival and

strategic truth that enables him to win victory' (in Rabinow 1991 61)

It is inevitable then that the 'purveyor of truth' will become 'caught up' in the

transformation processss and the 'transforming' of truths of discourses' By the

appropriation of the religious, social and political apparatuses, and discourse to

the needs of scientific/medical knowledge (regarding organ donation), and in fact

by the very deed of the 'truth game', there also occut's a further redistribution of

Íhe episteme in organ donation discourse' This in turn, Le-orders the scientific

truth, and itis here, at this point in transþrmation of organ donation discourses'

that the 'agents of knowledge and purveyors of truth' are required to struggle

with the constraints (such as the local rules about practices, who should do or say

what within institutions, opposing discourses, misinfotmation etc); and at the bio-

political and economic level (such as lack of organs' economic constraints,

legislation). The struggle is at the general level of the organ donation regime of

truth: administering and ordering the very ensemble of rules that have been made

to separate what is true and what is false'

They must also struggle within their own specific discipline to establish rules

to protect the process and the practices that revolve around the discipline of organ

donation itself (such as the rules that surround brain death criteria) (Pearson

1995) the specific effects (of power) that is attached to what is 'true' (such as

taking responsibility to appty those rules).when the rule is adhered to, and
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'brain' death has occurred, organs may then be (released) from the body.

(Pearson 1995)

As well, they ale required (by society) to battle on behalf of the "status of

truth"within which the rituals of the cument social truth and reality have now

evolved. (Foucault 1980: 132)

The truth of organ donation discourse through this process: "... becomes

visible, easily established, and obedient to laws like those governing the order of

the world." (Rabinow 1997:15) Posited in the discourses by the'purveyors of

truth' in this manner it then becomes a prelude to what Foucault suggests

Nietzsche defines as an 'invention' of knowledge (in Rabinow 1997: 14) This

'becoming' of new knowledge is the process of new truth; that truth then

becomes an effect (Foucault 1971b:202); a social effect in the regime of truth.

More importantly, new truth becomes an event in the 'ordering' of knowledge;

an eventuality in the'willto knowledge'.

Will to Knowledge

'When the development of knowledge or the 'will to knowledge' is considered as:

"... occasioned by a problem, a requirement, an obstacle of a theoretical or

practical order ..." (Foucault 1974: 345) it is pertinent that we consider some

fragments of the morphology of the will to knowledge.

Foucault points out that the history of philosophy offers a number of

theoretical models of the 'will to knowledge', "among them Plato, Spinoza,

Schopenhauser, Aristotle, Neitzsche etc., with often oxtreme and/or opposed

forms ... [but] ... the intrinsic desire for knowledge according to Aristotle relies

upon and transposes a prior relationship between knowledge, truth and pleasure."

(in Foucault 1971b: 202) Foucault suggests that Neitzsche, however, defines a

different set of relationships and suggests {as mentioned above by the use of the

word 'fiction'): "... knowledge is an "invention" behind which lies something
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completely different from itself: the play of instincts, impulses, desires, fear, and

the wiII to appropriate lcnowledge [my emphasis] Knowledge is produced lmy

emphasisl on the stage where these elements struggle against each other ... he

elucidates it further as; ... selfish intelest is radically posed as coming before

knowledge, which it subordinates to its needs as a simple instrument." Thus he

asserts it is a knowledge dissociated from pleasure and linked to struggle, and

hate, with the spitefulness directed against it until amives at its own rejection: with

its original connection to truth becoming undone once truth becomes merely an

effect. (Foucault 1977b: 203)

Copleston, (in Morris 1991: 70), when explaining Neitzsche's approach to

knowledge as an instrument of power writes:

"We desire to schematise, to impose order and form on the multiplicity of

impressions and sensations fo the extent required by our practical needs. lmy

emphasisl Reality is becoming; it is we lmy emphasisl who turn it into Being,

imposing stable patterns on the flux of Becoming. And it is this activity fthat] is

an expression of the will to power,"

The 'will to power', inter-related as it is with the 'will to knowledge' in organ

donation science, may be seen as a series of struggles. The reality of these

struggles (the becoming) is the struggle to order the practices that surround the

procurement and transplantation of organs. This process is the expression of

power that is asserted in the name of universal survival and better health of

populations or the'the will to live': and as such it has been used as Foucault

suggests as a "weapon in the universal war of domination and submission."

(Foucault 1980: xiv); over the spaces in and around the body.

This in turn is done within a system of scientific thought that elicits furtherance

of more knowledge for the continuance of not only health and the betterment and

survival of humanity, but the survival and continuance of a knowledgeþowel that

is required to achieve it.
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Foucault quotes Nietzsche on knowledge:

lKnowledge]... is always set'vile, dependent, alert to advantages (not its own, but to

what might interest the instinct or instincts that dominate it); (Rabinow 1991:14)

Ordering the regime of truth and knowledge

The 'regime of truth' becontes, in organ donation knowledge, essentially, a

process of facilitating life, or the 'will to live' (Schopenhauer's's concept via

Darwin's theory). The 'will to live' is also one of the most basic requirements of

all living organisms, that process of maintaining, prolonging, and/or creating life.

This is also a theory of natural history that cannot be disassociated from that of

language or discourse that articulates the maintenance and prolonging of life for

the survival of a species.

The discourse to maintain and prolong life therefore becomes a fundamental

element in the arrangement of ongoing scientific ordering of knowledge in organ

donation discourse as organ donation and tlansplantation is essentially a process

whereby life is prolonged, paradoxically, for the donor (in death) and the recipient

(in life). This will in turn order the knowledge of people in regard to the process

of prolonging life and furthel fuel the need for the production of a scientific

(medical) knowledge associated with this as an ordering of truth within this

system.

This circular and continuous process of knowledge must continuously be

ordered to make it possible to represent it [the knowledge] and the people [as

subjects and objects of this knowledgel, in a system of [scientific] 'names'

(Foucault 1914: l5l). This is the essential scientific ordering process that will

facilitate acceptance and order of this knowledge into the social regime.

The notion of the ordering of 'names' in terms of organ donation is worthy of

further examination. For example 'people' afe represented as: donors, non-

beating heart donors, donor families, recipients, transplant coordinators etc., in
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official reports by; medical/academic experts (Dahlenburg 1996; NHMRC

lgg6b), other scientific and research discourse appearing in medical and nursing

journals (Peele 1989; Knudson 1992; Navano, Escalante et al. 1993 ) and the

media representation of the organ donation system of 'names' in papers and

magazines (Murphy 1994; Hailstone 1995). Death is referred to as 'brain-stem

death' or 'brain-death' (New 1994). Looking for organs is a process of

'procurement' (New 1994), and the donation or 'reaping' of organs becomes a

process of 'organ harvesting'. (Cooper 1991)

These 'names' in tuln then serve the technological function of not only the

ordering of people within this regime of organ donation truth, but of creating the

'objects' for the ordering of a knowledge within the structure of a language and

discourse, and the ongoing development and maintenance of the regime of

empirical scientific 'truth' in organ donation, and in society. With the adoption of

this system, there occurs a language structure and an acknowledged and accepted

'social' as well as scientific ordering of organ donation, which in turn becomes

used as a 'norm'. This then becomes adopted as a true discourse regarding

organ donation, by the population (Payze 1994; Pownall 1994) by the political

mechanisms governing the body as a population (Brennan 1997), in religious

discourse (Manning 1986) and other related fields when discussing the organ

donating body.

Knowledge, and with it ,'scientific truth' then become inseparable from the

prism of language through which, and in which, it then emerges. It is through

transformations that occur within this ordering that the scientific truth itself is also

transþrmed as part of a complex set of modifications outside its own domain,

linked though it is to the original discursive practice and text. Within this

transformation, these statements will not often use the same structure of language,

and, accordingly, the structure of language used is itself then not always the whole

message. (Stiver 1996: 112) Scientific knowledge forming as social truth
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'becomes' modified, transfotmed and accepted by the population within fl¿¿

prism of language of that social regime.

The acceptance by the broader population of the organ donation language

structure in the social regime of truth now also elicits in turn, a further alteration

of theil understanding of death. Their knowledge of death and dying is based on

the truth predicate of science. Their previous knowledge of death has been

transformed, as has the notion of how the body may achieve longevity and life

may be prolonged through these processes. As aforming discursive formation it

briefly, "... loses the sense of limitations and all claim to truth in its unavoidable

sacrifice of the subject of knowledge." (Rabinow 1997: xxx).

This is followed by the formation of the enunciative modalities, and the type of

discursive activities that begin to describe it (brain death), teach about it and

formulate regulations about it. (Fairclough 1993: 42-43) It is within this process

that new limitations and rules (both scientific and social) are imposed.

This is the 'becoming' of social reality, the regime of truth, which is then

reinforced as a duty to truth by not only the modality of scientific discourses but

by an essential metaphysical function in the ordering of science. through

governmentality. In organ donation, this has been achieved as an ordering process

through changes in guidelines within medical policy, as in the Guidelines to

Determine Death (1981), in public policy to facilitate national processes (Brennan

lggT), in legislation to legalise the above, such as the Transplantation and

Anatomy Act (1978), The Human Tissues Act (1983), Human Tissue Regulation

Acts (1995), Human Tissue Transplants Act (Australian Law Refotm

Commission 1977). Organ donation becomes ordered, and science and the

population must abide by the laws and rules that have now encapsulated it

This process also initiates changes in capabilirl¿s within institutions such as

guidelines toward the managentent of potential organ donors (Cooper 1997) and

the training and placement of staff to procure more organs (Dahlenburg 1996)
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and hospital policy to order the roles that must be taken to achieve the desired

(Hospital (Alfred) 1994). This in itself reinforces the ethical mandate of scientific

knowledge that behoves the population to maintain and prolong life for the benefit

of others (as a moral force within the population).

It is through the ordering of organ donation knowledge that an essential

element of the 'will to knowledge' becomes transformed into a new truth about

the 'will to live'; if the population wants longevity they must abide by the truth of

science and therefore conform and become subjects of the 'benevolent' mandate

of organ donation knowledge.

The self-stylisation (mode of subjectification) of the population to organ

donation knowledge truth and rules through this new 'social' knowledge

becomes their "voluntary choice"; a "way of thinking and feeling", their social

regime; the population, to survive, must 'dare to know' (Rabinow 1997: xxxi)

Power as Order

In Foucault's account of bio-power he made it clear that knowledge is one of the

defining components for the operation of power in the modern world. (Dreyfus

& Rabinow 1983: 203)

If this is so, it could also be said that the ordering of such knowledge and its

relationship to bio-power are in fact an essential condition in the growth and

formation of a technological society. This would not necessarily mean that

knowledge always functions immediately as a power-effect. As with the use of

anatomo-politics of the body it becomes dociled as part of daily life, by an

invisible power tangledin the relations of knowledge and surveillance that enables

the disciplining of individual bodies. (Gastaldo 1997: 124)

By ordering the body, power formulates and disciplines it by procedures of

stealth:
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"[it is] ,.. centred on the body as a machine: its disciplining, the optimisation of

its capabilities, the extortion of its forces,.the parallel increase of its usefulness

and its docility, its integration into systems of efficient and economic controls, all

this was ensured by procedures of power that characterised the disciplines: and

anatomo-politics of the human body." (Foucault 1979: 139)

Ordering bodies also becomes accomplished through the regulation and

disciplining of "the smallest fragments of life and of the body". (Foucault

1977a: 140) In science and medicine the need for life [and the body] to be

ordered and disciplined (within organ donation constructs), within a set of

empirical knowledges, is essential if the body is to fit the rules and requirements

of the new organ donation discipline. It is in fact the new knowledge about death

and dying (in the form of the 'brain death' criteria) (Pearson 1995) that has

'made' individuals again become objects of science; instruments that can be

scientifically identffied as dead (and useable, especially given the supply and

demand shortage), through the knowledge of a 'new' death.

Brain-death criteria has pragmatically not only motivated the moral rules and

practices within medicine, it has defined for the (social) body what is now (in the

social regime) anormal death.

Medicine, nursing and health practitioners, too, have needed to become ordered

and disciplined within an educational space as:

One must eliminate the effects of imprecise distributions, the uncontlolled

disappearance of individuals, their diffuse circulation, their useable and dangerous

coagulation; it was a tactic of anti-desertion, anti-vagabondage, anti-concentration.

Its aim was to establish presences and absences, to know where and how to locate

individuals, to set up useful communications, to interrupt others, to be able at each

moment to supervise the conduct of each individual ... (Foucault 1971a: 143)

Through the modality of education, doctors and nurses become an essential

element in the ordering procedure "aimed at knowing, mastering and using."
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(Foucault l9l7a:143) new scientific knowledge in organ donation. Medicine and

nursing become partitioned and observed for light practice and behaviour.

Normalising technologies ... operate by establishing a common definition of goals

and procedures, which take the folrn of manifestos and, even mot'e forceful, agleed-

upon examples of how a well-ordered domain of human activity should be

organised. (Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983: 198)

And so, science becomes ordeted.

.... In conclusion

By the formulation of knowledge through science, for better health management

of the body and the prolonging of life, there occurs as a management factor in

science a requirement that the body be epistemologically ordered. It is this

ordering of science in organ donation that governs scientific truth. The oldering

as an empirical directive controls the practices in organ donation and is a

governing factor that then modifies the rules of discourse within the formation of

organ donation statements of 'truths' that then link them in a circular relation to

systems of power, which in turn produce and sustain them. These effects of

power through order then become extended through convoluted societal

mechanisms into social regimes of truth.

New knowledge about the human body through science regarding organ

donation and transplantation, has opened up the possibility of advancing the

human good, a maxim of moral philosophy. New knowledge though has brought

with it changes in the principle of the truth predicate in moral thought regarding

the body and consequently the moral rules that surround it. This in particular is

related to the truth predicate about 'life' and the process of staying alive (the

prolonging of life through the giving or receiving of organs) and to 'death' and

the process of dying (the process of brain death-the living dead). This has

created a 'new' moral social truth regarding the body and the death of the body.
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The refining of previous principles in religious moral teaching regarding the

integrity of the body has allowed a space in discourse about the body for

scientific knowledge to constitute an acceptable new social truth about death.

Although science and philosophy have drifted apart during the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries they have never stopped interacting and the influence of

science on society is indisputable. Silver suggests that the scientists' faith is ¿¡t

existing science and that as a group, professionally, they are not influenced by

religion and philosophy. (Silver 1998: 103-104) I would suggest though that

science is not an activity carried out unprejudiced or separate to established social

or religious dogma. Philosophical and religious belief will ùtfluence and partition

scientific writing âs much as science will influence the religious predicate of truth

if it is to do with the good of humanity. The elements within which we live control

the nature of humankindand as such scientists are the product of their

environment: physical, ethical and moral. But science will build in each of its

branches a cornmonly accepted collection of concepts, theories and truths; a

particular way of looking at the world, and it is within this paradigm or "faith"

and, within these boarders that they will ultimately work. (Silver 1998: 105)

Ethics or moral philosophy regarding organ donation, in the broader sense, is

not just about right or wrong but is consciously grounded in the theory of (the)

human good. Within the scientific paradigm in the discipline of organ donation

we are also talking about the consciousness of the physical reality of the body in

a current social and physical environment, for its human good. In fact, Neitzsche

has argued that essentially our consciousness has its origins in sociality and our

relationship to the outer world. (Morris I99l: 75) Therefole science and the

general population become a product of that social regime and physical reality,

with our activities adapted and related to it.

Scientific knowledge is leaping toward the twenty-first century and the

learnings and historicity that still guide moral philosophy reflect a time when
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medicine did not possess either the knowledge or the means that it now does to

defend life in the extraordinary way it does. In fact, the extraordinary is now the

ordinary as new technology advances to the limits of the current scientific

paradigm. Scientific knowledge is aimed at the survival of humanity, and as such

must be ordered, promulgated and ratified as a truth to that end' But, for this to be

achieved, scientific knowledge must be transmitted and ratified through accredited

discourse to make it'true', to give it the authority to change both scientific and

social knowledge and practice. This is achieved by the leaders in specific fields of

science where their status in their discipline makes their discourses respected and

reported as serious speech acts. Their expert knowledge in the specific field of

organ donation knowledges charges them with saying what counts as true' These

truths are: " ... produced and transmitted under the control, dominant if not

exclusive, of a few great political and economic apparatuses (university, atmy,

writing, media). (Foucault 1980: 131-132)Inthis fashion, knowledge through the

mechanisms and processes of institutions, and the representation by authorities

from within those places, and within those fields of scientific discipline,

accommodates scientific knowledge so that it becomes visible, easily established,

and obedient to laws like those governing the order of the world. (Rabinow 1997:

1s)

It is, though, inevitable that the purveyor of scientific truth will become caught

up in the transformation processes and the 'transforming' of truths of

discourses. By the appropriation of religious, social and political apparatuses and

mechanisms of society, and in fact by the very deed of the 'truth game' that is

played within those mechanisms, there also occurs a fufther redistribution of the

episteme in organ donation discourse to power systems not directly related to the

scientific and medical paradigm, but which it must accommodate. This in turn re-

orders the scientific/medical huth, and it is here, at this point in the

transformationof organ donation discourses, that the 'agents of knowledge and
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purveyors of truth' are required to struggle with the constraints (such as the

local rules about practices, who should do or say what within institutions'

opposing discourses, misinformation etc); and at the bio-political, economic and

philosophical level (such as lack of organs, economic constt'aints, legislation and

ethical and religious dogma). The struggle here is at the general level of the organ

donation regime of truth: administering and ordering the very ensemble of rules

that have been made to separate what is true and what is false outside the scientific

paradigm of truth.

Language in science is a creation in its own right. It has a life of its own and

forms an objectivity. (Foucaút l97lb: 8) Within this form of objectivity'

language creates and finds the possibility of its own division' (Foucault 1977b:

66-61)The circular and continuous division of knowledge through the division of

language in organ donation must then be ordefed to make it possible to represent

ir (rhe knowledge) and the people (as subjects and objects of this knowledge), in a

system of (scientific) 'names'. (Foucault l9l4: 157). This systemising of

language is an essential scientific ordering process that facilitates acceptance and

order of this knowledge not only within its scientific objectivity but also within

the social regime as a social truth.

The discourse to maintain and prolong life is a fundarnental element in the

affangement of ongoing scientific naming and ordering of knowledge in organ

donation discourse, as organ donation and transplantation is essentially a process

whereby life is prolonged, paradoxically, for the donor (in death) and the recipient

(in life). This in turn orders the knowledge of people in regard to the process of

prolonging life and further fuels the need for the production of a scientific

(medical) knowledge associatecl with this as an ordering of truth within this

system.
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By this pfocess scientific knowledge 'becomes' social truth, modified,

transformed and accepted by the population within the prisru of language of that

social regime.

The acceptance by the broader population of the scientific organ donation

language structure in the social regime of truth now also now elicits, a fufther

alteration of their understanding of death. Their knowledge of death and dying is

based on the truth predicate of science rather than the past old dogma of

philosophy and religion.

This is the 'becoming' of social reality, and it is this regime of truth and its

practices that has constructed and ordered individuals as objects of scientific and

technical intervention. This becomes reinforced as a duty to scientific truth

through the socially mandated predicate of truth and the language of modern

religious doctrine. This becomes not only a modality of scientific discourses but

an essential metaphysical function in the ordering of science through

governmentality, and through this, a mandate of the population.

It is also through the process of the division of language in the systems of

organ donation that the scientific ordering of organ donation knowledge becomes

an essential element of the 'will to knowledge' to prolong life. It becomes divided

and transformed into a new truth about the 'will to live', the survival of a species.

If the population want longevity they must abide by the truth of science and

conform and become subjects of the 'benevolent' mandate of organ donation

scientific knowledge.

Scientific language becomes absorbed into modalities and it is also through the

modality of education that doctors and nurses become an essential element in the

ordering procedures: "aimed at knowing, mastering and using." (Foucault

1977a: 143) Using new scientific knowledge and language in organ donation

requires medicine and nursing to become partitioned and observed for right

practice, behaviour and language.
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Normalising technologies ... operate by establishing a common definition of goals

and procedures, which take the form of manifestos and, even more forceful, agreed-

upon examples of how a well-oldered dom¿rin of human activity should be

organised. (Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983: 198)

The mechanisms and language that order the meta-scientific narrative of organ

donation discourse orders scientific knowledge and its will to knowledge, and

therefore the will to survive of populations. This in turn becomes power by bio-

politic right and truth as part of that will. The power of the bio-politic then order

the population, and orders the practices. The process of the practices and the

language becontes the social regime and the process of this ordering ultimately

produces the social truth.

A language which repeats no othel speech, no other Promise, but postpones death

indefinitely by ceaselessly opening a space whele it is always the analogue of itself.

(Foucault I977b:67)
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Chapter 10: Life at any cost-overcoming death

Thus Enlightenment must be considered both as a process in which men pafticipate

collectively and as an act of courage to be accomplished pelsonally. (Foucault in

Rabinow 1997:306)

Moral positivism and the ethical dilemma

lntroduction

The ethical dilemrnas that arise in organ donation reflect the breaking of

traditional boundaries and the creation of new body tnrths; a blurring between

living and dying and the accepted understanding of that process. With the

redefinition of 'brain death' there has also been a paradoxical shift in the

'mindibody' relationship. (Lysaught 1993: 80)

This shift has allowed the body;categorised in (un)natural terms, to become an

object for human intervention, ownership, manipulation and transformation; a

legitimate object of scientific knowledge, ownership and control.

There is also the suggestion that all too often the rcsolution of the ethical

questions that surround organ donation merely exist in the abstract (Mathieu

lgg3). This view challenges us to consider that there are basic and legitimate

concerns and questions still about'death', and about the incredible lengths to

which we will go to avoid death and attempt to prolong life.

This chapter, examines the 'ethics of the seìf in relation to 'another', and the

'body of the self in organ donation discourse and considers the historical and

successive production of concepts and practices of humankind as an organ

donoring body that has focused attention on the prolonging of life by this

process. Within this concept there is also a point at which people acknowledge
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themselves as subjects to a discipline such as organ donation, discovering the

truth about the consumerist health-self and its possibility as an act of 'self care'.

These concepts then become incorporated into a public policy and social justice

that is catapulted into the reactive system of practices; driven by the aggressive

pursuit for medical knowledge that maintains and increases life at any cost.

Individuals in society then leave it to the public authority to determine what

actions should occur or be forbidden regarding their individual body and its life

and its death. In a form of public contract, that can also be referred to as a form of

positivism, they "obey orders in exchange for peace, order and security." (Varga

1980: 5) in life, and in death'

V/ithin this type of moral positivism, there is a general acceptance of the power

of the state to enforce the laws (regarding organ donation and the public body)

which in turn becomes not only the basis, but the origin of public morality,

regarding it. This trust in the ethics of the public authority epitomises the circular

social action inherent in power practices when applied to the 'common good'.

Within this common good there is also the discontinuous, rambling, global

system where there is little continuity or detail in ethics. Where might, in fact,

becomes right and where the economics of global strategies advances a tenet of

global conduct based on that discourse.

Members of the public, by experiencing that their individual health need is

greater than the individual power to meet that need, acknowledges the moral

necessity of social cooperation and medicalisation. They practise an agreed-to

contractual affangement, with their body as subject, which then requires a

legitimate civil authority to order it for them within the rules and practices of

recommended organ donation conduct. These rules regarding their conduct in

death, by technolo gy, afe what then establish the ethical polemic of the self'

Technology too becomes an added symptom to this ethical controversy. With

the new monitoring machinery, surgical interventions and other technologies
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associated with intensive care units, the hospital becomes the place to die but live,

by technological means; where doctors and nurses preempt and assume control

over the rituals of death. (Porter 1997: 692)

The population is wooed by the promise to overcome death'

The acceptance of this phenomenon of beating death at any cost, and the

acceptance ofthe protocols and practices that surround it, cannot occur, though, if

people do not believe that prolonging life is both a desirable and beneficial

process for the self and the common good.

'When we consider this within the bio-political perimeters that expediate the

external relationship between medicine and the public body, there is an

assumption that this relationship has already been identified prior to the

population entering into the social contract (to prolong life). Once this contract

has been established "the relationship has, paradoxically, always been 'there'

awaiting recognition." (Dyrberi 1997: 100) A presumption of acceptance' This

would suggest that this kind of agreement is a pre-formed assumption, one of

historo-social agreement dating from pre-medical Christian thought as right

conduct: an understood obedience, of public morality for their better health, and

the prolonging of life for the self and others, to progress scientific knowledge

through medicine, for the self.

The autonomous but obedient subject (the public body) exchanges its power

for protection (Foucault 1980: 88-108)

Positivism

Positivist philosophy and positivism are used to designate a world-víew, which

is conceived as being in tune with modern science.It rejects superstition, religion,

and metaphysics as pre-scientific forms of thought which wtll cede to positive

science as mankind continues its progress. (Mautner 1996: 331)
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Accordingly, scientific positivist theories of knowledge ale ultimately based on

the empirical sense-experience. Through this concept, it is posited that there

cannot be different kinds of knowledge and that all genuine inquiry is concerned

with the description and explanation of empirical facts. For this reason, there is no

difference in principle between methods of the physical and social sciences.

(Mautner 1996 331) It is also suggested that in science today 'positivism' refers

especially to the unity of the natural sciences and social sciences though this is

perhaps somewhat sublimated to empirical science as there is still an appeal to

science in matters concerning the mind. But both here, and in anti-realism, the

spirit of positivism still flourishes in both philosophical and scientific thought.

(Honderich 1995)

It is the very notion of positivism in the organ donation debate that adds a

further paradox, a dissymmetry to the discourse that surrounds it, and thus the

aspects of organ donation not only cede to modern science but are rejected, or

monitored by science, in the name of social unity and empirical scientific

progress. This includes how social positivities and ethics have ceded to science

and become established as the ethical self in organ donation discourses.

The Colonisation of Positivisms

Positivism basically tries to describe the history of human thought and this

process has evolved through certain definitive stages from the religious, the

metaphysical to the scientific. In this process, it also describes the 'norms' of

how our thinking, including that about human thought, should proceed.

Positivism is both descriptive and normative, and links early human thought with

that of the evolutionary ethics of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.

(Honderich 1995: 705)

Theological moral positivism on the one hand is also known as theological

voluntarism, "or as a divine command theory, and is the theory that God's
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arbitrary commands make certain actions right and others wrong." (Mautner

1996:331)

It is suggested by Mautner (1996) that Karl Popper's theory of sociological

moral positivism (Popper 1990) is defined as 'the theory that there is no moral

standard but the one that exists; that what is, is reasonable and good; and

therefore, that might is right.' (Mautner 1996:33I-332)

Scientific positivism is used to designate a world-view and is conceived as

being in tune with modern science (as suggested before), with pre-scientific

forms of thought ceding to positive science as scientific and world progress

ensues. In this respect, scientific positivism is more concerned with prescribing

methods of thought than ethical norms and there is an emphasis on furthering the

inevitable (see Chapter 10). The 'sciences' in this respect also form a natural

hierarchy in terms of subject matter which ranges from astronomy through

physics and the biological sciences to the human science of sociology. They have

also developed historically in this order without the earlier ones being superseded.

(Honderich 1995: 705) The emphasis, though, has fallen on the science of

humanity and it is at this point in positivist theory that the mass population has

become the object of scientific study.

The emphasis has remained on the all-embracing capability of science and in

fact positivist theories of the meta-physics and theology have in the past got short

shrift as they were not believed to be based on observation so they were ceded to

science. But there has remained a need for science to examine its presuppositions

and its proper procedures. (Honderich 1995: 706)

Certainly, in organ donation, anything considered 'non-science', that which

cannot be observed, reintroduces metaphysical elements to its discourse. As

mentioned before, the search for organs has often been complicated by religious

'beliefs', and when religious beliefs oppose or critique the practice of organ

donation/transplantation science they are considered "mythic or superstitious"
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(Lysaught 1993:82), and thereforc anti-science. Debates of the theological and

meta-physical, regarding the mutilation of the body, death of the person, and

departure of the soul (Caplan 1993; Capps 1993; Lysaught 1993; McCarthy

1993; Seifert 1993) continue to be regarded as non-scientific discourse. For this

reason they become limited in their discourse boundaries within organ donation

to acoloniseduse of the 'divine command theory' of religious discourse (which

made certain actions right and others wrong), to enhance the procurement process

of organs;the enhancement of discourses that elicited and confirmed the 'caring

theory' for the [health] needs of strangers; of giving the gift of life.

This particular architecture is also peculiar to the sociological moral positivism

discourse that views organ donation through the theory of gifting life where the

precept is that: "there is no moral standard hut the one that exists; that what is, is

reasonable and good; and therefore, that might is right." (Mautner 1996: 331-

332)

There have occurred enough identifiable analogues and sets of differences in

the combination of theoretical postivisms to suggest a configuration of an

adapted positivity in the rules that are specific to organ donation discourSe, within

this epoch.

As Foucault points out (Rabinow 1997:7) regarding domains of (combined)

knowledges that were not exactly identifiable with sciences yet were not just

mental habits either: "In point of fact, [it] comprises rules that properly belong to

it, characterising its existence, its operation, and its history. Some of these rules

are peculiar to a single domain; others are common to several; and there are rules

that may be general to a whole epoch."

The Positivist Self

The multiple domains that give representation to the body within this positivist

capacity now begin to reflect the body through a more complex kaleidoscope of
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knowledge. The knowledge of the body has transformed itself and developed

accordingly, offering to scientific theory new fields of observation, as well as

fresh problems. It has been built as a knowledge 'system' that has its own

balance and coherence. (Rabinow 1997:6)

Within this system, the ethical self as a social body, too, becomes transformed.

The self cedes and sublimates the body to accommodate it within a consumerist

as well as a medicalist formulation.

It has been suggested that as early as the 1920s consumerism of the body

developed as a result of the development of populat' cinema, mass circulation

press driven by advertising, rising wages and the images of youth and beauty

associated with the mass consumption of goods of various types. (Lyon 1994:

4e)

V/ith this formatting, the body of society will mediate between both the

biological and social processes and therefore it is not surprising that the

medicalisation of the consumerists body within this capacity will reflect what

Foucault might term as a 'vested knowledge' (in Rabinow 1997) by the social

self. This heralds the introduction and the 'problem' of the 'consumerist health

culture' into the science of prolonging life. Socio-medical researchers have

already discovered 'body problems' with this concept as part of a medical-

cultural health transition to consumerist health. For example, the media reported

that in the field of cosmetic surgical manipulation of the body for normal aging

processes there were concerns raised about "alarming trends" and that the

"normal" (such as wrinkles in the aged) is being described in medical literature

as "deformity" and that "the line between health and beauty has already been

blurred." (1999 Anon.)

It is also through this developmental health market approach and consumerist

health culture that the body, through new technology, has become directly related

to the ability of knowledge in science; to rejuvenate it, beautify it and prolong ig
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and for science to act as a vehicl¿ for its longevity and pleasure and beauty'

Through this process, it has also opened the space to allow the 'ethical self' to

rcview itself as a 'normal' or 'abnormal' body, followed by a subjection and

utility of itself as the object of a 'problematisation' of the body within this health

culture. This in turn allows for its manipulation and a transfotmation of such

utility. Through these practices and processes of problernatisation, the (body)

embarks on the games of truth with itself and in so doing continues to expand on

the spiralling process that expediates the expression and understanding of the self

as a problem body.

But, as an organ-donating and organ-receiving body, how did humanity come

to constitute and recognise themselves and care for the problematic-self in this

capacity?

Care of the problematic self

The self is a reflexive pronoun and conveys the notion of identity. To take care of

oneself therefore consists of knowing oneself. Knowing oneself becomes the

object of the quest of concern for self. Being occupied with oneself and political

activities are linked. Foucault suggested that this formatting is the "Delphic

principle". (in Rabinow I997:23I) ,

Within this principle the care of the 'self is not with the obsession of

possession, but is a principle not of the body but of the soul and the soul cannot

know itself except by looking at itself in a similar element, a mirror. (Foucault in

Rabinow 1997:231) Theoretically, the cultivation of the self is soul-orientated but

in more recent times a medical model has become substituted for Plato's

pedagogical model. Permanent medical care is one of the central features of the

care of the self. One must become doctor to oneself. (Rabinow 1997;234) This is

where the concerns of the body begin to take on considerable importance, and I

will return to this further on in this chapter.
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Since (self) 'care' must be taken care of throughout life the objective (within

Christian morality) is no longer to be prepared and cared for in adult life, or for

another life, it is to be plepared for a certain complete achievement of this life.

This object will becom¿ achieved .iust prior to death, hence the continuous need

for care of the ethical self. The problem of the self then becomes not what the

human self has done but what he should have done. Through examination of

conscience, this culture of caring for the self places (the subject) in a position

whereby he does not forget himself, his nature or his origins, but reminds himself

of the fotgotten rules of conduct; whalhe ought to have done. (Rabinow 1997)

It is through this 'rules of conduct' theme that the problematisation of the

ethical self in organ donation begins to emerge in perhaps what Foucault might

suggest of as: "an ideal of conduct." theme. (Foucault 1985: 17) This conduct

requires that the ethical self gift the (dead) self with love for the lifu of others. This

is a conduct highly valued as a manifestation of virtue, love of a neighbour, and

the altruistic offeling and benevolence of 'the self' to anolher in need. Though

not required by law, it is nevertheless a desired belief and custom of Christian

ethics which constitutes through self-examination, the conduct and rules for the

continuous care of the ethical self.

This theme emerged supported by principles and precepts borrowed directly

from Christian scriptural philosophy and a conduct which can be refemed to as

the Samaritan Principle (as suggested in Chapter 5).

The thematics of the relationship between the 'gifting' of organs and the

Christian ethical self appeared in media discourse in the early 1990s first through

the social discourses of relatives in receipt of organs where the act (of giving

organs) that saved a loved one was described by them as "truly a gift of life" and

the 'ultimate in gifting". (1994 Anon.; Papps 1994) These statements reflected

their belief that a Sift of organs was a Srlt of IiJè to another in need; an ultimate
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gift. When reporled in the media this leinforces the 'tnirror principle' of good

and kind conduct.

This theme became constituted by the organ donation regime as the code for

right behaviour regarding the donation of organs. Right behaviour (giving organs

after death) increased supply. Wrong behaviour (not offering organs after death)

decreased supply. It was at this point that the problem of the reluctant body

began to occur because it (the population body) did not meet demand-and-supply

requirements. It therefore became essential that the bio-political process act to

achieve better organ numbers (on behalf of the population) and it was at this point

that the theme began to be used within the practices of the organ donation regime.

An example of this is in an Editolial in The Advertiser (1994) headed: "Giving

the gift of life" that suggested change was needed to the organ donor process and

that an 'opting out' process would "make life giving rewarding". This process

was initially conceived as a concept within bio-political strategy to increase supply

and became reported in the media as a 'gift of life' strategy, for endorsement by

the population. A statement in the media by a health minister to this effect stated:

"There is no greater gift than that of giving someone else the chance"to live."

(Papps and Innes 1994) The tetm 'gift' (of life) also began to be used in the

discourses that reported the practices of health professionals working in related

retrieval agencies. These discourses reported that 'organ brokers' dealt in the

"gift of life". (Hailstone 1994)

'Gifting life' was to become the spiritualised notion of 'donoring organs'.

The source of organs (the body) as a gift, became a cotxcern because demand

continued to never meet need. When the body was afticulated in this manner, the

body emerged in the discourse as the (gifting) 'problem' of the body (Turner

1992: 19) and this too became reflected in the discursive practice that surrounded

it. In organ donation discourse, the public body had become a reluctant body, and

emerged as a 'health problem'. This occurred through the very mechanisms that
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maintained it. It then became considered aS: "not only as a problem but as an

object of surveillance, analysis, intervention, modification etc." (Foucault 1980:

t7r)

The ethical polemic and the codes of behaviour

Like Foucault the philosopher Hegel suggested the development of ethical

substantial 'ordering' was how things attained their 'right' and 'validity' but he

also suggested that it was through this process that the individual 'self will'

became recognised and accepted as a 'universal will'. (Knox 1967: 109) It is

also at this point of universalising 'will' as a notion of utility that the body

became an "object of concern, an element for reflection, and a material for

stylisation." (Foucault 1985: 23-24)

These processes when applied to a population who wele reluctant to

universalise their will, or resist or question the rules in the organ donation regime,

became problematic to the operative practice of the rules. They did not behave

according to the (normal) moral conduct rules; the moral and behavioural rules

established within the organ donation regime.

For example, bio-politic behavioural modification of self-behaviour can be seen

with the introduction of 'opting in' on a driver's licence application and renewal.

This became a method to encourage the reluctant body to self-commit their

ofgans. This required "... self-reflection, self-knowledge, self-examination ..."

(Foucault 1985: 29) by the person applying for a licence. It also became a

decipherment of that individual's belief and understanding regarding organ

donation, followed by an action on that belief and understanding. An example of

this reflective practice appeared in the media as journalistic comment, but is

nonetheless representative of the reflective process of those in the population

confronted with a similar requirement:
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When I renewed rny drivers licence recently, I was confi'onted with the choice. Give

or don't give. Big decision but i decided once you were history you were history.

There was no need fol'someone else to be histoly. So give. At once I felt more

important, more useful, than anything else I had put on paper. Others will disagree

on many counts, yet the will is still there after the pain is gone. (Campbell 1994)

As Foucault (1985: 29) put it: "A decipherment of the self by oneself."

This 'practice of the self' has become part of the normal routine, part of

everyday bio-political practices. By the act of renewing a licence, a legislative

requirement, with the 'option to donate' as part of that practice, the public

confront their ethical self.

Modes of subjectification

Subjectification occurs through the practices that have problematised the body

in the first place. A further convolution appears to the 'care of the self'

when we consider that the body exists not only as the body we see, but as one that

is seen by others. Blau suggests that humans werc motivated not to earn the

gratitude of those they gave to, but by how they appeared to others, and to earn

the approval of their peers who participated in similar philanthropic campaigns.

(Blau 1964:91-92) This notion perhaps sounds a little misanthropic in this

context, but, it is still a very valid process for the practice of bio-political

motivations.

P røctic e of motiv atio n s

Motivation to donate organs comes in many forms. Foucault suggests that

"attending to oneself is not just a momentary preparation for living; it is " a

form of living." (in Rabinow 1997 96) On that premise the act of donating is

motivated by the need to attend to the care of the ethical self. But reward,

recognition and approval and recognition of the 'act' (of commitment) by others

(as is suggested by the journalistic comment above) are influential not only
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because of the 'mirror' effect, but as immediate behavioural motivators that

facilitate this practice.

In organ donation, altruistic public conduct is rewarded publicly, (as mentioned

previously) when individuals 'act' (by donating organs). Assisting in this process

is considered a "public service" (Chief Executive Officer 1994). This process

then inscribes a donor as a good citizen for their conduct and they become a

'gift' giver for giving the 'gift of life' (crouch 1995a) or a 'gift of love.' (1995

Editorial; Crouch 1995b) But in this instance it is through the act of commitment

(to donate organs), as an act of self-belief, that it makes the act one of affirmation

and therefore an object of affirmation, and hence authenticates it eitherþr oneself

or with regard to others, (Rabinow 1997:82)

This process reflects apploved of, behavioural change (of the self) towards

others as, 'the act of commitment' by the population, the universal will that

constitutes them as ethical subjects, like others, of a population. All this is

achieved within the moral code of organ donation behaviour that is socially

constituted as 'good' and 'right'. They become a good citizen (the ethical self)

approved and rewarded by their peers if they commit to this 'act'. It is within this

'code of moral behaviour' thatbecomes established by systems (Foucault 1985:

29) in the organ donating discipline, that motivating practices bring about what

Foucault (1985: 7) terms, 'games of truth' that continue to become played out by

the ethical self.

A discontinuity in this notion, though, is seen in the process that engages the

population in the organ donation process by the promotion of official 'contracts'.

The recognition of this status as marked on a driving licence or in some cases a

specific ofgan donation registration card is seen as a formal decision by

individuals to enter into a contract that entails contractual obligations. Contractual

obligations, though, are usually only seen in the process of economic exchange,

which may be enforced by legal sanctions. (Blat 1964:97)
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Within this context, the extrinsic benefits of altruism within the notion of the

'gift of life' become extricably enmeshed in the economic advantage to the health

economy, that is manifest in this process, becoming detached from the notion of

gifting life.

How to behøve

It is through the motivating act of commitment code of practice of the self that a

further more specific domain of coding is made up, in the form of texts for the

offering ofrules, opinions and advice onhow to behave as one should behave. An

example is the rule of 'altruism' that has been constituted and perpetuated to the

public in the media through various notions that reflect need, such as; "need of

others" (Hailstone 1994; Hailstone 1995; Hill 1995), or the death or' "painful

waiting" of a recipient (Painter 1994).The example of the act of giving by others

(Pirrie 1995) followed by the direct appeal, "Organ Donation: it begins with

you!" (Rushton 1991) have all informed the public of the code of conduct

expected of them to meet the need of others.

How tofeel

Within this code fits the code of self-practice, where there is an even more finite

code that tells people how they should feel about this act of supplying organs,

such as: "people are happy [my emphasis] that it really is voluntaty, an altruistic

gift." (Larriera1994) This kind of text not only promotes a mass moral code

regarding the rule of behaviour for the giving of organs because of need, but

urges individuals to constitute themselves as being and feeling 'happy' subjects

to supply the means to perpetuate the organ donating regime of replacement

practice. In this instance, it is not only the spiritual morality of the code that is

referred to here, but the real behaviour of individuals in relation to the rules and

values recommended to them. It designatedtbe mann¿r in which they will comply

with the standard of (organ donation) conduct. (Foucault 1985: 25)
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The practice of the giving self

By this process, tbe practic¿ of the 'giving self' becomes the object and the

subject in a service to the organ donation regime and culture and practice. This

code of practice promulgated by such media texts requires the individual body

and the public body to ethically constitute their body to the service of others and

feel good about it. Foucault considered these kinds of practical texls the

'objects' ofapractice, designed to be read, learned, reflected on, and tested out, aS

they were intended to constitute the eventual framework of everyday conduct..

The everyday conduct of the ethical self. They are the functional devices whereby

individuals can question their own conduCt, "... to watch over and give shape to

it, and to shape themselves as ethical subjects; in short, their [the texts] function

was "etho-poetic ..." (Foucault 1985: 12-13) In other words the'ethical self'

establishes his relation to the rule and, "recognises himself as obliged to put it

into practice." (Foucault 1985 : 27)

Means and possibility

The physical concerns of the body in the care of the self (as referred to earlier)

are also dependent on social conditions and plactices and tend to multiply and

subdivide as needs of the body. These concerns will also rnultiply and subdivide

the means to acquire them as well, indefinitely. These same practices and

processes however, will also increase dependence and want ad infinitum. (Knox

1967: 129) For example, the ratio of organs needed has never met the need for

replacement, as knowledge and advanced diagnosis and successful programs have

increased the possibility for replacement and advanced health care. An example

statement regarding this aspect of the discourse is in a paper by the Australian

and New 7-ealand Intensive Care Society and is as follows; "The increasing

success of transplantation programs and the present low donor rate in Australia
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together have combined to produce a considerable shortfall in the availability of

organs," (Pearson 1995: 104)

Availability is the 'means' in organ donation or the raw material for

production, and is directly supplied by nature in the folm of the living human

body of the population. This is then specifically adapted and ordered to the

numerous ends and requirements of the body through different scientific

practices and processes. It is this formative change process, and adaptation of

'means'thatconfersvaluetomeans, that gives itits utility and that ties it to the

various: "... axis of experience and to a cluster of concrete relationships: relations

to the body, with the question of health, and behind it the whole game of life and

death." (Foucault 1985: 23)

At this point in organ donation, medical/scientific knowledge has outpaced the

means of its own possibility. The ethical self now transgresses not only the need

for care of the ethical self or its metaphysical body, but for its dead body; that

brimming receptacle that holds life in death; the power of the self to overcome

death as self care.

Death and self

There is more to the notion of 'self in death than that of a biological olganism

and this is why there are still many ethical questions surrounding organ donation

and the notion of death that merely exist in the abstract. The defining of the

moment of death has been widely debated but, according to Veatch (1972), it is

not a simple exercise that just gives a name to or a new meaning to the term. It

should be an attempt to reach an understanding of the philosophical nature of the

human being and what is significant and lost to the self at the time of death. The

human body is not just abiological organism but a 'person', and it is believed

that it is this 'personhood' that is lost at death. It is this personhood that is

extricably tied to the ethical self.
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Farrel and Levin (1993: 1955) suggest that if human beings were just

biological entities death of the neocortex would be defined as their death.

Alternatively, if the body was not a 'person', the brain would be irrelevant and the

person in a persistent vegetative state would be a living normal person. They go

on to cite Shrader (Farrel & Levin 1993: 1956), who suggested the possibility of

dying more than one death, and argued that because we as human beings are

composite entities of the biological as well as the personhood state, we are subject

to more than one death: a biological death and the death of the person, and it is the

latter which is a different sort of death. Indeed, in theological philosophy, it has

been argued that, "in view of the considerable measure of integrated wholeness of

the body and of life in brain dead humans, and in considering the difficulty of

determining the mind incarnating tissue in the body, it can thus be argued that

brain dead persons are in fact alive." (Seifert 1993: 186) What a paradox it now

becomes! Nevertheless, with mechanical ventilation of the body, there has been an

intercuptiorz of death of the body and the person as it has previously been

inscribed. It is this, and the fact that most deaths are institutionalised, that

continues to cause public concern and sometimes fear (Charlesworth 1989: 64)

that physicians, strategic to institutional care, have become the arbitrators of life

and death and have the powel to decide if we live or die.

It is the persisting debate that surrounds this view that continues to challenge

us to consider that thele are basic and legitimate concerns and questions still

about 'death', and about the incredible lengths to which we, and others, will go to

avoid death in an attempt to prolong life of the biological entity.

Because dying has also become an institutionalised process, with most people

now dying in hospitals rather than at home, there may also be reflected in this

process the belief thatwe believe modern hospitals have the ability to provide the

high technological medicine that will sustain 'our' life, the life of the consumerist

health self, by using all their sophisticated resuscitative equipment and life-
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sustaining machinery. Because of this, in a sense, the high technology hospital

presents its own ethical problems. When does ordinary treatment become

extraordinary treatment? In a hospital with that kind of equipment, some argue

that the physician is morally obliged to use such equipment to give extraordinary

tfeatment. (Charlesworth 1989: 65) With this reasoning, therc is the assumption

that there is a tendency to sustain biological life simply because the technology is

available.

With the technological solution, though, the hospital has become the place to

die but live, by technological means. It is also because of this configuration in the

archaeology of organ donation practices that doctors and nurses in the organ

donation regime of practice are placed in the strategic position to preempt and

assume control over the rituals of death.

Prolonging death by technology to give life, for others, is believed to be a moral

question, not a medical one as Charlesworth has pointed out (Charlesworth 1989:

69). But if it does occur, medical advice will obviously be rclevant to making that

decision.

Prolonging life for the care of others also offers a certain 'spiritual' morality to

the practice of retrieval and the prolonging of life by technology; caring for the

biologically dead body is caring for the biological body of another.

The metaphysical practice of caring for these biological entities also becomes a

complicated moral obligation and I would liken this moral obligation and

philosophy associated with these practices to that of the Samaritan principle that

has become applied to the ethics of self within the broader social ethics of the

population. It 'becomes' concerned with the Christian ethic of caring: with the

search for a truth regarding the practice of caring and the ethical self; regarding

death, the self, and the relation of one to the other. This makes the ethical and

philosophical perspective that one adopts within practices most important;
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certainly for physicians and nurses involved in the intimate day-to-day otgan

donation care practices.

Peaceful death becomes superseded by scientific knowledge and the practices

that accompany it. A metaphysical science promises to overcome death and

supply the means to provide life. This precipitates a race for the possible health

solution that becomes a paradox of longevity through death.

This now raises the question of the molality of the continuing care of the

ethical self through this process; through death and the death of others and

through associated knowledge and practices.

The progressive consideration of the self, or mastery over oneself, through the

acquisition and assimilation of truth, is what Foucault terms askesis and it has as

its final aim not the preparation of another reality but access to the reality of this

world. The Greek word for this is paraskeuaTo (to get prepared). (Rabinow

1997:238-239)It works through the process of a set of practices that one can

acquire through assimilation, to transform truth into a pelmanent principle of

action. It is through this process that alethia (the transfotmation process)

becomes ethos or ethics. The principal features of akesis require exercises that

places the self in a situation in which verification is made of one's ability to

confront events and use the discourses with which one is armed. Is the 'truth' in

organ donation assimilated enough to become ethics? Will behaviour be as it

should when the event (of donating or receiving organs) presents itself?

(Rabinow 1997:139)

This theme of the 'assimilation of truth' through 'testing and preparation' (of

the self) is very important, not just in the public domain but for the practice of

nursing, as nursing and nurses become swept into the scientific race for the health

solution on the medical ethic. If they are to consider such a hazardous voyage, via

the death of others, as a truth of science, they must also assimilate death, as a

truth,withintheethicof care that is essential to ethical practice in nursing. It will
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be very difficult to maintain equilibrium when the tide becomes all-powerful and

persuasive if assimilation of truth and their preparation within their own ethic has

not occurred.

How to die

It is the possibility of a new death however that further obscures the

understanding of how death occurs, even what the dead body looks like after

death - even how to die. For next of kin, and health professionals involved in the

care of the'whole human being', this has developed an'ambiguous body'; the

beating heart (donor) appearing warrn and alive while being (dead) with practices

and discourse inscribing the dead body as a useful, but ambiguous body,

The layman has been significantly affected by the redefinition of death. The

concept of brain death is still not part of the ordinary notion of death, but has

been made within the rules of accepted medical standards. (Youngner and Amold

1993:2772) This has then had to become an accepted norm of society as the new

medical culture and knowledge is what informs society of how to die a technical

death.

It is suggested that death was a natural phenomenon up to the eighteenth

century, but became a pathological event in the nineteenth and twentieth century.

(Armstrong 1997:22) Theemergence of the body from this pathological state in

death to one of the 'brain dead individual' as a technical container of potential

'life' for use within scientific/medical knowledge, emphasises the fact that the

state of the clinical gaze has expanded to form an integral part of our individual

experience of death and now therefore our identity with how to die.

For medicine and nursing, brain death criteria pragmatically motivates moral

rules and practices regarding death. Through the practices that accompany the

brain death criteria, though, the ethical self cannot achieve its final objective of self

care; the preparation for death. Preparation for death is achieved within the
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notion of the "happy proximity to death", and can only be achieved at the

momentjøst prior to death. (Rabinow 1991:235)

Foucault also suggests that the fear of death, of finitude, of being hurl, is at the

heart of the care of the self. This is certainly valid in organ donation fears

regarding death. For example, there is the experience by a women of being

diagnosed as 'brain dead' and then recovering in the Alfred Hospital two weeks

later after further brain surgery. It was suggested that other families have had

similar experiences but have remained quiet about it. (Miller 1989) The silence

that surrounds such events feeds fear and increases resistance to organ donation

procurement practices. Fear also motivates concern regarding the aggressive

approaches by some doctors to organ procurement. The public feels anxious at

the thought of false diagnosis: "not only because of its feat of premature burial,

but the fear of premature withdrawal of life giving therapy or palliation." (Farrell

and Levin 1993:1954)

In fact, it is stated that: "No study can be designed to prove any testing method

that can prevent the possibility of making a false positive diagnosis of death."

(Farrell and Levin 1993: 1955)

There is also the paradox of not only being wrongly declared dead but being

wrongly declared alive. An example is the patient in a coma, without a functioning

heart, lungs, kidneys, or gastrointestinal tract, a donor liver, a reversed coagulation

system, a blocked immune system, and a paralysed musculoskeletal system, who

is still "alive". (Farrell and Levin 1993: 1955) No wonder we are all confused

and just a little frightened! There exists on the one hand wrongful life, and on the

other, rightful death-

Foucault ,when asked about death and the self, suggested that if one was not

afraid of death one could not abuse one's power over others regarding their

death. "At the same time, it can be, if not a care for others, at least a cate of the

self which will be beneficial to others." (in Rabinow 1997: 289)
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There are still many unanswered questions regarding death, and technical death

from this perspective offers a body of utility for technology, that has prescribed

(its) technical death, while maintaining technical life, to provide organs for others.

And, the body has now become a vehicle for the life of others, that gradually

becomes a collection of silent spaces within; creating the discourse of its own

death.

... In conclusion

People acknowledge themselves as subjects to a discipline such as organ

donation by discovering the truth about themselves as an ethical (consumerist)

health-self. This is achieved through the process of caring fot the self. As part of

that process, there is a point at which individuals in society leave it to the public

authority to determine what actions should occur or be forbidden regarding their

individual body and its life and its death. This is a form of public contract that I

have referred to as a form of public positivism, where by obeying orders as a

populace they achieve peace, order and security (Varga 1980: 5), in life, and in

death. This social process accepts the need for the power of the state to enforce

laws (regarding organ donation and the public body) which in turn becomes not

only the basis, but the origin, of the public morality that it serves.

As the institutions become involved as part of this bio-political process, the

technology they support through scientific knowledge alters the process and

practices so that the hospital then becomes the place to die but live, by

technological means. Doctors and nurses preempt and assume control over the

rituals of death. (Porter 1991: 692) The ministration of a peaceful death is

intercepted by the promise to overcome death.

Managing death assists scientific knowledges such as medicine to overcome

death. With new knowledge comes new protocols and practices to accompany it.
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Ultimately, though, the one aim becomes prolonging life at any cost. (Polter

1991: 699)

Scientific positivist philosophy designates a world-view which is conceived as

being in tune with modern science. By rejecting what it believes to be pre-

scientific forms of thought such as superstition, religion and metaphysics it cedes

other knowledge to itself in the name of true science. (Mautner 1996: 331) This

in turn forms a natural hierarchy in terms of subject matter with the emphasis in

this process always falling on the science of humanity. Through this theoretical

construct, the population continuously emerges as objects of scientific study for

their own good. It is for this reason that in the discourses within the above

categories their discourses are often referred to as myths per se, and termed anti-

science. This is why their discourses are usually limited within the boundaries of

organ donation discourse to colonisations or adaptations such as the use of the

'divine command theory' of religious discourse (which has made certain actions

right and others wrong), to enhance the procurement process for acquiling

organs. By this process there has been an enhancement of discourses that has

elicited and confirmed the caring tlrcoryt for the (health) needs of strangers within

organ donation discourse; of giving the gift of life to assist a stranger to live.

This then becomes combined with the architecture of the sociological moral

positivist discourse, which views organ donation through the theory of gifting life

where the precept is that: 'there is no moral standard but the one that exists; that

what is, is reasonable and good; and therefore, that might is right.' (in Mautner

1996) there occurs a consummation of combined positivities acceptable to social

moral values. This achieves change in the principle of moral social discourse

regarding organ donation and within the perimeters of social moral constructs.

What now also appears is a configuration of rules and practices regarding these

theoretical positivities that are specific to organ donation discourse within a social

epoch. Further, these rules, as scientific discourse, have become absorbed into
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less common domains, such as religion, bio-political and business adjuncts, and

affiliated health sectors, such as nursing. Through this process, science/medicine

in the discipline of organ donation has built a knowledge 'system' that has its

own balance and coherence within society (Rabinow 1997: 6), that is, within the

social as well as the scientific (world).

Within this system, the ethical self within the social body becomes transformed

as it cedes and sublimates its body to accommodate the body of science within a

consumerist as well as a medicalist formulation. Within this formulation, the body

may then become problematised in a variety of forms as part of a consumerist

health culture that requires science to prolong (its) life. It also opens the space to

allow the 'ethical self' to view itself as a 'nol'mal' or 'abnormal' body, such as

the reluctant body that has 'become' the problem of procurement. New

technology and knowledge now directly relates the body to the ability of

knowledge in science and medicine; to rejuvenate it, beautify it and prolong it and

for science to act as a vehicle for its longevity and pleasure and beauty. This in

turn allows for its manipulation and a transformation into a utility for use within

science knowledge

Through these practices and processes of problematisation, the social (body)

embarks on its own games of truth with itself and in so doing continues to

expand on a spiralling process that expedites the expression of its own

understanding of the self as a problem body. This is achieved through the

examination of (its) conscience. This process within the organ donation culture of

caring places (the subject) in a position whereby he does not forget himself, his

nature or his origins, but must remind himself of the forgotten rules of conduct;

what he ought to have done. (Rabinow 1997) Through the 'rules of conduct'

theme, the ethical self begins to emerge as seeking an ideal of conduct. In organ

donation this conduct requires that the ethical self gift the (dead) self with love for

the tife of others. Though not required by law, this conduct is nevertheless highly
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valued as a manifestation of virtue, love of a neighbour, and the altruistic offering

and benevolence of 'the self' to another in need; a belief and custom of Christian

ethics which constitutes, through self-examination, the conduct and rules for the

continuous care of the ethical self. It is also a theme supported by the principles

and precepts borrowed directly from Christian scriptural philosophy and

discourse regarding conduct that I have already tetmed the 'Samaritan principle'

[see Chapter 5]. In organ donation discourse this theme has become constituted

as the codefor right behaviour rcgarding the donation of organs. Right behaviour

(giving ofgans after death) increases supply. Wrong behaviour (not offering

organs after death) decreases supply. When the body is articulated in this manner

it emerges in the discourse as the (gifting) 'problem' and it is at this point that it

'becomes' the problem of the reluctant body. The population (body) does not

meet demand and supply requirements and it has become essential that the bio-

political process act to achieve better ofgan numbers [on behalf of the

populationl. In organ donation discourse the public body as a reluctant body, has

emerged as a 'health problem' and the theme of gifting as a code of right

behaviour became used at this point of problematisation, within bio-politics and

the practices of the organ donation regime, to overcome this problem.

Processes were applied to encourage the reluctant population to universalise

their will to the code. Resistance or questioning of the rules in the organ donation

regime was seen as problematic to the opelative practice of the rules. This

behaviour was not according to the (normal) moral conduct, the behavioural rules

established within the organ donation regime. Behavioural modification of self-

behaviour can be seen with the introduction of 'opting in' on a driver's licence

application and renewal. This became a method to encourage the reluctant body to

self-commit their organs as it required a process of self-reflection, self-

knowledge, self-examination (Foucault 1985: 29) essential to the giving ethical

setf.By this process, the practice of the ethical self became apaftof everyday bio-
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political practices, normal routine; by the act of renewing a licence, a legislative

requirement, with the 'option to donate' as paft of that practice, the public had to

confront their ethical self.

The act of donating is also motivated and a part of the need to attend to the

care of the ethical self, but it is also a process rewarded through recognition and

approval by peers. Recognition of the 'act' (of cornmitment) by others is

influential not only because of the 'mirror' effect it recognises in others as a

moral ethic, but also as an immediate behavioural motivator to facilitate

procurement. In the organ donation regime, the altruistic gifting of organs as

public conduct is rewarded publicly. It is through this, the act of commitment (to

donate organs), as an act of self-belief ,that it finally makes the act one of

affirmation and therefore an object of affirmation, and hence authenticates it either

þr oneself or with regard to others. (Rabinow 1991: 82) It then becomes an

approved ethical act of universal will that constitutes ethical subjects within a

social regime. All this is achieved within the moral code of organ donation

behaviour that is socially constituted as 'goocl' and 'right'.

'Gifting life' through this process also becomes a good and right spiritualised

notion for'donoring organs'.In this instance it is not only the spiritual morality

of the code that is referred to here, but also the finite real behaviour of individuals

in relation to the rules and values recommended to them as a Christian act. The

manner in which they comply is equally important as the giver must feel 'happy'

and 'good' about donating if they are to meet the correct standard of altruistic

(organ donation) conduct. This code of practice as promulgated by the 'practical'

texts, requires the individual body and the public body to ethically constitute their

body to the service of others, and feel good about it. In other words, the 'ethical

self' establishes a relation to the rule and; "recognises himself as obliged to put it

into practice." (Foucault 1985 : 27)
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Means, the ratio of organs needed to meet demand, have never met the need for

replacement, as knowledge and advanced diagnosis and successful programs have

increased the possibility for replacement and advanced health care. The adaptation

of 'means' as value gives the body its utility. As organ donation

medical/scientific knowledge outpaces means, the very form to its possibility, the

ethical self becomes necessary to transmogrify not only the cate of others and

(its)self, but the new living-dead; that brimming, waiting receptacle filled to

capacity with life. Means becomes the power of the selJ'to overcome the death of

the self through self care.

As (human beings) we are composite entities of the biological as well as the

personhood state, and we are therefore believed subject to more than one death: a

biological death and the death of the person, and it is the lattel which is a different

sort of death; a complicating factor to the meta-physical status of dying. (Farrell

and Levin 1993) Through technology and the new brain-death criteda as a status

of death, there occurs an interruption to death of the body and the person as it has

previously been inscribed. It is this, and the fact that most deaths are

institutionalised, that continues to cause concern and sometimes fear to

populations (Charlesworth 1989: 64) that physicians, stlategic to institutional

care, have become the arbitrators of life and death and have the power to decide if

we live or die. We, as a social culture, believe modern hospitals and the people

entrusted with oul care have the ability to provide the high technological medicine

that will sustain, beautify and prolong 'our' life, the life of the consumerist health

self, by using all their sophisticated resuscitative equipment and life-sustaining

machinery. Because of this, the high technology hospital is presented with its own

ethical problems. When does ordinary treatment become extraordinary treatment?

In a hospital with that kind of equipment some would argue that the physician is

morally obliged to use such equipment to give exttaordinary treatment.
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(Charlesworth 1989: 65) With this reasoning, there is the assumption that there is

a tendency to sustain biological life simply because the technology is available.

The technological solution to prolonging life, though, it has raised the ethical

dilemma that the hospital /z¿s become the place to die but hve, by technological

means. It is also because of this configuration in the alchaeology of organ

donation practices that doctors and nurses in the organ donation regime of

practices are placed in a strategic position to preempt and assume control over

these rituals of death. Prolonging life for the care of others also offers the

caretaker of the body a certain 'spiritual' morality to the practice of procurement.

The prolonging of life by technology as a caring practice for the biologically dead

body is caring for the 'life' per s¿ of another. The metaphysical practice of

caring for these biological entities then becomes a complicated moral obligation

can be likened to the practice of this obligation of service, and the philosophy

associated with the practices, to that of the Samaritan principle that has become

applied by society to themselves and others as good conduct of the ethical self. It

'becomes' concerned with the Christian ethic of caring: a search for a truth

regarding the practice of caring and the ethical self; r'egarding death, the'self, and

the relation of one to the other. This makes the ethical and philosophical

perspective that one adopts within practices a most important aspect of that

caring. The peaceful death (of another) becomes superseded by scientific

knowledge and the practices that accompany it.

The progressive consideration of the self, or mastery over oneself, through the

acquisition and assimilation of truth regarding organ donation, transforms that

truth into a perrnanent principle of action. Therefore the predicate of truth for the

'assimilation of truth' through 'testing and preparation' (of the self) becomes

very important. Certainly, this predicate assumption is worth considering for the

practice of nursing, as nursing and nurses become swept into the scientific race

for the health solution on the rnedical ethic. If they are to consider such a
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hazardous Voyage, via the death of others, as a truth of science, they must also

assimilate death, as a truth, within their own ethic of care and practices as an

essential process in their nursing care of another. It will be very difficult for

nurses to maintain equilibrium when the tide becomes all-powerful and persuasive

if assimilation of truth and their preparation within their own nursing ethic has

not occurred.

The final objective of self care, the preparation for death. is achieved within the

notion of the "huppy proximity to death", and can only be achieved at the

moment just prior to death. (Rabinow l99l: 235) Certainly, nurses are the

people most likely to be in close proximity to the dying in institutions and

hospitals and are well aware that for the dying person, r'eaching that 'happy'

proximity to death through the human self is a process subject to fears and

uncertainties. Foucault suggests the fear of death, of finitude, of being hurt, is at

the heart of the care of the self, This point of uncertainty regarding death and

dying has appeared in discourses in social texts surrounding organ donation as a

valid fear construct that questions ethics and the unknown in regard to the death

of self or the death of a close other. There is also the paradox that occurs of not

only being wrongly declared dead but being wrongly declared alive. On the one

hand you have the fear of wrongful life, and on the other, of rightful death..

Preparation for death under these circumstances alters the notion of dying and

preparing for it. When in fact does that 'huppy proximity' occur in technical

death?

The concept of brain death, which ultimately translates into technical death, is

still not part of the ordinary notion of death. But, being made within the rules of

accepted medical standards (Youngner and Arnold 1993: 2112) it meets the

requirements of the organ donation regime of knowledge for procurement

purposes. Acceptance of this form of death as a norm by society through new

scientific knowledge and the medical culture of procurement has altered society's
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knowledge regarding death and knowing how and when to die. It now informs

society on not only how to diebtthow to die atechnical death.

What emerges is a collective stream of social consciousness, fashioned from a

mosaic of positivities within individual lives: freeing the ethical self so that the self

can live and die a technological death.
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Chapter 11: A RiskY Business

Aude sapere: Dat'e to know

The Balance of Risk and Benefit

lntroduction

Scientific knowledge has already changed the course of not only medicine, but

often whole areas of human thought and perspectives about the body. This

chapter considers the development of science as an effect on the body and on

populations, within the notion of risk and benefit.

Within this perspective the mercantile interest in the use of the body and the

expanding commercial interests in the world of biotechnology that have not only

infiltrated the language of health care but have reinforced the economic trend and

commercialism of the body and its 'parts', through subjective ethics and the bio-

political processes are also explained.

Further, by introducing the notion of risk and economics, as an essential

growth element of technological health, we, aS a caring but consumer society,

must ultimately acknowledge that we are responsible for this risky form of

scientific consumerist'health growth'. As ethical subjects within such a society

we are then faced with the production of a culture whose faith in medical science

is such that it subjugates itself, for the benefit of self, to the creation and

circulation of power mechanisms within society that then challenge the meaning

of our very existence and moral culture as it is currently known.
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When power = resistance

As Porter sees it, it is the scientific spirit in our current world ethos that has

encouraged and challenged medicine to seek out the widel laws regarding health

and sickness. Sometimes the benefit outweighs the risk, and at other times the

outcomes are at best questionable. But it is the process of pondering these

variables that has driven physicians to become more than bedside healers: "they

had to become anatomists and doctors of society itself." (Porter' 1991: 302)

In organ donation, this process of balancing risk and benefit has evolved into

the development of power mechanisms and bio-political processes regarding the

donation of organs that society has sometimes been reluctant to confotm with or

to as an ethical act of self determination. The result of this is that the 'doctoring

(of) society' in the organ donation regime has met with some resistance to

'official' organ donoring processes. The most common forms of this kind of

resistance have appeared as silence and/or reluctance to donate or commit

'future' organs. This kind of reluctance of the docile social body, though, appears

as Lupton suggests, as a resistance to docility, and as part of society's sef

formation. (Lupton 1991: 104). Even those who donate (such as families) or

those that 'go along' with requests to commit, may not be passively accepting the

morality or overall benefit of the regime, but may simply be engaging in practices

of the self they consider are vital to their own well-being. (Lupton 1997: 105)

The power that evolves through this kind of rcsistance, though, is not static. In

fact this kind of porwer is elusive and circular and evolves from within the very

roots that it resists.

Circles within circles and elusive ethics

This elusive circularity of power is also evident in the field of medicine. Though

there are some well known transplant surgeons in the field of organ donation and

transplantation, nrcdical power can still be considered to lie mainly in the hands of
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scientific researchers, the heads of medical schools, universities, hospitals, and

associated health and pharmaceutical conglomerates, as previously suggested. But

it is through this modern configuration of health power that medicine, as a

scientific knowledge and a 'doctoring of society' process, has effectively been

able to propagate itself as it changes its objectives and directions. We, including

medical practitioners, as subjugating participants of that knowledge and those

horizons, adapt and sublimate the human body to an ethos regarding health (as

suggested above), because there is no alternative but to live and make our history,

andour ethical self, as a knowledge, within this scientific and social culture of the

present.

The process of scientific development though has not dampened the homo

sapien fantasies about health and longevity; if anything, it has expanded them. It

is because of this new cultural ethic and expanded expectation regarding our

bodies andhealth thatwe continue to push the moral limits of medicine into new

realms of science and risk. For this reason, medicine has, in many ways, become

the prisoner of its own science and its own success.

Medical triumphs through scientific application and discovery have also led to

inflated expectations by the bio-politic of populations. Innovative health

economies as well as health consumerism have become a demanding by-product

of unlimited medical achievements. But, as expectations become unlimited, they

also become indefinable and unfulfillable, Ieading to entrepreneurial and risky

research, followed by sometimes questionable associated medical and business

practices. An example is the purchase of organs by a London specialist (from

four Turks in need of money) for transplant to private patients. (Coombs 1993:

28) This is obviously the questionable kind of behaviour, reported in the media,

that has concerned not only moral ethicists but has outraged the moral populace

into questioning the ethics of those involved in the practices of organ donation.

These isolated practices though, occur more often than not, before the ethical
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mandates regarding them are in place. Unfortunately the unethical chicken keeps

popping out before the ethical egg. In this respect, ethics in the organ donation

regime has become a reactive mandate lather than a proactive one. But resistance

by both medicine as a whole, and society to such behaviour, and the introduction

of ethicallimitswith associated rules to contain and order these limits, are also a

form of resistance to the unlimited power of individuals accorded them by

'status' within a particular field. In this way, it can be seen that the circles of

power and resistance can become intricately configured and layered within

society.

But with risk will come benefit, and if we accept the benefit we must therefore

acknowledge and accept that risk is its counterpart. We consequently cannot

hanker after a mythical golden age when science was not as much a part of health

knowledge as it is today. Risk may not always be immediately identifiable in the

morass of new scientific knowledge that evolves, but then again ignorance may be

as lethal as complacency.

The growth of organs in a finite world-the limiting factor

The previous chapter discussed the si¡¡ation when demand for organs always

exceeds supply. This suggests there is a limiting factor in the system. At any one

time a one limit point may also become a layer of limits, (the same as there may

be layers of resistance). Limit refers to not only the number of organs available,

but the 'limit of constraints' such as, economic restraints, ethical constraints, and

legal and religious constraints.

It has been suggested that: "A growing physical entity will stop exactly at its

limits ... only if it receives accurate, prompt signals telling it where it is with

respect to its limits, and only if it responds to those signals quickly and

accurately." (Meadows & Meadows et al 1992: 120) Meadows went on to say

that no system could adjust to a limit if the controlling signal was delayed,
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distorted, ignored or denied, or if it could respond only after a delay. (Meadows

& Meadows et al 1992: I20) This allusion to the sustainability factors in world

ecology could also reasonably be applied to the sustainability and limitation

factors that organ donation is cutrently experiencing.

These limitation factors arc bound to affect twentieth-century medicine as it

promises services that will keep people alive longer and improve their quality of

life from the cradle to the grave. Because this medicalisation of life occurs in the

way it does, within the sanctity, in essence, of the social domain as suggested

previously, it becomes a social service and social health contmodity that everyone

not only wants, but expects more of. But within the fragile alliance between the

public, medicine and science, there is a time and supply/actor that will provide the

ultimate limit to commodities of the body.

If Meadows 'limiting formula' is applied (Meadows & Meadows et al 1992:

180) to the organ donation process it is more than interesling to note that one

factor that currently limits the body as a soufce of supply is simply the ethical

adjustment factor that disallows ethical adjustment fast enough through the

ethical coridors to keep up with the technological advances and needs oT science.

Though this factor delays technological advancement at the speed some would

like it to go, there is reluctant recognition that this ethical adjustment process is a

necessary one as a safety limit. In fact, some medical academics believe, that this

kind of adjustment is not only an important aspect for adjusting ethics in

scientific research but for the process of social ethical adjustment, and that

scientific research, "... must not preempt public debate and a verdict consistent

with social values." (Fine 1988: 5)

But adjusting the body to the ethical limit factor not only requires economic

adjustment (resources, enefgy, labour, money and capital), it then must remain

interconnected to its ethical limits and, ethical sources as part of a continuum in

the circle of scientific progress. Because of this, it must operate more slowly
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through its feedback loops (a closed chain of causal connections) that will in turn

cause information distortions and delays. It is these causal connections, the moral

ethics of the self, that represent the social strata of populations, that arc the

essential links to the time limits for the matketing, economic and technology

mechanisms that supply science with the body of the self. As such, these

,connections' become merely the tools that serve the ultirnate organ donation

goals; the health of populations and the viable economical development of science,

as a whole.

When considered from this perspective, if organ donation goals are, as they

appear to be, seemingly growth orientated, ethics are likely to become unjust or

re-adjusted to suit the economic principle (as has previously been shown), as the

time horizons become shorter. (Meadows 8L Meadows et al 1992: 180)

Technology and body markets developed within this form of 'growth perimeter'

cannot ultimately support a new excess of demand, and therefore only hasten the

collapse of organ donation practices and ethics rather than assisting them.

Theriskof runningoutof thehuman commodity: body pafts, is what has also

driven medical science to continue the search for alternatives and to seek a new

destiny for the body as a political technology.

The circle of destinies

There is always risk as well as benefit in the development of any new science and

though Foucault did not directly address the topic of 'risk', his writings on

governmentality laid the groundwork for the analysis of risk as a political

technology, as suggested by Castel (1991) and Ewald (1991). Castel suggests

that over the past hundred years or so the political technologies of the body have

moved away from the idea of control of the dangerous individual by preventative

medicine and confinement, to a much more subtle process that anticipates and

prevents the emergence of undesirable events such as illness, abnormality and
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deviant behaviour. Castel notes that "a risk does not arise from the presence of

particular precise danger embodied in a concrete individual or group. It is the

effect of a combination of abstract factors fhis emphasis] which render more or

less probable the occuffence of undesirable modes of behaviour." (Castel i99l:

2ç1)

He labels these new anticipatory strategies and trends of population control as

specific to "neo-liberal" societies. (Castel 1991 293) V/ithin this notion of neo-

liberalism, he suggests populations can be: "guided and treated to prepare them

for careers in social functions . .." (Castel l99l 294) By anticipating 'trends', it

is possible to establish a whole new population profile by assigning special

"destinies" (Castel I99l:295) to certain categories of humanity. It rnay be done

at political will as a controlling mechanism for the common good.

The projection of such will and the ordering of populations, when considered

from this viewpoint within the scientific application of organ donation dynamics,

would suggest that it is not the medical practitioner or surgeon who intervenes

and orders these 'destiny' processes in populations. It becomes the neo-liberalist

economic and political mechanisms that control the social and actual bodily

destiny. This occurs through administration and planning at a cotporate business

level regarding the use of organs and the legitimation of practices through legal

sanction. It is at this level of development of the bio-politic, which includes the

global economy, that the donoring 'destiny and trajectory' of the hurnan body

becomes consummated in organ donation.

It is also at this level that the governmentality of scientific endeavour, and

therefore"¡?nding for scientific research, ultimately occurs. If science is to remain

a financially viable economic endeavour, it too will become driven by bio-political

economic rules of requirement and global markets for population needs, and in

many ways, as suggested by the neo-liberalist concept, is prepared and structured

in a destiny funded for governmental use and need of populations as any other
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part of society. In this way, scientific destiny becomes part of circular neo-

liberalist governmentality processes with the autonomy of science, by this

process, limited and controlled within a current political economy.

The circle of transformation-the 'risky'- self and resistance

Neo-liberalism is more clearly explained as a form of rule (the term 'rule' here is

used in the governmental sense) which involves creating a sphere of freedom for

subjects so thatthey are able to exercise a regulated autonomy. (Petefson 1997:

194) This kind of autonomy is the fi'eedom of the 'self' that allows (gives

permission) for the body (of the population) to take 'risks'. The expectation of

the neo-liberalist rationality is then that the rational self will conduct itself within

this consciously contrived style of risk-taking conduct to fit the entrepreneurial

health management of the bio-politic body. This rationale also expects the 'risky-

self' as a population to expedite that conduct to the broader global context, within

specific constructs and rules.

By this ideological shift to the self as responsible .for risk, it not only

distributes responsibility 'of risk' but does it so that the 'self' considers itself

autonomous in that process. This then promotes the notion that individuals

should take responsibility for themselves 'from risk'. (Peterson 1997: 194) It

also promotes the idea of 'prevention of risk', of, being responsible for

preventing risk to the self. In this way the body also becomes a 'risk-taking'

body rather than an 'at risk' bodY.

To prevent risk to the self, though, suggests the self has an understanding of

what that risk is, therefore there is an assumption that there has been informed

debate.

If we consider the organ donor population within this 'risk construct', and

consider current data, it would suggest that informed debate within populations is

somewhat limited regarding organ donation. (Coombs 1993: 30) 'Debate' per se
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'with' the population has been confined and such developments as:

"Recommendations for the donation of cadaveric organs and tissue for

transplantation." (NHMRC 1996b) This obviously involves the 'body' of the

public, but has had very minimal public representation as there has only been one

public representative assigned to that development committee in the form of a

nominee [from a consumer health forum] as compared to a plethora of 'experts'

from the field of organ donation. (NHMRC 1996b).

There is no space for authorised, legitimate social discourse as a part of the

debate in the organ donation regime'

Information and reports are readily made available to the public, such as

"Organ donation: Myths & Facts" (1997), but members of the population, as ø

whole,have only been able to express their opinions regarding such infotmation,

both the bad and the good, within the confines of 'Letters to the Editor'.

Examples; "Judgemental" (Bannear 1994) "Use and abuse of body parts"

(Apple 1994) and, "'what's wrong with the organ donation systems as it

exists?" (where a member of the public cloes call for more debate) (Hockey

1994). These types of public discourses, as letters, are also limited to the amount

they can write as only a small number of lines are available per person per issue.

Authorities may choose to ignore this discourse or respond, as they see fit.

Attention to donor family discourse has occured only as a result of donor

family members concern for others like themselves or bad publicity and

complaints. (Ragg 1993; Hutchinson 1994) Bad publicity and complaints crcates

a reactive response, for example: "Fearing backlash against the program ...",

'authorities' feel obliged to respond and placate. (Roberts & Richardson 1995)

As Foucault suggests, (in Rabinow 1991 lll-ll2), the rights of each person

will depend on the dialogue situation. If the dialogue is a one-sided polemical

debate the authorities and the population do not become partners in the search

for truth.. The truth of moral ethics is then also cultivated in a polemical academic
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cocoon that breeds resistance from the silent partners: the population. It is within

this framework that those in the population who question or disagree (in this case

with the organ donation rhetoric and rules) may be considered adversaries, and

will constitute a thrcat to a system. He also suggests that it is this polemical

dialogue format that can effect lhe ntorality of a truth (within a system), and

therefore the relationship of one to the other'. (Rabinow 1991: lI2-113)

Resistance mechanisms of populations to the risk 'factot's' in organ donation

may pose a threat to the system of organ donation only If the system does not

make a 'space' for its discourse. Paradoxically, the very process of allowing for

this 'risk factor space', in a circular fashion, will then allow for 'systems' to

transform and colonise those 'risk factots' into the forms of scientific endeavour

that perpetuate the circular motion of power that then controls the bio-political

cours e of scientific endeavour.

Resistance to power mechanisms is still, though, a necessary but complicated

ongoing process in the adjustment and self folmation of the care of the self as a

population, aspreviously suggested by Lupton (1997 104)), and the care of that

self as part of a society that then forms its own culture (r'egarding organ'donation

and scientific experimentation). It is at this point that the risky-self questions its

own ethical self constructs (within the organ donation system), to prevent the self

and the social self from harm.

Considering that most epidemiological investigation for the better health of the

body as a public health endeavour has predominantly been to identify and

eliminate risk as a preventative health measure (for the population body), this also

places the risk-taking body in a new category as a 'subject' of science. With the

verbal or written affirmation by this risk-taking body, that they are a 'giving'

body to science, that body opens the space for innovative science to surround

them and consequently mould them as a neo-liberalist body, whose destiny is for

the use of science. But we create a paradox by so doing as: "'We have, then, the
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reverse of the performative speech act. The affirmation destroys in the speaking

subject the reality that made the same affilmation tl'ue." (Foucault in Rabinow

1997:176)

By giving the social body a new destiny within science as a risk-taking,

transformed , an,úononrous body (via the ethical self), the social body now also fits

the political and economic agenderism that formulates the business and

govemance of that population regarding organ donation, and associated

experimentation practices with that body'

The control and governance of scientific experimentation, and the application of

such research with the risk-taking body, as a bio-political agenda, by seeking to

eliminate risk, becomes wrought with ethical dilemmas. The autonomous risky-

self, as the subjugating body of science and an entrepreneurial medical

consumerist, becomes, aS a technological growth imperative, a very risky

business.For this reason it is appropriate to consider the 'business of the body'

and the dawn of dilemmas in the endemic world of entrepreneurial science' They

are as valid for consideration today, regarding ethics, as they will be for the future,

in caring for the bodY.

Risky business, and the ethics of others

The economy and management of the risk-taking body have occurred in a

developing age of democracy, where a desire and expectation for longevity has

born a population that has watched in anticipation, wonder and trepidation the

often risky developments of science that might help to achieve for them an ever-

living, ever-healthY bodY.

As the body moves from the body 'at risk' to the 'risk-taking' body it

becomes a business enterprise to be managed. Body parts become extracted like

minerals, and harvested like crops, or mined like a fesource. Tissue can be

,procured'-a term more commonly used to refer to land, goods or prostitution.
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Cells, embryos and tissue can be frozen, banked, placed in libraries or

repositories, marketed, patented, bought or sold. The use of terms such as,

procuremenf (coordination) (Liew, Thompson et al. 1994) and potential (organ)

yield (lVisner 1996) were not only appearing in the medical texts but also in the

nursing texts. (Simmoff 1998) There has also been hot debate as to the

possibility of using financial reward as an incentive to increase organ donation'

(Sheil 1995: 87) The commercial 'catch phrase' has become colrlmon in the

terminologies surrounding organ donation and represents the commercial and

economic influence that has emerged in the 'finding and harvesting' process of

the ever increasing quantities of organs that are required for transplantation'

Researchers also refer to the body as a 'project' or a 'subject', a system that

can be divided and dissected to molecular level, measured and quantified. This

reductionist language then becomes permeated with commercial and economic

metaphors as the discourse of science begins to reflect the business and economic

influence of the administrative needs of the bio-political body. For example: one

physician who patented the cell line from his Californian patient, referred to his

patient's body as a "gold mine"; a pathologist at the uS centre for Disease

Control and Prevention referred to a collection of 50,000 blood samples as " a

treasure trove." (Nelken 1998)

Unfortunately, entrepreneurial science has also borne scientists who articulate

their beliefs in the body as a source of profit to themselves in a some-what God-

like manner, and postulate that it is their absolute right to use such knowledge as

they/science sees fÍ, as well as for their own (personal) economic benefit' The

following statement is a prime example and is from a physicist, who wants to

"establish a profitable lmy emphasisl fertility clinic" and who is involved in

advanced human cloning in America. He states that: "I've said many times that

you can't stop science... God mademan in his own image. God intended for

man to become one with God ... Cloning and the reprogramming of DNA is the
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first step in becoming one with God." (Scotnicki 1993) He says that if the

govemment stops him in America he will simply go to Mexico to complete his

experimentation, where he will not be hampe¡ed by government and ethical

restrictions.

The voice and discourse of science reported in this manner becomes a powerf'rl

deterrent and a risk factor within the system of science itself, reinforcing the

negative aspect of scientific endeavour. Both physicians and scientists have albo

been accused of profiteering, insensitivity to the emotions of patients o[ family

members and secrecy about unseemly practice as they seek out cadaver and body

parts. (Nelken 1998) As the market for human tissue has increased, so have

disputes in which scientific and commercial ideas about the proper uses of tissue

confront the social and personal understanding ofthe body. The proliferation and

diversity of these disputes, though, are symptomatic of a much larger

problem-and this is the: "growing divide between the scientific and social views

of the body in the commercial context of the biotechnolo gy age." (Nelken 1998)

It is within this growing divide that the more controvelsial scientific ethic has

endangered the very fragile and wary alliance of the population to medieine. But

always the spectre of the mad scientist is tempered by the hope that sense and

sensibility of the medical ethic will gate-keep the development of the future.

As suggested by Hooker, ethics are subjective (Hooker 1996: ix) and the

moral ethics of the self as scientist, who uses self-subjective ethics regarding the

application, experimentation and entrepreneurial use of science, threatens the very

fabric of a moral society. This combination of 'expert' power and the subjective-

self ethic also become a dangerous formula for the manipulation of knowledge

forself-use, in the'name' of science. As Foucault suggested (in Rabinow 1997:

288) "... the risk of dominating others and exercising a tyrannical power over

them arises precisely only when one has not taken care of the self and has

become a slave of one's desires."
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It would be nice to think that nothing would influence a scientist's search but

objective facts, but: "scientists are part of the society in which they live, and it is

natural to look for the part their environment plays in their plofessional lives, and

the effect it has on their motivations and the way in which they see nature."

(Silver 1998: 103) Therefore, we must accept that science is not caffied on in a

sociological or philosophical vacuum.

As a whole, though, scientists recognise the need to regulate biotechnological

advances. This is particularly so in the realm of animal and human cloning'

Scientific discourse itself suggests that this should occur at a government level

rather than a scientific level, as shown in this example reported in the media' The

article quoted an eminent overseas keynote speaker at a biotechnology conference,

who suggested: "it was possible to regulate cloning technology at government

level ....". He went on to say, "It is not the kind of thing you can do in your

back yard and if Australia decides it wants some of the benefits it has to offer, but

not the ethical dilemma of the disadvantages, then the government should regulate

its practice." (Hailstone 1998)

Though regulations regarding cloning are acknowledged as needed to control

development in this experimental field, as well as control unorthodox and illegal

practices, the entrepreneur in science is still seeing that the future development of

science is not only a very real possibility, but that it is only the bio-political ruling

and ethical legalities of such procedures that will hold it up (the ethical limiting

factor), as is suggested by the following report in the media. At the same

conference as the above it was suggested by the managef of a biotechnology

company that: "... people with organ failure rnay be able to obtain a perfectly

compatible organ thanks to cloning technology ...". But he then went on to say

this highlighted the need "... to enforce copyright laws to stop others replicating

us without our permission". He further suggested: "that the world's new cloning

technologies are paving the way for a host of new opportunities-some fraught
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with ethical considerations ... And while the issue of human cloning was a more

emotive issue, Dr (X) said we should not necessarily dismiss it outlight." (Lloyd

1998)

It is clear from this type of discourse that science is prepared to develop

scientific knowledge to its absolute limits if the golden opportunity occurs and

governmental and legal sanction is in place to support or absolve it. But it is also

clear that the development of ethical mandates and societal norms regarding such

procedures is still lagging far behind these new and revolutionising forms of

science. Determining the ethical facts, though, is distressingly complex when you

take the above comments by Dr X and the subject of human cloning as an

example. In fact, in this case, the 'ethical limiting factor' in regard to ethical

conduct, as he suggests, will do little to limit ethical risks to the body if it lags too

far behind. In fact, the very process of cloning one's own body catapults the risky

self into the business of self as an economic commodity, for the good of the self,

alone. The notion of altruism and the common good becomes replaced by the

economic reductionist health of the consumerist self.

With great interest, it may be assured, the risky self will continue to watch the

developments of science, with sometimes more anticipation than caution. An

example of this is that of a journalist, when writing his own by-line made these

observations regarding genetics and cloning. He suggested: "... there are no

obvious medical dangers." (to genetic engineering) (Davies 1998) A little further

on in the same article he goes on to discuss the drug thalidomide, (which was

originally developed for nausea in pregnancy but which had such devastating

consequences for children when they were born). Following this, paradoxically,

was information about the (untimely) escape of the rabbit calicivirus, (which is

also a perfect example of what can happen if a good idea gets out of hand without

tight safeguards on research practices). (Davies 1998). There is a history of the
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unexpected in scientific development that would be wise to consider as we thrust

and parry with the future of the human body.

Scientific knowledge has brought medicine, and populations to the brink of the

,risky self' or that other-worldly self that risks all fot the ultimate possibility of

life, to benefit through death, and through the te-invention of the human body as a

scientific knowledge. It is as we rocket along this double edge of the scientific

sword of knowledge that science, as new scientific knowledge and the purveyor of

scientific truth, formulates our future.

In an article titled "No stopping human cloning" (1998 Anon.) this statement

appeared regarding the progress of science: "It is impossible to stop science, it is

quite impossible to stop human progress, it is quite impossible to stop humanity

and civilisation."

Knowledge, risk, benefit and ethics

With scientific knowledge leaping into the future, the next question then is to ask,

to what benefit? This has certainly been questioned in the following article in The

Australian and highlights the need for all of us to be more informed regarding

this aspect of science. This is an edited extract of the article that appeared in The

Lancet:

... claims about the potential benefit of unrestricted access to patients' tissue have

been exaggerated. A federally appointed committee investigating gene therapy found

that even though 567 Americans had undergone gene therapy in about 100 different

experiments, ... there is still little or no evidence of therapeutic benefit (of gene

therapy) in patients or animal models' (Nelken 1998)

The evidence put forward by this statement adds a further paradox to the notion

that all scientific research is of benefit to mankind. Especially when we consider

that the most powerful arguments made by scientists seeking unimpeded access

to human tissue have to do with contributions to scientific and medical progress
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and benefit as shown in the following comment: "They state that restraints on

their ability to gain access to manipulate and commercialise tissue will impede the

progress of research and deprive society of useful medical beneJ'its'lmy

emphasisl". (Nelken 1998) Given the above investigations, one might at this

point suggest, of benefit to whom?

Ethical, cultural and religious considerations that are also being raised in regard

to this type of scientific experimentation such as: "... retaining tissue samples and

immortalising cell lines lthat] may also violate certain cultural and religious

beliefs." (Nelken 1998) This raises the issue that protocols and values must be

developed other than just those required for scientific progress. Ethical limiting

factors again materialise.

It is interesting that the issues raised in bio-ethics regarding organ donation,

though, have mostly been cenffed on vely specific problems. The scarcity of

organs has raised the dilemma that demand has far outstripped supply, which has

generated two kinds of issues. The first is connected to ways to increase supply,

controversial sources of supply such as animals, httman foetuses, executed

prisoners and paid living donors and, secondly, the fair and just way to distribute

organs available for transplant, which has become known as 'resource allocation'.

(Glllam 1992: l) Ethics, in fact, has strived to define in a meaningful and

acceptable way central ethical concepts related to organ donation, such as good,

justice and right. (Lovat l99I) These discourses are, none-the-less, facilitatory

discourses that have paved the way to increasing supply and furthering scientific

endeavour for the use of the consumerist self.

But science by its very nature is changeable. Established theories are modified

or ovefthrown continually, and it must be remembered that the essence of

scientific history has essentially been conflict. Current science is not a harmless

intellectual pastime and our ability to rationalise and order scientific change to fit

the risky consumerist self can and will ultimately affect the fabric of society,
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which by its very processes will tear down old beliefs; those that have up to now

created and sustained the 'knowing man' as the ethical self in society'

With imagination, scientific knowledge knows no bounds and has moved from

the cloning of 'Dolly' the sheep (Kolata 1998), to the cloning a year later, 'Mr

Jefferson' the Holstein calf (1993 Anon.). A further leap in the possibility of

scientific development has been the suggestion that there should be the

development of a bank for embryos, with the idea of cloning one for every child

so that there is a twin to provide a source of spare body tissue in case of

emergencies. (London 1998) Consider the ethical dilemmas that will arise

regarding these notions, as ethical mandates become a horrendous task for future

ethicists, in any caring, but consumerist society.

With the wages of knowledge and ensuing benefit come t'isk, risk for the very

life of the risky-self as not only a giver but as a receiver of the 'unknown'. Some

formulations of xenografting have caused real concern. There is also the warning

of the probability that animal to human grafting may lead to the possibility of

epidemics across whole populations because of viruses that could mutate. (1998

Anon.) And what of "well-meaning" science, illustrated in the case of "baby

Fae" where an operation was performed involving cross-species transplantation,

removing a defective heart from the baby and replacing it with the heart of a

baboon. The baby died as a result of complications caused when her body began

to reject the transplanted heart. Was this failure or a success? Ethical or unethical?

(Capron 1985: 11) 'When such procedures cannot be pre-tested, and

communication and choice is not an option (as for baby Fae) there is the ethical

and moral question of not only taking the least possible risk with such procedures

but of the legality of consent where children are concerned. This is another

instance where the dictum of primum non nocere (first do no harm) becomes

inadequate guidance for those who treat the sick and dying within this new era of

medical science.
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There are now a number of ethical conundrums in science and entrepreneurial

medicine to ponder, but it is also important to acknowledge that scientific

knowledge has seen an epoch, or information revolution, and, as Silver suggests,

perhaps the discovery of the genetic code and the construction of quantum

mechanics are the most fateful events in the history of twentieth century science.

(Silver 1998: 311) As we appfoach the twenty-first century the practical

consequences of scientific knowledge play a major role in shaping everyday life

in our society, and the risk-taking consumerist body will continue to subjugate

itself and be subjected through the formulating mechanisms of the bio-political, in

the name of medical science. Scientific knowledge makes possible longevity of

the self. As we move into the next century, if we survive, as Silver Suggests

(1998: 3lJ) "... we will increasingly manipulate the biological world." This

manipulation, be it good or bad, is also the moving forward of the ethical self as

self formulation, becoming an integral component of scientific knowled5ï a

technology of the risky-self in a risk-taking society.

Scientific knowledge in this way now becomes a part of our historical and

cultural reality, both past and present; it is neither right or wrong until thc society

within which it is formulated re-constructs the rules that must ultimately surround

itin a current societal culture, according to that cultute's moral self, at that time.

Scientific knowledge continually sees the world anew and therefore this is an

evolutionary process. It is also within this evolutionary process that clinical

science will develop and use such knowledge to achieve better practice and health

care in medicine. As Foucault suggests (in Rabinow 1991 306): "Thus

Enlightenment must be considered both as a process in which men participate

collectively and an act of courage to be accomplished personally."
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Possibility and the future

In the past two centuries we have moved from simply being observers of nature to

being its controller in a modest way. Science has become part of the human

race,s way of conceiving of and manipulating its future. Manipulation of this sort

will affect the national budget, the health of our children and the long term

prospects for life on a sustainable planet.

Science is no longer as it was in the seventeenth century, a hatmless activity of

a few curious minds pursuing an academic endeavour in the modest privacy of

private or university laboratories. The type of work being done in some

laboratories now is not only extremely well funded, but can have an enormous

impact on our lives, just as the obscure experiments of a handful of European

scientists in the 1930s unlocked the atomic era. (Silver 1998: 482)

Human history is chaotic at the best of times and ceftainly, in the scientific

sense, the combination of basic science and technology has created what has been

termed by Silver (1998: 510), as a third industrial revolution. This episteme has

leaped science into the brave new world of what until now has simply been

acceptedaspartof the fantasy world of science fiction. It was a world where the

development of genetic technology to wipe out specific ethnic groups was simply

a figment of a highly developed imagination. Now it is becoming a reality with the

promise of biological weapons in the form of genes that could wipe out whole

races of people (wilson 1998: 47), designer babies (pic 1998: 30), bionic

organs and limbs (1998: 2), robot surgeons, artificial wombs, implanted health

monitors and devices for providing an instant diagnosis (London 1998).

Society, medicine and nursing are ultimately bound to scientific creations that

at this very moment may be formulating as a harmless form of microscopic

bacteria. V/hat if, though, with a little 'patchworking' and biotechnology there

may be created artificial chromosomes that could offer synthetic 'life'? (Pic
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1999:24) A life form as a benefit to the medical possibility; toward longevity of

the human body? These conceptual and epistemological mutations of medico-

scientific knowledge will also be bound up in redefining not only life fonn, but

the social, medical and nursin g fwrction in institutions and hospitals and the

community; the form and practice of teaching, types of research, ethical religious

and bio-political mechanisms and. the process and practices of caring for such

bodies.

As the everyday care of the body is the traditional role of nursing practice, it is

at this point I will discuss the cornplexity and the future labyrinth that nursing

must now circumnavigate.

The risk-taking body and the practice of care

It is reasonable to assume that the developments within science will ultimately and

strategically affect the (science) of nursing and the pattem of caring for the

human body. This is already reflected in the conflicts that now surround Lls as a

risk-taking organ donoring society, and the part nursing practice has played in

these adjustments and advances, within a pattern that is contemporised to medical

science and new technology. Society, has then, agreed and cultivated not only a

requirement but a technology of care that incorporates the prolonging of life when

death has occurred. One may die but live. One may live if someone else dies.

Caring practices in nursing have had to reflect these ambiguities of the body.

Within a care alliance with the population (r'egarding organ donation), where

there has been such an extraordinary push for followers and acceptance, nursing

care of the body, as part of the ordering of science and the bio-political

governance and technology of populations, is assigned to a central role to assume

a process that establishes the medicalisation of the body, through care, for

science. Nursing practices, assigned particular destinies as part of this scientific
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govemance, are then expected to incorporate the bio-political mechanisms as a

health care endeavour for the common good.

The 'common good' and the lure to bettel health though, is becoming usurped

by the lure for longevity of the self in populations, and it is at this point that the

ethics of the self become the strategic motivator to the advancement of the

biological and genetic technology that will not only transform medicine, but the

practices of nursing as a health care over the next 50 years'

The separation of care of the patient as 'person' with care of the patient as

'body' is now given new meaning and it is this concept of genetic 'other body'

that will leap nursing into this genetically technological void in an ambiguous

mar.riage of practices. As the development of science traverses new dimensions,

contemporary nursing care will need to rest on different foundations, falling into

place as an instrument for promoting the quality of human lives.

The care to come and subiective ethics

It has been recognised by nursing for some tìme that there is a turning point

occuning regarding the approach to nursing practice and care, given the new

technological focus of medicine towards the health of the body. Gadow, in the

1980s, argued that the apploach to nursing then was encompassing both 'care

and cure'. By this process it was suggested the nurse offered intimate concern for

the 'lived body' while giving scientific treatment to the 'object' body. (Gadow

1980: 41) It is this notion of separating the 'body of the self' and the 'body of

science' that, as already discussed in a previous chapter, contributes to the duality

of nursing discourse and the paradox that arises as 'caring/curing' becomes

transposed by the theory of 'living-death and replacement'.

A further complicating factor are the principles in nursing ethics regarding

practice. Those that have been widely recofiìmended over the years as a guide to

nufses are, as Seedhouse (1995: 155) points out, usually a quartet of principles
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that are regularly advocated, such as 'non-maleficence, 'beneficence', 'respect

autonomy' and 'justice'. These are the principles that advocate that nurses do no

harm, do good and respect the patient, while monitoring justice for the patient'

This would appear to be a simple structure on which to base practice, but the now

complicated natule of scientific research and the development, and the application

of such extraordinary technologies as practice, is transforming the patient-nurse

caring relationship into an ambiguous bio-political mechanism.

The ,lived body' becomes the 'living-dead' and by this equivocal transition

there occurs a transformation in the caring process for that body as a nursing

process. As an ethical practice of the self, nursing transfers that caring (the

principle of 'beneficence') to the (live) bodies of others as an immediacy to the

act of right care (the principle of 'doing good') or what is considered right in

nursing practice as caring. This is reflected in an excerpt from an ethnographic

description that explored the activities and culture within an Intensive Care Unit

(ICU) where organ donating practices occurred'

.,If someone dies in the ICU a nurse has made it a routine to send the bereaved

relatives a letter of condolence from all the statT." lthis is] "... an effort to return

some of the personal, or maintain an element of the pelsonal, the nurses have

developed their own way of accommodating what they feel is an important caring

aspect that is missing [my emphasis] in this type of highly technical work'"

(Pearson et al 1998: 90)

Certainly, this is an example of not only the 'ethics of the self in nursing, but

the broader conceptualisation and adaptation to change care practices that nurses

are using as a subjective everyday practice to accommodate today's contemporary

and highly technological nursing practice. As nursing moves forward in a process

of transitions in this meta-modern society there is a fundamental approach and

precondition that should be recognised in such a transformation. That is the

ability of nurses and nursing to form a sense of self within the bounds of current
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nursing ethics. By this I mean the formulation for nufses and nursing of what

matters ds nursing care. This may require the subjective discretion of the ethical

self to make ajudgernentof the'goodness' ot''badness' of a situation (from the

plinciple of 'doing good').

This also reflects the teleological theory in ethics, which considers the

goodness and the badness of the consequences of something, consequentialism,

arrd is a theory concerning responsibility, or lnore commonly the theory of right

or wrong, the action of which must have the best possible total outcome' But what

must be considered, as Mautner suggests, when this kind of judgement is put into

practice is that: "... consequences alone should be taken into account when

making judgements about right and wrong." (Mautner, 1996: 100) The

consequences of 'right and good' as ethical nursing care in the ICU (as has

occurred in the development of the broader ethics in organ donation), has

happened as a reactive rather than proactive process. It is also occuLring as

subjective ethics (Hooker 1996: ix) of nursing practice, in health institutions, by

nursing practitioners who are faced with the changes that are constant and

inherent in the practices that sunound new technologies of medical science. It has

also been developed as part of a cultural change in nursing care practice, specific

to ICUs

The above anecdote also highlights that thete has been an explicit shift in the

direction of 'what matters' for nursing practice, where technology removes the

nurse from the caring nurse-patient relationship. The basic principles in ethical

nursing practice, of care, have not changed but the way it is practised in the highly

technological care units has. It is this component of change in caring that is the

silent voice of nursing within the broader discourses that surround organ

donation. For this reason, the discourse regarding caring in nursing is

continuously destabilised and has had to constantly re-establish itself within the

space allocated to it; unavoidably but still umbilically, not only attached to the
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discourse of science, but required by institutional practices and mandates to

prioritise and sublimate to the discourse of science, as a practice priority for the

health of the population.

The caring discourse of nursing epitomises the empathy and the responsibility

nurses have as part of their nursing ethics, for the caring for others' When used

as an addendum to the scientific discourse, though, it becomes disenfranchised

and colonised through the practice of docility.

The cultural construction of the ethics of 'caring' in nursing' as a practice

within the scientific paradigm, occurs at the 'grass roots' of practice of

technological nursing care. As Mulhall suggests though (Mulhall 1996: 910)'

these hegemonic processes will occur only when subordinated populations

participate in a cultural construction that will continue their subordination. The

very role that allows them within such continuous and close proximity to the

human body, as a care provider for those with health needs, is the very role that

continuously re-constructs their cultural subordination. They continutrusly search

for common care standards that may apply, and which can then be applied at all

times for all people, purely on the basis of rightness. It is a search for a moral

absolute.

This ontological approach would have a definite appeal to organisations and

institutions that wish to bind great masses of people together under an identifiable

moral code.

Because of this, for nursing as for medicine, there is no escape from the

endless forms of power plays that will structure and restructure their, and

societies' future. They are but the actors who are produced by the network of

relations of power. (Stiver 1996: 185)
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... In conclusion

The gulf between the intentions of human agents (in science) and the results of

their actions has been largely unexplored, particularly in the field of organ

donation. Certainly, as Foucault suggests, philosopher historians of science have,

Llp to now, concentrated largely on the great transformations of the physical and

mathematical, rather than the social and biological sciences. (Foucault in Dreyfus

& Rabinow 1983: 110) and, it is suggested, as a consequence have tended to

consider the social and political effects of scientific technology as historically

derivative from the growth of these same sciences. (Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983:

238) But the consequence of social technology is invariably reflected in the

strategies used to handle the collective processes concerned with the management

of populations, and in particular the health of populations. As such, the intentions

of human agents then become invisibly interwoven with the power techniques that

then expand the domain of a health system into both public and private life as a

mechanism of bio-political scientific management.

The docility of the consumerist health self in the organ donation field of

discourse, as a social and health consumerist body, has identified itself as a self-

subjugating body that may easily be integrated into these mechanisms associated

with economic-bio-political and medico-scientific spaces. It is here that it is then

constituted as an object of scientific knowledge through governmental mandates

that then order, control and redirect it into the governmental, economically viable

option.

When we introduce the notion of risk, benefit, marketing and the health

economics of whole populations to this space, as part of an essential growth

elementof health economies as all that is needed for new technological health to

succeed (that we as a society desire), we, as a caring but consumer society, must

ultimately acknowledge that we are the integral link in that circle of power that
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perpetuates the risky forms of scientific 'health growth'. As ethical subjects

within such a society, we are then faced with the production of a culture whose

faith in medical science is such that it subjugates itself, for the benefit of self, to

the creation and circulation of power mechanisms within society that then

challenge the meaning of our very existence.

Certainly, in organ donation and some more recent scientific innovations, this

process of balancing risk and benefit with economic mandates has evolved the

development of not only the single suspect entrepreneur of science, but power

mechanisms and bio-political processes that society has been somewhat reluctant

to conform with or to as an ethical act of self-determination. This has resulted in

the double 'doctoring fofl society' through the bio-political mechanisms of the

organ donation regime, to assist in the procurement of organs. This then becomes

an object for population resistance as the consultation process for ethical debate

reflects only a polemical dialogue format which effects the moraLity of a truth for

the population and therefore the relationship of organ donation ethics to the

population. (Rabinow 1991 : 112-II3)

The forms of resistance that have evolved to these mechanisms or 'official'

organ donoring processes, are such stategies as silence and/or reluctance to

donate or, commit 'future' organs. This in itself is a resistance to docility; as

Lupton suggests, a necessary part of society's self formation. (Lupton 199'7:

104);the result of polemical debate

It is through the modern configuration of health power and systems that

sections of medicine have also have been able to effectively propagate and change

objectives and direction. These changing directions ultimately affect subjugating

participants of modern scientific medical knowledge, and then those horizons and

directions must then be adapted to the human body to fit the new medical ethos

regarding current health knowledge.
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There is no alternative but to live and make ozr history, and our ethical self as a

society, as paft of that new knowledge, within the space allocated to us in the

current medico-scientific culture. Resistance has been the slowing process to

integrate a new ethical reality for society.

The process of scientific development, though, has not dampened the

humanity's fantasies about health and longevity. If anything, it has expanded

them. It is because of this new cultural ethic and expanded expectation regarding

our bodies and health thatwe continue to push, sometimes with very little caution,

the moral limits of medicine into new realms of science; and with it risk. For this

reason medicine too, has, in many ways, become the prisoner of its own science

and its olvn success.

Medical triumphs through scientific application and discovery have also led to

inflated expectations by the bio-politic of populations. Innovative health

economies, as well as health consumetism, has become a demanding by-product

that expects unlimited medical achievements. But as expectations become

unlimited, they also become indefinable and unfulfillable, leading to

entrepreneurial and risky research, followed by sometimes questionable

associated medical and business practices.

Limiting risk becomes a process of considering the risks associated with a

particular scientific discovery and application, then applying 'limiting formulas'

(Meadows & Meadows et al 1992: l8O) as there is always more than one factor

that may limit the body becoming a source of supply. One in particular (as

mentioned above) is the powerful social limiting mechanism and is simply the

ethical adjustment factor. This process disallows social ethical adjustment fast

enough to keep up with the technological advances and needs of science. It is at

this point that unethical practices may occur. As part of an ongoing process

though, adjusting the body to the ethical limit factor not only requires economic

adjustment (resources, energy, labour, money and capital), it must remain
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interconnected to its ethical limits and social ethical sources as part of a

continuum in the circle of scientific progress. It should also be remembered that

the 'body politic' relies on these types of communication routes to construct

social bodies as objects of knowledge. But they also become important

communication routes to circulate knowledge. (Foucault l99l: 28) Because of

this, the process operates more slowly through the feedback loops that in turn

cause information distortions and delays. It is these causal connectior¿s within

moral ethics (related to the social ethical self) and that represent the social strata

of populations, that are the essential links to the time limits that will ultirnately be

placed on, and delay, the use of scientific/medical knowledge. It is also a delaying

factor for the marketing, economics and technology rnechanisms that supply

science with the means to accomplish the transition of the moral body to the

subjugating body for science.

Organ donation in marketing terms is also a growth industry. When

considered from this perspective, iforgan donation goals are, as they appeaf to be,

seemingly growth orientated, the ethics are likely to become unjust or re-adusted

to suit the economic principle of growth as the time horizons become-shorter.

(Meadows & Meadows et al 1992: I8O) Technology and body markets have then

to develop within this form of 'growth perimeter'. The dilemma in the organ

donation regime occurs when the 'market' cannot Suppol't new excesses of

demand. This single factor alone can hasten the collapse of marketing and

economic strategies and practices, which in turn will affect the development of fair

and ethical practices in organ donation and other related scientific endeavours.

We have developed, as a society, 'anticipatory' strategies and trends for

population control specific to the "neo-liberal" society construct (Castel 1991:

293) that guide populations toward 'careers' in particular social functions. By

anticipating 'trends' (in health), we have established a whole new population

profile. Then, by assigning special "destinies"to sections of the population (such
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as social bodies becoming organ donors) we are able to augment certain

categories and processes for the 'betterment' of humanity. (Castel 1991: 294-

295) This is achieved through political will which then becomes a controlling

mechanism for the common good.

It is also at this level of governmentality that funding for scientific research

ultimately occurs, which then controls (if not privately funded) scientific

endeavour. If science is to remain a financially viable enterprise, it will become

driven either by the bio-political economic rules of requirements for population

health or by entrepreneurial global markets, dliven by private enterprise; a supply-

and-demand funding that may operate with very different rules.

The expectation of neo-libelalist rationality is that the rational self will conduct

itself within a risk-taking conduct to fit the new entrepreneurial health

management of the bio-political body. This rationale also expects the 'risky-self',

as a population, to expedite that conduct to the broader global context, within

specific constructs and rules. By this ideological shift to the self as responsible

for risk, it not only distributes the responsibility 'of risk' but does so, so that the

'self' considers itself autonomou.ç in that process. "You made that decision we

shall respect it!" (as has been suggested with the donoring process on a driver's

licence). This process though could not only bypass social resistance by family

members and their ethical self formation, but promotes the notion that the

individual has taken responsibility for themselves 'from risk', and that this

process as an autonomous and informed act should be respected. The 'risk

construct' within organ donation would suggest that informed debate within

populations has taken place, but within current data it would suggest that this is

somewhat limited in practice. In fact, consultation and attention to donor family

concerns has occurred only as a result of donor family members anxiety for

others like themselves or from bad publicity and complaints. (Ragg 1993;

Hutchinson 1994) Bad publicity and complaints creates a reactive response so
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that authorities feel obliged to respond and placate. (Robelts and Richardson

1e95)

There is no space for authorised, legitimate social discourse as a part of the

debate in the organ donation regime except in the 'Letters to the Editor' section

of newspapers where opinions may be offered. But this is a very limited space to

address such an important topic with no guaranteed right of acknowledgment. As

Foucault suggests, [in] (Rabinow 1991: III-112) the rights of each person will

depend on the dialogue situation. In a one-sided polemical debate between

authorities and the population, the population will not become partners in the

search for truth (about organ donation).

As a result, the resistance mechanisms of populations to the risk 'factors' in

organ donation then may pose a threat to the system of organ donation only if the

system does not make a 'space' for their discourse. Paradoxically, though, the

very process that authorities create to allow for this risk factor 'space', in a

circular fashion, will then allow the 'systems' to transform and colonise it. It

becomes a part of the discourse that forms scientific endeavour; that perpetuate

the circular motion of power that then controls the bio-political cours¿ of

scientific endeavour. Resistance to power mechanisms must and will continue

though, as they are the complicated ongoing processes that allow ethical

adjustment and self formation for the care of the self.

By giving the social body a new destiny within science as a risk-taking,

transformed, autonomousbody (via the ethical self), the social body now also fits

the political and economic agenderism that formulates the business and

govemance of that populations regarding organ donation, and associated

experimentation practices with (that) body.

The autonomous risky-self, as the subjugating body of science and an

entrepreneurial medical consumerist, becomes, as a technological health growth

imperative, a very úsky busin¿ss. As the body moves from the body 'at risk' to
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the 'risk-taking' body it sublimates itself to become a business enterprise to be

procured, managed and marketed, It is 'banked' as an economic and profir

making influence that then careens us into 'r'isk' in scientific health innovation;

innovation that is often separating right from wrong only by a vely fine ethical

line. Reductionist language in the discourse of rnedical and scientific research is

permeated with commercial and economic metaphors as it begins to reflect this

business and economic influence, and the administrative needs of the bio-political

body.

Risky, entrepreneurial science, that abides by its own rules, has also become a

risk to the social acceptance of new science. When it is reported in the media as

the irresponsible or arrogant action of science in this manner it becomes a

powerful deterrent and a risk factor even within its own system, as it reinforces

the negative and fearful aspect of scientific endeavout to and on humanity.

The proliferation and diversity of disputes that ate arising from these

controversial acts of science are symptomatic of a much larger problem, that of

the moral divide that is growing between the scientific and social views of the

body. Especially when it is considered as a marketable bi-product in this age of

biotechnology . (Nelken 1998) It is within this growing divide that the more

controversial scientific ethic has endangered the very fragile and wary alliance of

the population to medicine.

V/ith subjective ethics (Hooker 1996: ix) the application, experimentation and

entrepreneurial use of science, is threatening the very fabric of scientific

innovation for health in the moral society. This combination of 'expert' power

and the subjective-self ethic in science may become a dangerous fotmula for the

manipulation of knowledge for self-use. The risk-taking population as

consumerist health users will continue to watch the developments of science, with

sometimes more anticipation than caution, even though there has been evidence

put forward that all scientific research is not always of benefit to mankind. This is
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especially relevant when we consider that the most powerful arguments rnade by

scientists seeking unimpeded access to human tissue have to do with

contributions to scientific and medical progress and benefit.

Bio-ethics regarding organ donation remain centred on the continuing scarcity

of organs and while striving to define meaningful and acceptable ethical concepts

with a focus on moral issues, none-the-less have produced ethics that facilitate

and pave the way for increasing the supply of organs. It would seem ethicists, too,

become prisoners of the scientific conundrum. It becomes not a matter of which

boat to take, but how to choose the strongest paddle and then how fast to paddle.

Current science is not a harmless intellectual pastime and our ability to

rationalise and order scientific change to fit the risky consumerist self can and

will ultimately affect our society, which by its very processes, will teal down old

beliefs; those that have up to now created and sustainecl humanity as an ethical

self in society as we know it. It is creating new life forms as a benefit to the

medical possibility. But it has also moved toward a biological form of longevity

for the human body. This will not only redefine life form, but the ethical mandates

of communities. It will also revolutionise the social and moral ethic of the medical

and nursing community, with the need for major changes in the caring practices

for the body in institutions and hospitals. It will affect how we function in the

community; the form and practice of teaching; types of research; ethical religious

and bio-political mechanisms. It will most ceftainly affect the process and

practices of caring for bodies, not only in death but in health, as a nursing

endeavour.

Society may need to agree and cultivate not only a moral self within these

future scientific perimeters, but a technology of care that prepares the ethical

health carer for the unknowable. You may die but live. You will live if someone

else dies. What abiguities and paradoxes we wiìl have to reflect on. It may also

be in the not too distant future (some believe as early as two years) that we may
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be faced with the notion of caring for the 'cloned' body. (Cobain 1999a:29) This

suggests that the creation of the cloned human could become a reality and may

sound a little far fetched, but production of cloned cells has aheady taken place

and it is medical ethicists who fear that the program could lead to the wholesale

creation of cloned humans. As one medical bio-ethicist suggested in a media

article there are no grey areas in experimenting with foetuses, and any distinction

between therapeutic cloning and reproductive cloning was "spurious". (Cobain

1999b:4)

With new knowledge and, often, its ensuing benefit, comes a different risk; a

risk for the very life of society as a whole, not only as giver but as a rcceiver of

the 'unknown'. Mutation, epidemics and untested procedures, as with some

formulations of xenografting, are just some of that which in science has caused

real concern. The suggestion of the probability that animal to human grafting may

lead to the possibility of epidemics across whole populations because of viruses

that could mutate (1998 Anon.) should caution both science and society, but does

it? And what of "well-meaning" science, which was illustlated in the case of

"baby Fae"? Was this failure or a success? Ethical or unethical? (Capron 1985:

17) V/here communication and choice is not an option (as for baby Fae) there is

the ethical question not only of taking the least possible risk with such procedures

but the legality of consent,

Right in the middle of all of this is nursing care of these bodies. Critically

situated, nursing is part of an ordering formula for medical science as well as an

integral link to the bio-political governance and technology of populations. It is

proscribed to a central but docile role in its link with humanity. Its historical

subjugation to medicine as a practice enhancer for medical care has obligated it to

assume a caring process that continuously re-establishes the medicalisation of the

body, in the interest of furthering scientific knowledge. Nursing practices are

assigned particular destinies as part of this bio-political/scientific governance,
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which they are then expected to incorporate into nursing practices, philosophy

and mechanisms as a health care endeavour for the common good.

It is the complicated nature of scientific research and the development and

application of such extraordinary technologies in related plactice that has also

transformed the patient-nurse caring relationship into an ambiguous bio-political

mechanism. The 'lived body' becomes the 'living-dead' and by this equivocal

transition there occurs a transformation in the caring process for that body as a

nursing process and for the nurse as an 'ethical self'. Traditional nursing ethics

and the four principles on which it is based become converted to an ethical

practice that reflects the 'self in nursing. Nurses transfer the 'caring' (for the

dead patient) to the (live bodies,) of others, such as relatives. As an immediacy it

is a right act of care, or what is considered doing good in nursing practice; as

caring.

This is an example of not only the 'ethics of the self in nursing, but the

broader conceptualisation and adaptation to change in care practices that nurses

are continuously using as a subjective everyday practice to accommodate today's

contemporary, highly technological nursing practices. As nursing movesforward

in a process of transitions in this meta-modern society there is a fundamental

approach and precondition that should be recognised in such a transformation. It

is recognition of the continuing need to develop the ability of nurses and nursing

to form a sense of self within the bounds of current nursing ethics. This is the

formulation for nurses and nursing of a sense of what nxatters øs nursing carc.

This requires subjective discretion of the ethical self to make such a judgement of

the 'goodness' of 'badness' of a situation.

The explicit shift in the direction of 'care' in nursing practice, where

technology has removed the nurse from the caring nurse-patient relationship,

'becomes' the position where nurses must re- adapt subjective nursing ethics.

The basic principles in ethical nursing practice, of care, have not changed but the
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way they are pl'actised in the highly technological care units has. It is this

component of change in caring, the effect on nurses and their practice that is the

genealogical demonstration of the silent voice of nursing within the broader

discourses that surround organ donation. It identifies as Foucault suggested

(1911b: 148), the 'accident of ethics' that has occurred for nursing, especially

those occupied in technological nursing. This will continue to exist, and even, with

continuous transformation, will rcmain of great value to nursing if it is to survive

in this quickly advancing technological world of medical health.

But continuous transformations in discourse such as this, regarding caring in

nursing, are the very reason why it can and will continuously be destabilised and

not recognised as scientific discourse. It will therefore have to constantly re-

establish itself within the space allocated to it; unavoidably but still umbilically,

not only attached to the discourse of science, but required by institutional

practices and mandates to plioritise and subjugate to the discourse of medical

science; as a practice priority for the health of the population. Certainly, nurses

have developed their own way of accommodating what they feel is an important

caring aspect that is missing in this type of highly technical work, and it should be

noted that this cultural, and ethical re-construction, as practice, is developing at the

'grass roots' ward level of nursing practice.

Nursing still, though, is attached to hegemonic processes and will continue to

subjugate its practice to medical science. This will not change while it remains

part of a subordinated population that persist in participating in its own cultural

construction that will continue its subordination. The very role that allows nurses

within such continuous and close proximity to the human body, as care providers

for those with health needs, is the very role that continuously re-constructs their

cultural subordination. They continuously sealch for common care standards to

fit the realistic practice level, that they may immediately apply, and which can then

be applied at all times for all people within a particular context, purely on the basis
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of rightness. This becomes a search for a moral absolute that can abide by rules

within a specific regime (such as the discipline of organ donation). I might add

that this ontological approach would have a definite appeal to organisations and

institutions that wish to bind groups of people together under an identifiable

moral code and rules that will also meet their need. Because of this, for nursing,

there is no escape from the endless forms of power plays that will structure and

restructure their, and society's future in health care. They are but the actors

produced by the network of relations of power. (Stiver' 1996: 185)

Caring, as nursing, become a complex separation of caring for the patient as

'person' as well as the 'body' which now gives new meaning to the 'cale of the

person as a whole'. It is this concept of genetic 'other body' that opens the

technological void for nursing regarding body parts donation; of a future world of

unlimited genetic possibility causing an ambiguous marriage of practices, The

ensuing development of subjective replacement ethics completes a cycle that

keeps continuously turning to survive. As the development of science traverses

new dimensions, contemporary nursing care will need to rest on different

foundations.It may well be that, with careful research and planning, nursing can

make a significant'contribution by developing a nursing care process and an

ethical mandate for the practitioner that realistically reflects our multi-dimensional

and technological health envitonment: promoting the qualizy of human lives, to

balance the scientific technological heart of, what will be, the predicament of our

health carefuture.
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Chapter 12: Conclusion

This study has encompassed three approaches to Foucault's analysis to discourse

which are; the archaeology, the genealogy and the ethics of the self. They have

been combined to expose a history of our present, within a certain time frame,

regarding organ donation discourses. They afe discourses layered with

'construction and effect' that have proliferated a meaning about organ donation

throughout society in the name of the common good. The subject and type of

analysis undertaken in this study made it necessary that a number of related fields

be investigated and exposed, as the succession of discourses to each became

apparent. As a researcher, I became a trammeller through the milieu of our

cultural organ donation discourse environment.

As a result, there began to appear a complex sequelae of archaeological and

genealogical information that became a pivotal clue to our ethical selves in regard

to organ donation.

I will approach this summation by reflecting on my original aim for this study,

which was to critique the central elements of the discourses surrounding organ

donation. These I present first as essential to my further objectives which are, to

consider where nursing and nurses have become placed in these events. I then

discuss the impact this has had on nursing knowledge and practice, and how this

has effected the ethics of care as nursing practice.

The categories I specifically define in concluding are those that appear as

complex but constant thematics of the discourse analysis. Within a Foucauldian

analytical construction they appear as significant and central discourse themes in

organ donation discourse; and relevant to the ensuing construction of nursing

discourse within the domain organ donation.
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The gift -the ambiguous tYrannY

The colonised use of moral religious philosophy; that of caring for the (health)

needs of strangers, epitomises the notion of caring as gifting and is the value

relationship that has been inscribed on the community through education to

procure organs. This measurement of love for others is articulated as the caring,

generosity and solidarity of the community to each other. The notion of altruism

as the ultimate in gifting (an organ), by giving another life, is therefore

encouraged and rewarded as palt of a cultural heritage of community caring' By

fulfilling the need for organs the public body becomes responsible for the lives of

others; the needs of strangers. In this analysis I have called this particular concept

the'samaritan principle'. In this manner, the population is firmly inscribed as

'organ givers' by a caring and deeply embedded historical religious culture. The

social morality of procurement is therefore achieved through a multiplicity of

cultural, religious and therefore significantly important Christian ethics of

obligation in society. Interestingly though, when religious beliefs oppose or

critique such practice in the organ donation or transplantation regime,- they are

often castigated as mythic or superstitious. (Lysaught 1993: 82) As a bio-

political mechanism this notion of myth is then harnessed and used to educate

populations as to what is normal or abnormal or right and wrong; as a

normalising truth regarding organ donation. The media is then used to promote

and reward or alternatively castigate the population, if they do not donate

accordingly.

Journalism has also been extensively used to promote this notion of altruism,

as gifting, and is a striking example of the way journalism can be used to shape

society's values and self understanding. But journalists are never simply neutral

conduits of such information. They will select, interpret and place news in a

particular context. The caution in this process is that the rules implied through
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certain kinds of media statements regarding the organ donation message, either

good or bad, may, ultimately, be defended by such a regime as organ donation as

embodying the principal ideology behind it.

But a discontinuity of the notion of altruism appears when we introduce the

process of balancing risk and benefit with economic health mandates, budgets and

profit and loss. There begins to appear the development of not only the odd

suspect entrepreneur of science, but power mechanisms and bio-political

processes for the health management of society. These bio-political processes

then create the business initiatives in organ donation that may use alternative

ethics. They often also begin to take on a life of their own, alternative to the ethic

of the principle ideology. It is here that society begins to resist.

This resistance then requires the "doctoring [of,] society" through a medico-

bio-political mechanism which also becomes a further object of population

resistance as the consultation process that has been developed with society is

constructed to reduce ethical debate. This bypasses the self formation of the

ethical self in society as a population and as part of its normal cultural growth and

transition. It also begins to reflect the polemical dialogue format that has been

used and seriously affects the morality of the truth about organ donation practices

and ethics, and its relation to the population and the moral ethics society.

'When we further consider the governmental mechanisms that have introduced

the ideological shift of population responsibility for making the decision to gift

organs in the future, which is considered as formatively placing the self as

responsible for risk, the bio-political mechanism in organ donation distributes

responsibility 'of risk' but does so, so that the 'self' considers itself autonomous

in that process. The governmentality of everyday processes of the population also

lead them to particular decision making in this manner, but without debate. If the

population, through contractual obligation (as has been shown with the donoring

process on a drivers licence) and through governance mechanisms make the
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decision to donate ofgans without due thought or information, of course

governments are going to respect these decisions if it raises the number of organs

made available for use. This is a process of the bio-political and economic

governance of the health of populations.This process though, would not only

bypasses social resistance by family members and their social and ethical self-

formation regarding the death of a family mernber, but promotes the notion that

individuals have been fully informed enough to take responsibility for themselves

'from risk'. But as aprocess that is deemed autonomous, informed as well as

legal should it be acted upon? Here again there is a great deal of debate regarding

the rights of medical practitioners to enforce such as a decision who have, until

now, been reluctant to do so.

But decisions and beliefs like this cannot be imposed on a population, and the

genealogical effects of this kind of power initiate the folmula for resistance to

power, (oppression x critical thought = resistance) within a population. It emerges

in the form of a resistance to an imposed belief ol in the case of opting out (on

the drivers licence) of an imposed decision.

V/ithin this context therefore, the extrinsic benefits and boundaries of altruism

within the notion of the 'gift of life' become extricably enmeshed in the economic

advantage to the health economy that is manifest in this process It is at this point

that it becomes detached from the notion of gifting. It is the resemblance to an

economic contract implied within this process that violates the moral norm that is

implicit in altruistic good moral conduct rule. The contractual obligation implies a

moral enforcement and violates a moral boundary in our current society.

This ambiguity of the moral standard or norm in the social gifting process of

the body originally provided as an act of good faith as a gift, is now becoming

achieved through contractual obligation of right through governmentality.

The notion of beneficence in organ donation procurement discourse has also,

through the process of bio-political education, produced a legitimate associated
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discourse within the public domain that has 'become' a compelling cultural

pressure in society. The production of reward fot donating organs through the

notion of benefitfronrdeath,is a structured reality of the organ donating regime.

This reward discourse has become specifically related to those practices and

technologies developed as business initiatives to maintain the organ donating

processes, and becomes enmeshed with the notion of giving or gifting (of the

body) as a benefit for the giver. With the ultimate colonisation of this discourse

into medical discourse, by promoting the moral reward (for donor families) in the

system for gifting ofgans, there has occurred an ambiguous bio-political

discourse legitimated by scientific right'

This plurality within the argument of a moral imperative has in fact also

transmogrified the boundaries that surround death, and the boundaries of gifting

(of the body) into a moralised experience of obligation. This obligation to give

organs now becomes, through bio-political mechanisms, what I have termed for

this thesis, a somewhat ambiguous, 'tyranny of the gift''

Death

As human beings we are composite entities of the biological as well as the

personhood state, and we are therefore believed subject to more than one death: a

biological death and the death of the person, and it is the latter which is a different

sort of death a complicating factor to the meta-physical status of dying in the

organ donation regime. Through technology and the new brain death criteria as a

status of the death, there occur s an interruption to death of the body and the

person as it has previously been inscribed. It is this, and the fact that most deaths

are institutionalised, that has concerned the population about dying, and

specifically the process of dying, and raised the notion that physicians, strategic to
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institutional care, have become the arbitrators of life and death and have the power

to decide if we live or die.

If we consider the final objective of self care as preparing ourselves for death,

which is achieved only within a 'happy proximity to death', (that moment just

prior to death), we would unquestionably be concerned about when we actually

die. The new brain death criteria has interrupted that process of knowing. But the

care of the self still requires preparation for death. Ce¡tainly, nurses are the people

most likely to be in close proximity to the dying in institutions and hospitals and

are well aware that for the dying person, reaching that 'happy' proximity to death

though the human self is a process subject to fears and unceftainties' As Foucault

has suggested, the fear of death, of finitude, of being hurt, is at the heart of the

care of the self. (in Rabinow 1994) This point of uncertainty regarding death and

dying has appeared in discourses in social texts surrounding organ donation as a

valid fear construct that question ethics and the unknown in regard to the death of

self or the death of a close other (from relatives). There is also a feeling of

concern within the population of not only being wrongly declared dead but being

wrongly declared alive. On the one hand, there is the fear of wrongful life', and on

the other, rightful death.. Preparation for death under these circumstances alters

the notion of dying and of preparing fol it in society. Society continues to be

uncertain regardless of medical reassurance, as are many health professionals'

when in fact does that 'happy proximity' occur in technical death?

The concept of brain death, which ultimately translates into technical death, is

still not part of the ordinary notion of death in society. But, made within the rules

of accepted and current medical standards it meets the requirements of the organ

donation regime of knowledge for procurement purposes and is therefore

imposed on society as a truth about death. Acceptance of this form of death as a

norm by society through new scientific knowledge, and the medical culture of

procurement, has altered society's knowledge regarding death and knowing how
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and when to die. As a new scientific medical knowledge about death, we are now

informed as a society on not only how to cJiebtthow to die atechnical death and,

feel good about it.

Dying to live, by technological means

As a social culture, we believe modern hospitals and the people entrusted with our

care have the ability to provide the highly technological medicine that will sustain'

beautify and prolong 'our' life, the life of the consumerist health self, by using all

their sophisticated resuscitative equipment and life-sustaining machinery' Because

of this, in a sense the high technology hospital is presented with its own ethical

problems. When does ordinary trcatment become extraordinary treatment? In a

hospital with that kind of equipment some would argue that the physician

becomes morally obliged to use such equipment to give extraordinary treatment'

With this reasoning, there is the assumption that there is a tendency to sustain

biological life simply because the technology is available.

With the technological solution to prolonging life though, it has raised the

ethical dilemma that the hospital has become the place to not only "be made

healthier but to receive care that will make you live longer through the death of

others, by technological means. It is also because of this configuration in the

archaeology of organ donation practices that doctors and nurses in the organ

donation regime of practices arc placed in a strategic position to preempt and

assume control over these rituals of dying and living' Prolonging life for the care

of others also offers the caretaker of the body a certain 'spiritual' morality within

the practice of procurement. Procuring organs to prolong life as a caring practice

for the biologically dead body is caring for the 'life' per .ç¿ of another' The

metaphysical practice of caring for these biological entities then becomes a

confusing and complicated moral obligation. One can liken the practice of this
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obligation, of service to strangers, as again related to the philosophy associated

with the Samaritan principle. As part of society, health workers are obligated to

conform to this philosophy and its accompanying rules as an obligation to current

societal moral ethos regarding the body. To give or pfocure ofgans is good

conduct of the ethical self in the organ donation regime. It 'becomes' concerned

with the Christian ethic of caring for the good of humanity: a search for a truth

regarding the practice of caring and the ethical self; regarding death, the self, and

the relation of one to the other. The peaceful death of the self, though, ultimately

becomes superseded by the scientific knowledge to keep the body alive for others,

and the practices that accompany it'

This kind of new knowledge in organ donation and transplantation technology

has also brought with it changes in the principle of the truth predicate in moral

thought regarding the body, and consequently the moral rules that surround it.

This in particular is related to the truth predicate about 'life' and the process of

staying alive (the prolonging of life through the giving or receiving of organs) and

about 'death' and the process of dying (the process of brain death as a 'living

death'). This has created a new moral social truth regarding the body'and the

death of the body. The refining of previous principles in religious moral teaching

regarding the integrity of the body allows a space in discourse about the body for

new scientific knowledge to constitute an acceptable new social truth about death.

Therefore, knowledge of death and dying is now based on the truth predicate of a

science of technology rather than the past old dogma of philosophy and religion.

Knowledge as power and bio-political management

Medicine and nursing have both produced a scientific discourse of knowledge

about the body, death and the technology of the population and themselves that
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has become intrinsic to the development of the bio-political health management of

the population.

Both medical science and nursing, by the very production as well as the

application of this new scientific organ donation knowledge about normalising the

individual and their body to give organs, have diffused and rationalised the

processes of social disciplining within the organ donation domain in institutions.

By opening the techno-therapeutic space through research discourse, the political

space has become accommodated, and has then produced and colonised those

discourses as medico-political mechanisms.

Scientific knowledge is also aimed at the survival of humanity and must

therefore, at some given point be adopted by society as part of its culn¡re, fot

survival as is currently understood, to occur. As such it must be ordered,

promulgated and ratified as a truth to that end. But for this to be achieved,

scientific knowledge must first be transmitted and ratified through accredited

discourse to make it true, to give it the autlrcrity to change both scientific and

social knowledge as well as practice. It also becomes systemised as a language of

its own, which is part of the essential scientific ordering process. This will

facilitate acceptance not only within its scientific objectivity but also within the

social regime as a language related to a social truth. In olgan donation, this is

achieved by the leaders in specific fields of medico-scientific endeavour where the

status and language of such people within a specific discipline makes their

discourses respected and reported as serious speech acts. Their expert (scientific)

knowledge in a specific field of organ donation knowledges then charges them

with saying, in a particular language, what counts as true. Therefore, when

scientific knowledge is to become a social truth, it must be modified, transformed

and produced so that it will be accepted by the population within the prism of an

accepted ratified language of that social regime.
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By this process, institutions and institutional practices become the nexus for

organ donation knowledge/power and the base fol its scientific truth. The

ordering of scientific truth, as an empirical directive, then also controls the

practices in organ donation. This kind of ordering, of scientific truth through

institutions as a governmentality, is a further modifying factor to the rules of such

discourse. By opening a further space within the formation of organ donation

statements about the order of truth, as practice in institutions, therc is forged a

circular relation to the bio-political systems of power and ftrnding as regulatory

mechanisms ancl a legislative mandates. These systems and mechanism in turn

reproduces and sustains scientific endeavour in the interest of governmentality

and the survival of the population.

The effects of scientific truth as power through this kind of bio-political

ordering then become extended into convoluted societal everyday mechanisms for

the ordering and economy of a better health for the common good.

The economic possibility-risk and benefit

What is particularly universal in a majority of the discursive practicbs is the

economic discourse. What makes it possible to delimit this specific group of

concepts, is the way in which the elements are continuously related to the

economic investment and use of the body as an economic advantage, in the name

of health. In fact, the achievements in theoretical and practical technology

regarding organ donation have gradually dislodged and reduced the margins of

the body to a field of economical problematics. Knowledge and ability in medico-

scientific achievement have also become an exemplar for economic discourse. The

ability to save money via new knowledge and right practice as a medico-bio-

political discourse, such as organ donation/transplantation versus dialysis,

personifies the economic use of the body as a govemmental health initiative. It is
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then exemplified and mandated by the law through legislation which then

exercises the force of governmental systems that in turn mobilises the power of

production (of organs from the population). This process initiates a better

economical health achievement for governments who will then fund further

research initiatives that facilitate economic benefit as a public service.

This is also a process that begins to constitute for the population what is

normal,and produces through educational mechanisms, the concept of procuring

organs as normal. These processes then develop swarming mechanisms that

further invest or colonise the economic discourses as the corfect process towald

better health and longevity, as well as being an economical health advantage' In

this way the economic discourse regarding the body and its parts begins to form

links and networks that will extend the mechanisms and the hold on populations

that is required to provide maximum economic efficiency; on behalf of the

population.

When we introduce the notion of risk, benefit, matketing and the health

economics of whole populations to this space, as part of an essential growth

element of health economies and world markets, as all that is needed for new

technological health to succeed (that we as a society desire), we, as a caring but

consumer society, must ultimately acknowledge that we are the integral link in that

circle of power that perpetuates the risky forms of scientific 'health growth'. As

ethical subjects within such a society we are then faced with the production of a

culture whose faith in medical science is such that it subjugates itself, for the

benefit of self, to the creation and circulation of power mechanisms within society

that then challenge the meaning of our very exlstence.

There is no alternative but to live and make ourhistory, and our ethical self as a

society, as part of that new knowledge, within the space allocated to us in the

current economic and medico-scientific culture. Resistance, as ethics, by

populations, has been the slowing process needed to integrate the new ethical
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reality of organ donation into society. But that resistance also slows the organ

donation economy.

The sometimes entrepreneurial process of scientific development, has engaged

mankind's fantasies about health and longevity, and if anything, has expanded the

populations expectation of them. It is because of this new cultural ethic and

expanded expectation regarding our bodies and health that we, as a society,

continue to push, sometimes with very little caution, the moral limits of medicine,

and the economic limits of governments into assisting science to take just one

more step into the unknown, for our benefit. But from within these rcalms, from

which we may or may not benefit, will come risk: personal, moral and economic.

For this reason medico-science, has, in many ways, become the prisoner of its

own revelations.

Organ donation in marketing terms is also a growth industry. When

considered from this perspective, iforgan donation goals are as they appear to be,

seemingly growth orientated, the ethics are likely to become unjust or re-adjusted

to suit the economic principle of glowth as the time horizons become shorter and

need becomes greater. The economics of body markets then develop within this

form of growth, time and need perimeter. The dilemma in the organ donation

regime occurs when the market cannot support new excesses of demand. This

single factor alone will hasten the collapse of marketing and economic strategies,

and the moral and ethical standards that are applied to practices that surround

current forms of organ donation acquisition.

The population as subiugating self for health

Organ donation is an area of health like no other where science and medicine are

reliant on gifts to achieve a healthy society. Therefore, there is also the power of

the population.
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But the population subjugates themselves to disciplines such as organ donation

and transplantation not only to achieve better health and longevity but to practise

the process of caring for the setf. They realise that this cannot be achieved in

isolation and therefore there is a point at which individuals in society will leave it

to the public authority to determine what actions should occur or be forbidden

regarding their individual body and its life and its death. This form of public

contract, I have referred to as a form of public positivism, where by obeying

orders as a populace they achieve peace, order and security in their life, and in

their death. This social process accepts the need for the power of the state to

enforce laws (regarding organ donation and the public body), which in turn

becomes not only the basis, but the origin of theil public rnorality

The architecture of the sociological moral positivist discourse, then views organ

donation through the theory of gifting life, and within this precept that there is no

moral standard but the one that exists. As long as, what is, is reasonable and good

this precept will consummate the combination of these positivities to become

acceptable as social moral values in current society. It achieves change in the

social principle of moral social discourse regalding organ donation and within the

perimeters of social moral constructs and therefore within this particular social

epoch.

V/ithin this system, the ethical self within the social body becomes transformed

as it cedes and subjugates its body to accommodate the body of science and the

social body within a consumerist as well as a medicalist formulation. Within this

formulation the body may then become problematised in a variety of forms as

part of a consumerist health culture that requires science to prolong (its) life. It

also opens the space in discourse to allow the 'ethical self' to review itself as a

'normal' or 'abnormal' body, such as the reluctant body that has become the

problem of procurement.
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New technology and knowledge also directly relates the body to the ability of

knowledge in science and medicine; to rejuvenate it, beautify it and prolong it and

for science to act as a vehicle for its longevity, pleasure and beauty. This in turn

allows for its manipulation and a transformation into a utility for use within the

field scientific knowledge.

Through these practices and processes of problematisation, the social moral

(body) of the population embarks on its own games of truth with itself and in so

doing, by examination of its conscience, expands on a spiralling process that

expedites the expression of its own understanding of the self as a problem body

for medico-science. The ethical self through the rules of conduct in organ

donation must seek an ideal of conduct. In organ donation discourse, the public

body as a reluctant body has emerged as a health problem, by not giving organs

to those in need, and it is at this point of the problematisation of the population

that the theme of gifting as a code of right behavioul has become used to

overcome the 'problem of the body' and the depleted supply (of organs)' All this

is achieved within the moral code of organ donation behaviour that is socially

constituted as 'good' and 'right'.

The above themes that have appeared in organ donation discourses and the

connection of these themes to the history of those events are presented as

preliminary information to placing nursing within a context, a time and a place in

the organ donation regime

Caring, nursing and technical ethics

Within nursing, the caring and suffering of others has become converted through

bio-power into a technical problem in the organ donation regime' This has

transmogrified its existential roots where even the approach to ethical issues in the

final period of terminal illness, the period when patients are near death on vital
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suppott systems, becomes a question not of constructing a good death but of the

technical details of 'advanced directives'. This occurs through the application of

the experts' rational medical ethics and technical rules to what is, or should be, a

deeply human experience. (Kleinman 1995:34)

Thomasma (1994:90-91) suggests that nursing ethics are about the primary

healing relationship that occurs between a patient and a nurse and that the

essential relational healing of the individual is the primary function of the ethics

of nursing practice. But a shift in the caring directive in organ donation and

transplantation has split the rules of healing and caring in nursing, from the

humane to the technological. The organ donoring body cannot be healed but

becomes used for healing. Within this context, the parameters of care practices

become dissipated, with nursing discourse and practice abiding by new rules,

which must follow the medical and scientific irnperatives. These imperatives are

then interwoven in fhe duty to care within a medical best practice paradigm which

then metamorphoses the discourse of nursing care into a duty of best (scientific)

practice.

The traditional nursing role in the field of intensive care has also become

refined and 'specialised', with the changes and specialisations again being driven

by the leaps and bounds of new medical technology and scientific knowledge'

The metamorphic transition of nursing practice to a predominantly scientific

practice and paradigm in organ donation has subjugated the voice of nursing that

cares and heals the patient as a primary function. Therefore the voice of 'care' in

nursing has become continuously destabilised and then re-established within the

space allocated to it; but still unavoidably and umbilically attached to the

discourse of science, health and medicine as a relational healing mechanism in the

procurement Process.

Nursing and nurses also become 'obligated and duty bound' through bio-

medical disciplining mechanisms to use the practice of science and medicine for
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the health of populations, as best practice. These include educators, within the

network of organ procurement agencies or technologically advanced practitioners

in the intensive care units. Through these advanced technological practices

though, nurses srill remain'docile bodies', ordered and obedient within the

spaces assigned to them in the hegemonic ordering of organ donation as scientific

knowledge.

The subjugated discourse of nursing, that which causes a duality in nursing

discourse, and epitomises empathy and the responsibility for caring, when used as

an addendum to the scientific discourse, becomes disenfranchised through this

practice of docility. Nurses are acknowledged as having the people skills required

to handle the delicate situations that abound in the procurement process and often

find they are left by the physician to deal with the family's questions and

concerns about donation once the initial request for organs has been made.

(Simmoff 1998:248) In fact, it is quite common for nurses to be left to deal with

the caring for families in the hospital and ICU setting, meeting their emotional

and personal needs. (Finlay 1991: 48) Certainly, some nurses believe that

sometimes just 'being there' for relatives is enough to give comfort. (Thomas

l99l: 31) Nurses and nursing al'e not only playing a technical role in organ

donation but have informally been assigned an educational and relational role to

the population. They have also been assigned a primary caring position that

manages the functions of dying a technical death, not just for the patient, who is

already technically dead, but for those families intimately involved in the

problematic rituals of the technical dying process. This places them in a position

to preempt and assume control over the rituals of death. Their ministration to a

peaceful death becomes intercepted by the ambiguous promise to overcome death

for others. Their technical managing of death also assists scientific knowledges

such as medicine to overcome death, and ultimately to assist medico-science:

prolonging life at any cost. (Porter 1997: 699)
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Medical ethics are essentially rationalistic ethics geared towards the means and

ends that are consonant with medicine itself. (Thomasma 1994: 91) These are

also essential ethics in the rationalisation for the development of public policies

about major issues in health care from hospital ethics to experimentation. They

also have to do with medical values, which are geared toward focusing on organs

and systems and the therapeutic plan. In the technological practice setting, nursing

practitioners appear to have concentrated on medical values and ethics without

articulating the questions that are important to them. As individuals and as a

nursing profession there is a lack of articulation and recognition of their own

ethics in these settings.

It is the progressive consideration of the self as a nurse, or mastery over

oneself as a nurse, through the acquisition and assimilation of truth regarding

organ donation, that transforms that truth into a pormanent principle of action in

nursing practice. Therefole the predicate of truth for the 'assimilation of truth'

through 'testing and preparation' (of the self) becomes very important for the

nurse practitioner. Certainly this predicate assumption is worth considering within

the practice of nursing, as nursing and nurses become swept into the scientific

race for the health solution on the medical ethic. If they are to consider such a

hazardous voyage, via the death of others, as a truth of science, they must also

assimilate death, as a truth, within their own ethic of carc and practices as an

essential process in their nursing care of another. It will be very difficult for

nurses to maintain equilibrium when the tide becomes all-powerful and persuasive

in organ donation and scientific experimentation if assimilation of truth and their

preparation within their own nursing ethichas not occurred.

Current science is not a harmless intellectual pastime and our ability to

rationalise and order medico-scientific change to fit a nursing practice situation is

legendry. Scientific knowledge knows no bounds. What if, synthetic life is

created in the future: a life form as a benefit to the medical possibility; but also
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toward longevity of the human body? These conceptual and epistemological

mutations of medico-scientific knowledge will also be bound up in redefining not

only life forms, but the ethical mandates of medical and nursing communities,

and the social and moral ethic of populations. It will also change the functions

and practices in institutions, hospitals and the community; the form and practice

of teaching; types of research; ethical religious and bio-political mechanisms; and,

the process and practices of caring for such bodies as a nursing health endeavour.

We, as a society, have to agree and cultivate not only a moral self within these

future scientific perimeters, but a technology oJ' care in nursing that prepares the

ethical health carcr for the unknowable. One rnay die but live' You may live if

someone else dies. We are aheady on the meta-techno edge. As suggested by

Have and Kimsma (in Thomasmalgg4:94) nursing ethics are not "technethic"

(technological/scientific ethics). Nursing ethics are more complex than that. They

have to do with relationships, and relationship practices in nursing have already

had to reflect these ambiguities in the organ donation regime, regarding life and

death.

Critically situated, nursing is part of an ordering formula for medical science as

well as an integral link to the bio-political governance and technology of

populations. It is proscribed to a central but docile role in its relationally essential

link with humanity. Its historical subjugation to medicine as a practice enhancer

for medical care has obligated it to assume a caring process that continuously re-

establishes the medicalisation of the body, rather than the relationship to the

person, in the interest of furthering scientific knowledge. Nursing practices are

assigned particular destinies as part of this bio-political/scientific govemance,

which they are then expected to incorporate into the nursing practices, philosophy

and mechanisms as a health care endeavour for the common good.

Subjugated nursing discourses reflect the practitioner need, as an ethical self in

nursing, to incorporate into their nursing practice relationctL ethics. So far they
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have achieved this by transfelring the 'caring' for the dead patient, to the live

bodies of others, such as relatives, as an immediacy to the act of right care' They

are doing'good', or what is considered right in nursing practice; as ethical

caring.

Certainly, this is an example of not only the 'ethics of the self in nursing, but

the broader conceptualisation and adaptation to change in care practices that

nurses are continuously using as a subjective ethics everyday practice to

accommodate today's contemporary, and highly technological nursing care. As

nursing moves forward in a process of transitions in this meta-modern society

there is a fundamental approach and precondition that should be recognised in

such a transformation. It is recognition of the continuing need to develop the

ability of nurses and nursing to form a sense of self within the bounds of cuffent

nursing ethics as opposed to medical ethics. By this I mean the formulation for

nurses and nursing of a sense of what matters as nursing care. This so far, in the

practice setting in organ donation, has been at the subjective discretion of the

ethical self as nurse, to make such a judgement of the 'goodness' of 'badness' of

a situation from a nursing perspectlve.

The explicit shift in the direction of 'care' in nursing practice, where

technology has removed the nurse from the caring nurse-patient relationship,

'becomes', that process of change, and the subjective adaptation of nursing

ethics. The basic principles in ethical nursing practice, of care, have not changed

but the way it is practised in the highly technological care units has.

It is the effect of the technologies of organ donation on the direction of nursing

care that is a demonstration of a genealogy in the organ donation regime. It

identifies the 'accident of ethics' that has begun to occur in technological

nursing. (Foucault 1971b: 148) But not only will this process of adaptation of

relational ethics continue aS an essential to 'good' nursing practice, aS a
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transformation and an essential act of adaptation, it will rcmain of great value to

the survival of nursing ethics in a technological age.

But these continuous transformations, as subjugated discourses regarding

caring in nursing, are the very reason why they can and will continuously be

destabilised and not recognised as scientific discourse. Therefore, it is essential

that the 'ethical nursing self' constantly re-establish itself as a practice, if it is to

survive. Certainly, nurses have developed theil own way of accommodating what

they feel is an important caring aspect that is missing in this type of highly

technical work and is developing at the 'grass roots' ward level of nursing

practice.

Hegemonic processes will occul only when subordinated populations

participate in a cultural construction that will continue their subordination. The

very role that allows nurses within such continuous and close proximity to the

human body, as a care and relationship healer and provider for those with health

needs, is the very role that continuously re-constructs their cultural subordination.

They continuously search for common care standards at the realistic practice level,

that may immediately be applied within a particular context to all people, purely

on the basis of rightness. It is a continuing search for a moral absolute in a

changing environment and an ontological approach that would have a definite

appeal to organisations and institutions. Because of this, for nursing, there is no

escape from the endless forms of power plays that will structure and restructure

their, and future societies health care. They are but the actor[s] who are produced

by the network of relations of power. (Stiver 1996: 185)

Caring, when separated from care of the patient as 'person' to care of the

patient as 'body', also gives new meaning to the 'care of the person as a whole'.

It is this concept of genetic 'other body' that has leapt nursing into the genetically

technological void and has caused an ambiguous marriage of practices with the

ensuing development of subjective replacement ethics. As the development of
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science traverses new dimensions, contemporary nursing care will need to rest on

different foundations. It may well be that with careful research, planning and

support at the practice level, nursing can make a significant contribution to the

caring for humanity by developing a nursing care process and an ethical mandate

for the practitioner that realistically reflects our multi-dimensional and

technological health environment: promoting not only the relationships of those in

need of care but the quality of that human life, to balance the scientific

technological heart of what will be the predicament of our health care future.

Toward new nursing knowledge

This study has exposed the discourses that surround organ donation. In so doing,

it has then exposed the technological and ethical practices of nursing in the organ

donation regime; the effect of disciplinary power on nursing and nursing

practices; and the production of the ethical self as a nursing practitionel in the

world of technology. Nursing knowledge will benefit through the following:

A

. The use of the archaeological method exposes the duality of discòurse

and practice in technological nursing and constructs a knowledge of how

such a duality comes to exists as a subjugated continuity of nursing

ethics.

. It also shows how nursing ethics are surviving through discontinuity and

transformation and the adaptation within the practices as relational but

subjective ethics.

. It also exposes how a shift in the caring directive in organ donation and

transplantation practice has split the rules of healing and caring in nursing,

from the humane to the technological.
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. It shows how the medical construction of new death criteria has assigned

a primary position to nursing to manage not only the technical functions

of dying a technical death, but the problernatic relational and caring rituals

of the technical dying Process.

B.

C

. The genealogical analysis exposes the effects of disciplinary power on

nufses in the organ donation regime; how nurses have become normalised

and docile objects within the roles allocated to them within medico-

scientific ordering of practices that will achieve longevity for the

population.

' The effects of disciplinary power used by not only medicine but the bio-

political, the institutional and the mechanisms of nursing itself, ensure the

technological meta-nurse knowledge becomes colonised and devalued;

therefore allowing nursing as an act of cate to remain subjugated and

unrecognised.

. It exposes the need for a continuous search for common ethical care

standards at the realistic practice level of nursing, and how it is at this level

ofpractising and caring for others that the ethics ofthe self, as a nufse,

become intimately involved in the practices that occur on a day-to-day

basis.

Recommendations for further study

At the very root of this analysis lie questions concerning the nature of

technological nursing and the development of care practices that apply associated

but subjective ethics, in this challenging and fast changing scientific world.
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This study suggests that, because of the speed and direction with which

scientific/medical knowledge continues to develop, and the way in which nursing

knowledge is not only attached to that knowledge, but also used by it to further

and enhance its direction, there is a compelling argument for nursing research to

consider current nursing beliefs about relational healing in technological nursing

practice. Nursing ethics have notoriously been attached to medical ethics in the

past; it is perhaps time for nursing to be awarc and clear about their own ethical

development and Practice.

The following are research recommendations that may assist in alleviating this

gap in current nursing knowledge:

. There have been no studies which suggest that nursing practice be

required to mandate its own ethics within the processes of advanced

technological directives and practices. It is recommended that, as a first

priority, a qualitative study be commenced that will identify what nurses

believe of as ethics within the present notion of caring as relational healing

in technological Practice.

. Following this study and based on its results, I recommend a quantitative

study take place that then identifies how these ethics, as practices and

applications in technological care, can be identified and therefore

supported in the institutional setting.

. Technology has the potential to cause risk as well as benefit and it would

therefore also be useful to implement a study that identifies risk situations

that are not only of concern to nurses, but have the potential to legally

compromise nursing practice of the future.
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Epilogue

This study has been a personal reading of the work of others through discourses,

and, as with any interpretation, others may have read sentences and translated

concepts differently. It has also been a personal reading of Foucault. I have rcad

Foucault and then read readers of Foucault. Through this method of

interpretation, information becomes not only reflected but refracted.

But as Foucault might suggest, these discoufses' in the final analysis are:

A language which repeats no other speech, no other Promise, but postpones death

indefinitely by ceaselessly opening a. space where it is always the analogue of

itself. (Foucault 1971b: 61)
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